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June 29, 2012

Honorable Ronald M. Christianson, Presiding Judge
Superior Court of California, County of San Bernardino
303 West Third Street, Fourth Floor
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0302
Dear Judge Christianson:
On behalf of the 2011-2012 Grand Jury, I am pleased to present this report to you and the
San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors, and to the citizens of San Bernardino County.
This year there was a shift away from focusing primarily on County-run operations to
include not only the County, but cities, special districts, and charter school operations.
Throughout the course of this year we were continuously impressed with the knowledge and
dedication of the vast majority of those we met.
Throughout the year we received and investigated complaints from citizens. Many of the
complaints did not fall within the scope of the Grand Jury. However, in many instances we
were able to help the complainant by providing information as to where to seek a resolution
to their particular issue.
The Grand Jury unanimously approved a continuation and conclusion of a previously
incomplete investigation regarding the City of Victorville. I am happy to report that this
investigation is complete and included in this report.
Follow-up visits to several County agencies were conducted for the purpose of verifying that
recommendations from previous Grand Juries had been followed and implemented. These
visits are found in the Response Accountability section of this report.
Sadly during this term we lost a jury member unexpectedly. Lionel Ornelas was a thoughtful
and caring person who was a contributing member of the Grand Jury. He will be missed.

Honorable Ronald M. Christianson, Presiding Judge
Superior Court of California, County of San Bernardino
June 29, 2012
Page Two

Last June 26 citizen volunteers attended training on how to effectively become Grand
Jurors. Beginning July 1, 2011, people began their service to the citizens of San Bernardino
County. Throughout their term, they worked in harmony with each other and formed lasting
friendships. The Jury as a whole was productive throughout the entire term.
It has been an honor to serve as the Foreman of this Jury. I cannot think of anything more
gratifying to me throughout my entire professional career.
Finally, I would like to recognize Melonee Vartanian and Charles Umeda for their continuing
dedication to the Grand Jury process. Without them, this report would not be possible.
Sincerely,

E.H. Burgnon, Foreman
2011-2012 Grand Jury
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CITIES/SPECIAL DISTRICTS
Introduction
The Cities/Special Districts Committee has the responsibility of investigating the following
County departments and agencies and special districts:


Cities/Municipalities (Financial Responsibilities/Operational Performance)



Community/Senior Centers



School Districts and Community College Districts



Special Districts (Water/Waste/Fire Protection)



Superintendent of Schools

The following cities, departments and agencies were investigated:


City of Rancho Cucamonga – Mobile Home Space Rent



City of San Bernardino - Citation Appeal Process



City of San Bernardino - Economic Development Agency Neighborhood
Stabilization Program



City of San Bernardino - Verdemont Community Center



City of Victorville - Employee Retirement Health Benefits



City of Victorville - Performance Audit



Special Districts - Apple Valley Fire District



Special Districts - Arrowhead Community Service District



Special Districts - Moonridge Zoo, Big Bear Lake

A final report was issued on the following:


City of San Bernardino - Citation Appeal Process



City of San Bernardino - Economic Development Agency Neighborhood
Stabilization Program



City of San Bernardino – Verdemont Community Center



City of Victorville – Performance Audit
1
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CITY OF SAN BERNARDINO
CITATION APPEAL PROCESS
BACKGROUND
A complaint was received by the Grand Jury from an individual who received a parking citation
from the City of San Bernardino that was disputed. The individual appealed the parking citation.
The first two levels of appeal upheld the citation. On the third level of the appeal process, the
Superior Court dismissed the citation.
The Grand Jury reviewed the contract between the private company and the City of San
Bernardino (City). They met with the City Attorney and with members of the Police Department
who were responsible for the parking citation appeals. Also, members were furnished copies of
the Hearing Officer Manual – California Public Parking Association, 2008, used to assist in
hearing and disposition of all contested cases involving violations of the California Vehicle
Code.
Members noted City parking citations state, on the reverse side, an appeal can be requested by
writing to the City of San Bernardino, c/o a parking citation service center in Orange County.
The City contracts with a company to handle the administrative actions associated with
documenting the issue of citations, dispositions, scheduling appeal hearings, and collecting fees.
The citation also states information can be obtained by calling a toll-free number.
The company does not participate in any of the appeal reviews, except to collect documents from
the complainant and forward them to the City. The company does not have input into the
upholding or dismissal of parking citations.
The City’s website states what actions are required and how the parking citation appeal process
works, for the three levels of appeals:


The first level of the appeal process is an Administrative Review conducted by a
member of the City of San Bernardino Police Department. If the first level of
appeal does not result in the disposition the appellant desires, they may go to the
second level of appeal.



The second level of the appeal process is an Administrative Hearing conducted by
a Hearing Officer that is not an employee of the City Police Department. If the
second level of appeal does not result in the disposition the appellant desires, they
may go to the third level of appeal.
2
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The third, and last, level of appeal is to have the appeal presented to the Superior
Court.

FINDINGS
1. The company handling administrative actions for parking citations is paid once per
citation.
2. Individuals do not receive sufficient information on the process of requesting an
appeal to a parking citation or fully understand the information they are provided.
They can obtain information either by writing to the address on the citation, or calling
the toll-free number.
RECOMMENDATION
12-01

The City of San Bernardino provide detailed information regarding how parking
citation appeals are handled. (Finding 2)

Responding Agency
City Manager, San Bernardino

Recommendations
12-01

Due Date
September 29, 2012
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CITY OF SAN BERNARDINO
NEIGHBORHOOD STABILIZATION PROGRAM
BACKGROUND
The Grand Jury received a complaint regarding the sale of rehabilitated homes under the
Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) administered by the City of San Bernardino.
A federal grant for the NSP was congressionally appropriated under the Housing and Economic
Recovery Act of 2008, which authorized $8,408,558 to be spent over a 48-month period ending
in March 2013. Eligible projects under the grant are rehabilitation of single-family residences for
resale, demolition of uninhabitable properties, and rehabilitation of multi-family units. A
nonprofit corporation, Affordable Housing Solutions, was formed to implement housing projects
for the City of San Bernardino’s Economic Development Agency (Agency), which is the office
of primary responsibility for administration and management of the NSP funds.
This report is focused on the procedures the Agency employed in NSP rehabilitation of single
family residences (SFR) and their resale. As an initial step, the Agency prepared and released a
Request for Proposal to identify qualified construction contractors/developers and real estate
agents to rehabilitate the properties. These entities were designated as intermediaries. Fifteen
applications were submitted and six were selected and approved by the City Council. Through
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), the specific requirements for process of the
rehabilitation and resale were detailed. Each Intermediary is responsible for selecting its vendors,
employees (laborers) and real estate agents. The Agency is responsible for monitoring the
processes of construction and resale.
The properties are selected and purchased by the Agency, the intermediaries provide quotes to
complete the rehabilitation project, and the Agency selects the Intermediary, and negotiates final
costs. The intermediaries are responsible for the entire rehabilitation process and security of
properties through the resale. Upon project completion, the Agency inspects and approves
construction quality and compliance with standards for reimbursement/payment.
An independent appraisal is requested by the Agency and the listing and sale price is based upon
the fair market value with or without total rehabilitation costs, whichever is less. The real estate
agent is to comply with Affirmative Marketing Requirements, as detailed in the MOU. Also, the
real estate agent must recruit and refer to the Agency, qualified and eligible buyers at or below
120% of the local area median income. A third party consultant is utilized by the Agency to

4
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ensure that potential buyers are confirmed eligible under the grant requirements prior to
completion of the sale.
According to the complainant, the NSP single-family residences were being listed in the Multiple
Listing Service (MLS) with a sales price and almost immediately put into the status of “hold-donot-show” for six to nine months. Then status was later changed to ‘active’ with a revised sale
price.
The Grand Jury interviewed Agency intermediaries, along with their respective real estate
agents, regarding their involvement with the NSP rehabilitation of and resale of SFR. Seventeen
properties are being listed in the MLS when the Intermediary takes control of the project without
the knowledge of the Agency. A “For Sale” sign is posted and sale price is listed in the MLS at a
“projected” market value based upon the real estate agent’s best estimate of what will be the fair
market price upon rehabilitation. The status of sale is placed on “hold-do-not-show” in the MLS
and a lockbox is not placed on the property. The MLS price is subsequently changed to
correspond to the price that has been established by the outside appraisal and agreed to with the
Agency, and the properties are sold within the six to nine month period after the rehabilitated
properties are completed. There is evidence that on at least two occasions the agent has been the
listing and selling agent, which is a widespread business practice.
The Grand Jury discovered a real estate agent that acknowledged that his involvement in the sale
of NSP properties was a learning process. At the onset, he did not know or understand the
required procedures for establishing the sales price and determination of qualified buyers until
Agency staff worked with him to ensure NSP compliance in the sale process.
The MLS is a computerized system, which is governed by the California Real Estate Technology
Services (CARETS) Rules and Regulations. MLS collects and maintains information on
properties offered and sold within the San Bernardino/Riverside greater areas and makes it
available to real estate agents through subscription. A function of the MLS is to preserve the
absolute, explicit integrity of the data. Each agent that uses the system is bound by a Code of
Ethics. According to CARETS rules, listings are entered into the MLS with the knowledge and
written consent (contract) of the seller. At such time, there is a mutually agreed price, a lockbox
is placed on the property and a “For Sale” sign is posted.
To date, the Agency has purchased 36 SFR under the NSP Grant for rehabilitation and
homeownership; six are still in the process of being sold. Most rehabilitated SFR are on the
market from six to nine months before sale.
The Agency maintains that they are on target to meet the goals of the grant. Currently the focus
is on completing the few remaining rehabilitation projects and to sell the properties. Program
5
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income from resale is used to acquire additional eligible properties until the grant is fully
expended by the end of the grant period in March 2013.
In April 2011, the Agency received an additional funding of $3,277,401 under the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumers Protection Act–Neighborhood Stabilization Program III
(NSP3). This was in response to the residential foreclosure crisis facing the City of San
Bernardino. NSP3 has been designated by the Agency as the “Local Street Reform and
Protection” Program. The commencement of this program is projected after July 1, 2012. The
Agency will use the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) designated Community Housing
Development Organizations (CHDO) to conduct the rehabilitation activities under NSP3. These
organizations are non-profit housing entities with a goal to increase the availability of affordable
housing within their communities.
FINDINGS
1. The Agency does not provide sufficient oversight of the Intermediary’s resale
process. There were numerous cases where the properties were listed in the MLS at
the point when the Intermediary assumed the rehabilitation project and a “For Sale”
sign was posted on the property prior to the SFR being ready for resale. This
enhanced the notoriety of the agent, solely, not the NSP program. Although receiving
profit as the listing agent and selling agent is not illegal, perhaps within the
parameters of a federal program, the activity should not be allowed.
2. The Agency allows the properties to be listed in the MLS in a status of “hold-do-notshow” for a lengthy period of time during the rehabilitation process. This discouraged
agents/subscribers of the MLS and inhibited a more extensive marketing effort for
eligible qualified buyers.
3. The Agency provides an insufficient level of training and instruction to the
intermediaries and their respective real estate agents. An emphasis on the need to use
the Affirmative Marketing Principles to “identify persons in the housing market who
are not likely to apply for housing without special outreach” is lacking.
4. The Agency provides an insufficient level of training and/or instruction to the
intermediaries and their staff on the NSP program beyond the construction/re-sale
requirements. There is a lack of distinction placed on the purposes of increasing
homeownership to those who may not know that they can achieve such status. This
federal program is more than just the business as usual of rehabilitating homes and
selling.

6
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COMMENDATION
The Agency is to be commended for its programmatic focus of the NSP funds/projects to
neighborhoods (specific streets in high crime areas and number of vacant SFR) which, as a
consequence of the rehabilitation, resulted in an improved quality of life to the neighborhood
inhabitants.
The Grand Jury applauds the decision of the Agency in using the HUD vetted CHDO in the
implementation of the next stage of NSP3, the ‘Local Street Reform and Protection.’
RECOMMENDATIONS
12-02

Provide more intensive monitoring of the activities of the intermediaries, and in
the future, the CHDO, during the rehabilitation resale process so that the use of
the MLS is not used to convey status of the properties that is incorrect and further,
not to discourage the involvement of other agents. (Findings 1, 2)

12-03

Prohibit properties from being placed into the MLS without a written agreement
with the Agency, and not until such time as the property has been appraised, has
fair market value established, and is ready for sale. (Findings 1, 2, 4)

12-04

Prohibit real estate agents from placing the properties into the MLS in a “hold-donot-show” status. This has the de-facto effect of depressing advertisement and/or
widespread exposure of the property. (Findings 1 - 4)

12-05

Provide sufficient training and instruction to intermediaries and their real estate
agents on the use of the Affirmative Marketing Principles so that a wider variety
of qualified buyers can be identified. (Finding 3)

12-06

Provide training and/or instruction to all persons, intermediaries or CHDO, that
will be involved in implementation of the NSP program. This instruction should
extend beyond the construction/resale requirements to the NSP intrinsic
principles. All efforts are to focus on reaching the greatest number of possible
qualified homebuyers, while improving the quality of life for both the persons
becoming a part of the neighborhood and those who are existing members of the
neighborhood. (Findings 1 - 4)

Responding Agency
City Manager, San Bernardino

Recommendations
12-02 through 12-06

Due Date
September 29, 2012
7
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CITY OF SAN BERNARDINO
VERDEMONT COMMUNITY CENTER
BACKGROUND
The Grand Jury initiated an investigation into the construction of the Verdemont Community
Center (VCC) within the City of San Bernardino (City), based on information contained in a
newspaper article. The VCC was constructed on City Parks and Recreation Department property.
The Building Inspection Department had not been contacted before construction of the VCC
building began. A stop order was issued as a result of a supervising City Building Inspector by
chance observing construction in progress. Three days later a building permit was issued.
The VCC was opened for public use on September 30, 2011, without issuance of a “Certificate
of Occupancy.” An inter-office memorandum dated December 19, 2011, from the Supervising
Building Inspector was sent to the Community Development Department of the City describing
the deficiencies the inspector observed. Beginning in 2012 the City Parks and Recreation
Department took over management of the VCC.
Members of the Grand Jury on May 3, 2012, visited the VCC. It is located on City-owned land
within a park complex. The Grand Jury members identified problem areas as follows:


Three of six air-conditioning/heating units were not operating



The kitchen area lacked commercial sinks, proper wall covering, and there existed a
gas-connected commercial grill with no vent or fire protection system, as required by
the California Fire Code



The entry area lacked the International “Sign of Accessibility.”

Two major structural problems were identified by the City Operations and Maintenance
Department:


The air-conditioning/ heating unit ducts do not conduct air properly which will
require repairs above the ceiling



There is improper welding to secure the numerous steel piers supporting the floor of
the building as verified by numerous photographs provided by an official from the
City.

FINDINGS
1. A Certificate of Occupancy is required and has yet to be issued. 1
8
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2. Construction of VCC was begun and completed without initial building permits and
subsequent inspections during the construction process. 2
3. The grill connected to a natural gas outlet in the kitchen area of VCC lacks an exhaust
hood, ducts, and a fire protection system as required by the California Fire Code and
Mechanical Code. 3
4. The kitchen walls and sinks do not conform to Build It Right Guidelines for public
food handling facilities. The VCC qualifies as a public food handling place by the
San Bernardino County, Department of Public Health. 4
5. The Grand Jury found that staff within City Departments had a general lack of
understanding of the building requirements for this project.
RECOMMENDATIONS
12-07

Cease occupancy of VCC until a Certificate of Occupancy is issued, per San
Bernardino Municipal Code 15.20.30. (Finding 1)

12-08

Conduct training so that all future construction projects adhere to all applicable
City, County and State regulations. (Finding 5)

12-09

Install exhaust hood, ducts and fire suppression equipment as required by the
California Fire and Uniform Mechanics Codes. (Findings 2 - 4)

12-10

Comply with kitchen wall and sink requirements contained within the Build it
Right Guidelines issued by San Bernardino County, Department of Public Health.
(Finding 4)

Footnotes:
1

San Bernardino Municipal Code 15.20.030
California Building Code 105.1. Adopted by reference by the City of San Bernardino per the San Bernardino
Municipal Code 15.04.020.
3
California Fire Code Sections 609.1 and 609.2. California Uniform Mechanical Code Section 507.1.
4
Build It Right Guidelines, San Bernardino County, Department of Public Health. (Updated) As verified as applicable
to a kitchen facility at a Community Center.
2

Responding Agency
City Manager, San Bernardino

Recommendations
12-07 through 12-10

Due Date
September 29, 2012
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CITY OF VICTORVILLE
BACKGROUND
The City of Victorville (Victorville) and its finances were brought to the attention of the Grand
Jury in spring of 2009. Many interviews and hours have been devoted to provide accurate
information on this issue.
The review of Victorville’s finances was outside the scope of the Grand Jury’s expertise.
Assistance was requested in order to provide a professional review and determination regarding
Victorville’s finances.
A forensic audit was conducted originally. In order to complement and enhance the information
previously provided, a performance audit was recommended by the Grand Jury. Harvey M. Rose
& Associates, LLC, was contracted to conduct the performance audit.
The focus of the audit concerned five specific topics:
1. The Financial Condition of the City of Victorville
2. Inter-fund Loans and Use of Restricted Funds
3. Power Plant Developments
4. Southern California Logistics Airport (SCLA) Hangar Developments
5. Southern California Logistics Airport Authority (SCLAA) Bond Expenditures
The audit report and recommendations (Attachment #1) are incorporated by reference into the
Final Report.

Responding Agency
City Manager, Victorville

Recommendations
Section 1: 1.1 through
Section 5:5.7

Due Date
September 29, 2012
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Attachment #1

Limited Scope Performance Audit of
the Finances of the City of Victorville

Prepared for the
2011-2012 San Bernardino County Grand Jury
By
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
1390 Market Street, Suite 1150
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 552-9292
http://www.harveyrose.com

May 15, 2012

May 15, 2012

Ted Burgnon, Foreman and Members of the
2011-12 San Bernardino County Grand Jury
351 North Arrowhead Avenue, Room 200
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0243

Dear Foreman Burgnon and Members of the 2011-12 San Bernardino County Grand Jury:
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC is pleased to present this Limited Scope Performance Audit of
the Finances of the City of Victorville. The audit includes a review of the City’s finances and
related activities.
This performance audit was conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards,
December 2011 Revision, by the U.S. Government Accountability Office, Comptroller General
of the United States, as modified by directives from the Grand Jury to ensure investigative
integrity. It contains five principal findings with recommendations to improve the City’s overall
financial condition; manage inter-fund borrowing and restricted funds; oversee complex capital
projects including power plant and hangar development; and, administer bond expenditures. The
performance audit relied, in part, on the results of forensic audit activities conducted by previous
San Bernardino County grand juries.
We appreciate being provided with the opportunity to serve the Grand Jury during your term. We
are available to assist you further on this matter or any other investigation that you believe may
be appropriate.
Respectfully submitted,

Stephen Foti
Principal
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Executive Summary
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC was retained to conduct this Limited Scope Performance Audit
of the Finances of the City of Victorville. This study was requested by 2011-2012 San Bernardino
County Grand Jury to examine the finances of the City of Victorville.
To accomplish these objectives, Harvey M. Associates, LLC interviewed City management
personnel; reviewed and analyzed City and Southern California Logistics Airport Authority
(SCLAA) financial, planning, staffing, contract, and organizational documentation; reviewed
City and SCLAA Board public records; and, reviewed data and documentation from outside
sources and public record searches. Based on our research and analysis, we developed the
findings and recommendations that are the subject of this report.
This performance audit was conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards,
December 2011 Revision, by the U.S. Government Accountability Office, Comptroller General
of the United States, as modified by directives from the Grand Jury to ensure investigative
integrity.
A summary of the findings and recommendations contained in this report are presented on the
pages that follow, by report section number.

Section 1. Financial Condition
An analysis of the City of Victorville financial statements, as well as those of the agencies for
which the City has fiduciary responsibility, reveal that the City’s solvency, capacity to provide
current services, and ability to repay large debt obligations is a growing concern. As of June 30,
2011, the General Fund balance was $3,103,630, which was $4,978,874 or 61.6 percent less than
the Government Finance Officers Association’s target reserve level of $8,082,504, or two
months reserve based on annual expenditures in FY 2010-11. A General Fund balance of that
level exposes the General Fund to the risk of not being able to meet cash flow requirements,
economic uncertainties, or other financial hardships.
The General Fund balance has been depleted over the years as the result of several fiscal years
when expenditures have exceeded revenues, leading to an operating deficit and a need to use
reserves to meet expenditure obligations. Additionally, the General Fund has loaned or
transferred money to other City funds, in the form of subsidies, to support the operations of other
entities that receive the majority of funding from restricted sources.
The financial conditions of the Southern California Logistics Airport Authority, Victorville
Municipal Utility Services, and City Golf Course are similarly weakened by operating deficits.
More importantly, the financial conditions of SCLAA and VMUS are threatened by excessive
debt and an inability to make debt service payments due to insufficient revenue and fund balance
reserves. The General Fund’s risk exposure is increased due to a potential need to absorb VMUS
liabilities and obligations. Additionally, SCLAA has already defaulted on a debt payment. While
the General Fund is not obligated to pay SCLAA’s bond indebtedness, the General Fund has
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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supported SCLAA through advances to cover year-end negative cash balances. The City
Manager has indicated that additional short term borrowing may be necessary at the end of the
current fiscal year to again cover negative cash balances. The repeated use of advances on annual
financial statements points to a serious cash flow problem. Further, a cycle of borrowing and
repaying these short-term advances can also be interpreted as a mechanism for creating longerterm debt, while complying with the technical requirements of repaying the advances within the
shorter one-year timeframe.
With the dissolution of the Victorville Redevelopment Agency and the City’s assumption of
VVRDA’s assets and liabilities as the Successor Agency, the City’s General Fund is further
exposed to additional risk of having to absorb, but not being able to meet VVRDA’s financial
obligations. These obligations include bond indebtedness, payments to third party contractors,
inter-fund loans and administrative costs associated with operating as the Successor Agency.
Although the City will receive some amount of tax increment funds to meet these obligations,
historical analysis suggest ongoing risk exposure, since the General Fund will likely be required
to absorb obligations not being met by the tax increment.
Based on these findings, the Victorville City Council should:
1.1.

Develop a plan to replenish the General Fund reserves to the Government Finance
Officers Association’s recommended level of two months annual revenue or
expenditures. This plan should include further reductions in expenditures, identification
of additional sources of revenue, earmarking income from major sources of revenues as
the economy improves, and avoiding additional inter-fund loans and transfers from the
General Fund to other City funds.

1.2.

Direct the Southern California Logistics Airport Authority and Victorville Municipal
Utility Services to further reduce expenditures and increase revenues in order to begin
building its fund reserve, reduce the need for inter-fund loans, and have an additional
source of revenue to make debt service payments.

1.3.

Direct the Victorville Municipal Utility Services to closely monitor its programs for
utility services and avoid any further attempts to self-generate power.

1.4.

Direct the City Manager to further reduce expenditures and increase revenues for the golf
course enterprise to reverse its operating deficit and eliminate its need for inter-fund loans
and transfers. The City Council should also consider various alternatives to the continued
operation or disposition of the Green Tree golf course.

Section 2. Inter-fund Loans and the Use of Restricted Funds
Although the City of Victorville finally adopted an Inter-fund Loan Policy on May 3, 2011, after
repeated recommendations from independent auditors and City management dating back to 2009,
the policy contains significant weaknesses. These weaknesses include a lack of guidelines and
required analysis to determine: (1) the borrowing or lending funds’ solvency, or ability to pay
obligations; (2) timeframes for analysis and approval of the loan prior to June 30 of each fiscal
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year to prevent backdating of inter-fund loans; and, (3) financial planning or monitoring of the
repayment of inter-fund loans. Therefore, the Inter-fund Loan Policy as it currently exists, does
not ensure that inter-fund loans do not: (a) significantly weaken the financial condition of a
lending fund and its ability to pay obligations; (b) become a permanent contribution from the
lending fund to the borrowing fund; or, (c) complicate or misrepresent the financial condition of
all funds involved.
Analysis of existing inter-fund loans revealed that the City had $69.7 million in outstanding
inter-fund loans as of June 30, 2011, which includes the original loan amount and accrued
interest. Though each of the loans has a five year term, a majority of the loans have not had any
payments made toward the outstanding balance and internal controls are not formalized to ensure
timely repayment. Further, the repayment of $38.1 million, or 54.7 percent of the $69.7 million
in outstanding inter-fund loans is highly questionable. This is because these loans were made to
the SCLAA and VMUS, two entities with significant debt obligations, structural cash flow
difficulties and revenue concern. However, the City Manager has asserted that the City
anticipates using approximately $45 million of approximately $52 million in judgment proceeds
in FY 2012-13 resulting from a suit against a former contractor that was responsible for
engineering work on the failed Foxborough Power Plant project to repay the balance of these
loans. The suit is currently under appeal.
Finally, a review of the inter-fund loans made from the Victorville Water District (VWD) to
VMUS and the transfer of funds from the Sanitary District to the General Fund suggest that the
City may have violated State laws and local resolutions restricting the use of revenue collected
for the delivery of property-related utility services. In particular, water fees and charges collected
by the VWD were loaned to VMUS to support capital improvement and operation of electrical
and power utility services. While the California Constitution does not prohibit investments or
short-term loans, the financial state of VMUS and its inability to pay obligations may result in
the inter-fund loan becoming a permanent contribution to VMUS, exposing the City to the risk of
violating the Constitution. Similarly, restricted property tax revenue was transferred to the
General Fund, without assurance that the revenue would be used for Sanitary District purposes.
Further, the transfer of Sanitary District funds to the General Fund violates the LAFCO
resolution which states that all Sanitary District assets should remain in a separate enterprise
account.
Based on these findings, the Victorville City Council should:
2.1.

Revise and improve the Inter-fund Loan Policy to include the following requirements,
which should also be applied to existing inter-fund loans, to the extent possible:
a. Analysis of the financial condition of each fund involved in the inter-fund loan
prior to approval, including a review of revenues, expenditures, assets, liabilities,
and potential sources of revenue. The analysis should be used to determine the
funds’ ability to pay obligations such as ongoing operations, principal and interest
payments for long-term debt, and agreements or contracts with third parties. To
the extent possible, only funds with an ability to still meet all expenditure and
debt obligations should be included in an inter-fund loan.
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b. A clear and reasonable timeframe for the financial analysis to be conducted prior
to approval of an inter-fund loan, which should ideally be approved before June
30 of each fiscal year.
c. Financial planning and monitoring of repayment for each inter-fund loan. A
financial plan could include a repayment schedule, targeted payment amounts
based on a percentage of surplus revenues at the end of each fiscal year, and
identification of potential revenue sources. Internal controls for monitoring
repayment of inter-fund loans should be developed, approved, and formally
documented.
2.2.

The City should accurately reflect inter-fund loans in its financial statements and internal
documents to fully represent the financial condition of funds.

2.3.

Evaluate the appropriateness of existing water fees and charges to ensure that revenues do
not exceed funds required to provide water delivery services.

2.4.

Develop and implement a plan to return restricted funds from water fees and charges to
the Victorville Water District, which were loaned to the Victorville Municipal Utility
Services, but are at risk of becoming permanent contributions to the borrowing fund. This
should be done as soon as possible in order to comply with State laws and regulations
regarding the use of such property-related fees.

2.5.

Continue to maintain any revenues and assets associated with the Sanitary District in a
separate enterprise fund in order to comply with the Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCO) Resolution dissolving the District and designating the City of
Victorville as the Successor Agency, as well as ensure compliance with State laws and
regulations regarding the use of such property-related fees.

2.6.

Develop and implement a plan to return $15 million in restricted funds from property tax
revenue to the Sanitary District, which were inappropriately transferred to the General
Fund. This should be done as soon as possible in order to comply with the LAFCO
Resolution dissolving the District.

Section 3. Power Plant Developments
The City of Victorville and the Southern California Logistics Airport Authority (SCLAA)
initiated large, high risk electrical generation-related capital projects in the mid 2000’s without
proper pre-project risk assessments or project controls. The analysis supporting such decision
making has been based on recommendations from contractors who have had an interest in the
projects. Further, this decision making has not been transparently presented to the public. The
subsequent failure of these projects has resulted in substantial losses and contributed to a heavy
long-term debt burden for the City and the Airport.
In September 2005, the City, acting as the governance board for the SCLAA, initiated a project
to develop a 500 megawatt power plant, known as Victorville 2. The Victorville 2 project was
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never completed and ultimately cost the Southern California Logistics Airport over $50 million
in losses with over $76 million invested to date. City management did not conduct proper due
diligence before initiating the project, entering into an onerous and open-ended agreement with
Inland Energy Inc., or entering into a high risk $182 million agreement to purchase power
generation equipment from General Electric. Further, City management did not enforce all
contract terms and has not formally managed the use of an open-ended provision in the
agreement. In addition, the agreement with General Electric was adopted without proper
transparency in closed session, likely violating the Brown Act.
In June 2004, the City began procuring no-bid professional services from Carter and Burgess, an
architecture and engineering firm, to design, develop, and construct, a cogeneration power plant
to service the energy needs of certain tenants at the Foxborough Industrial Park. The project was
undertaken by the City without a thorough assessment of risks, a formal business plan or budget,
or sufficient controls in place. Through a series of mishaps the project was never completed,
resulting in the loss of tens of millions of dollars in public funds. Ultimately, the City was
awarded $52 million as a result of civil trial litigation against Carter and Burgess and its parent
company, but this award, even if fully paid, would still leave the City with approximately $40
million in losses.
Based on these findings, the Victorville City Council should:
3.1.

Draft and implement planning policies and procedures for all City and SCLAA capital
projects. Such policies should incorporate best practices, including an independent
evaluation of risks and fiscal impact.

3.2.

Draft and implement capital project controls, policies and procedures for all City and
SCLAA capital projects. Such policies should incorporate best practices such as:
a. Establishment of a project plan, including a project budget, which is periodically
re-visited and formally approved by the City Council and/or SCLAA Board of
Directors in open sessions. The policies should also include requirements for
implementing performance measures that are regularly reported to the Council
during the life of a project.
b. Establishment of procurement controls, including requirements for competitive
bidding, increasing levels of control over approval of professional service
contracts based on cost to the City, and standard documentation requirements for
the payment of invoices.

3.3.

Schedule a workshop on transparency in municipal government, including an information
session on the requirements of the Brown Act. Following the workshop, the City Council
should establish policies to ensure that its operations are consistent with the requirements
of the State Government Code relating to open meetings and best practices, as they relate
to government transparency.
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Section 4. SCLA Hangar Development
In September 2005 the City Council, in its role as the Southern California Logistics Airport
Authority (SCLAA) Board of Directors, entered into a no-bid agreement with CBS Aviation
Development, LLC for the construction of hangar facilities at Southern California Logistics
Airport. The development agreement was based on a proposal put forward by the manager/owner
of CBS Aviation Development, an individual with no prior relationship to the City and whose
background and competency was not fully known. Further, there is no evidence that sufficient
background research was conducted on CBS Aviation Development or its owner until two
months after the SCLAA entered into a ground lease agreement with the contractor.
Although the original hangar development agreement called for the construction to be
completely funded by CBS Aviation Development, the SCLAA spent approximately $54 million
for CBS Aviation Development work on the hangar development project and nearly an
additional $50 million for a second firm, KND Affiliates, LLC, to complete the project after City
management lost confidence in the abilities of CBS Aviation Development. The hangar
development project may have ultimately cost SCLAA approximately $103 million to complete
four aircraft hangars.
The hangar development project at the Southern California Logistics Airport was undertaken
without proper controls to prevent cost overruns, the misuse or loss of public funds, or fraud.
Specifically, there is no evidence that City management clearly estimated costs or presented the
SCLAA Board (City Council) with a clear project budget or development plan before disbursing
funds to CBS Aviation Development. Further, City and SCLAA management did not put proper
controls in place during the project to ensure that outside contractors: (1) properly performed
their duties; (2) used public funds efficiently; or, (3) were prevented from misusing public funds.
The lack of controls is evidenced by the inability of City management to account for the entirety
of public funds, including nearly $13 million provided to CBS Aviation Development.
Based on these findings, the SCLAA Board of Directors should:
4.1.

Adopt and implement procurement procedures for the management and operation of the
Southern California Logistics Airport that incorporates competitive bidding for the
design, development, and construction of airport facilities.

4.2.

Adopt and implement SCLAA policies and procedures that institute sufficient financial
controls for airport capital projects. Such controls should be consistent with best practices
for public sector capital projects.

Section 5. SCLAA Bond Expenditures
The VVEDA JPA stipulates the uses of tax increment raised on parcels of the former GAFB as
well as tax increment from the member jurisdictions’ territories. The VVEDA JPA specifically
requires that tax increment revenues which are to be allocated to GAFB should only be used for
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purposes that directly benefit the redevelopment of GAFB. The VVEDA JPA also delegates the
authority of the management and operation of the GAFB parcels, including budgeting authority,
redevelopment authority, and all management and operational authority to the Victorville City
Council, “which shall act on behalf of the [VVEDA] Commission on all such matters.” The City
of Victorville also had authority and responsibility for the treasury function of the VVEDA JPA
until late 2009, when the VVEDA Board of Directors voted to transfer the function to the City of
Apple Valley.
The Victorville City Council, acting as the SCLAA Board of Directors, appears to have
repeatedly mishandled SCLAA bond expenditures. In at least three instances the SCLAA Board
and City management mishandled SCLAA bond funds by either: (1) poorly justifying
expenditures; (2) failing to properly identify funding sources and accounting for Victorville’s
pledged amount to SCLAA; or, (3) potentially expending funds allocated to GAFB on parcels
outside of GAFB and not primarily or directly for the purpose for the redevelopment of GAFB.
Based on these findings, the City Council should:
5.1.

Revise the loan agreement between SCLAA and the City so that it incorporates back
interest that should have accrued between 2005 and 2010 based on the State Pooled
Money Investment Account average annual yields for the Local Agency Investment
Fund.

5.2.

Review and amend the City’s financial statements so that the loan agreement between the
City and SCLAA for the purchase of library parcels reflects the terms of the agreement.
Specifically, that the loan is placed in the City’s Development Impact Fee fund.

5.3.

Direct the City Manager to conduct an evaluation of the use of SCLAA bond funds for
the Victorville 2 Power Plant project including an analysis of the amount of funds
specifically allocated to SCLAA (less the Victorville pledge) that were used for the
project. At the completion of such analysis, establish a loan agreement between the City
and SCLAA for the repayment of the amount of SCLAA bond funds expended on the
Victorville 2 Power Plant Project less the net amount1 pledged by Victorville for
repayment of the bonds.

Based on these findings, the SCLAA Board should:
5.4.

1

Direct the City Manager to establish an accounting system for all expenditures of SCLAA
bond funds. Such a system should include an estimate of the amount of expenditures that
are unrelated to the redevelopment of the former GAFB and would therefore require use
of the Victorville pledge of funds from its own territory.

After the funds spent on the Interchange Project are considered.
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5.5.

Direct the City Manager to establish a policy requiring the SCLAA Board of Directors to
justify the use of SCLAA bond funds when used for projects outside of GAFB parcels.
Such a policy should require a detailed justification for how the expenditures directly
benefit the redevelopment of the former GAFB before the issuance and expenditure of
future tax increment bonds.

5.6.

Review current contracts for potential conflicts of interest. This would help ensure that
the SCLAA Board of Directors makes decisions in the interest of the SCLAA.

Based on these findings, the VVEDA Commission should:
5.7.

Consider a review of the delegated authority provided to the City of Victorville for
governance and administration of the SCLAA to ensure representation of each individual
jurisdiction’s interests in the governance and administration of redevelopment activities.
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Introduction
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC is pleased to present this Limited Scope Performance Audit of
the Finances of the City of Victorville conducted for the 2011-12 San Bernardino County Grand
Jury pursuant to its authorities defined in California Penal Code Section 925, et seq.1. This report
is a continuation of work initiated by Kessler International, LLC (Kessler), which had been
retained by the 2009-10 and 2010-11 San Bernardino County grand juries to conduct a forensic
audit of the City. This report builds upon the work of Kessler by conducting data validation steps
and developing findings, conclusions and recommendations for those areas where Kessler
compiled sufficient information and evidence to suggest areas where there may be opportunities
for improvement.

Study Purpose and Scope
This performance audit was conducted to evaluate certain concerns originally identified by the
2009-10 San Bernardino County Grand Jury and pursued by subsequent grand juries for further
investigation. After conducting data validation steps from the forensic audit, the 2011-12 San
Bernardino County Grand Jury requested that the following areas be analyzed to determine
identify areas for potential improvement:
1. The City’s government-wide financial statements, as well as separate financial statements
for the City’s component units, for reporting consistency and appropriateness.
2. The use of restricted funds for general government and other purposes, including the use
of money restricted for George Air Force Base redevelopment activities under the Victor
Valley Economic Development Authority (VVEDA). The use of inter-fund borrowing
and other inter-fund financial transactions made by the City between the General Fund,
proprietary funds, special revenue funds and fiduciary funds.
3. The amount and status of loans made by the City to CBS Aviation Development, LLC
and other contractors, including decisions that may have been made to substantially
modify or forgive balances due.
4. Bond funding protocol and disbursements, including inter fund transactions subsequently
reclassified as loans.

1

California Penal Code Section 925 states, “The grand jury shall investigate and report on the operations, accounts,
and records of the officers, departments, or functions of the county including those operations, accounts, and records
of any special legislative district or other district in the county created pursuant to state law for which the officers of
the county are serving in their ex officio capacity as officers of the districts.”
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Methodology
The data validation and performance audit tasks for the limited scope performance audit were
conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards, December 2011 Revision, by the
U.S. Government Accountability Office, Comptroller General of the United States, as modified
by directives from the Grand Jury to ensure investigative integrity. In accordance with these
modified standards, the following key activities and tasks were conducted:


An entrance conference was held with the executive staff from the City of Victorville to
introduce HMR staff, describe the performance audit process and protocol, and request
general information on the organization and the issues included in the scope.



Documentation that had been compiled by Kessler during the forensic audit was catalogued
and assessed. The Kessler documentation and finding summaries were then aligned with the
San Bernardino County Grand Jury scope statements, including subsequent revisions.



An initial assessment of the identified issues was conducted, in accordance with project goals
defined in the work plan approved by the 2011-12 San Bernardino County Grand Jury and
subsequent communications with the assigned Grand Jury committee. During this initial
assessment phase, City management was interviewed, including the City Manager, the
Assistant Director of Finance, the City Attorney, and the Assistant City Manager/Executive
Director of the VVEDA. Seven formal information requests were submitted to City
management and documentation was provided through CD-ROMs or email transmission.



Field work tasks were conducted to further refine an understanding of the topics under
review. The field work involved additional interviews of City management staff and the
collection and analysis of additional information and documentation. In addition, a tour of
the Southern California Logistics Airport and the Foxborough Industrial Park was conducted
to gain perspective on certain projects and developments. At the conclusion of field work
activities, preliminary findings, conclusions, and recommendations were developed.



A draft report was produced and internally reviewed for quality assurance purposes. At the
direction of the Grand Jury, an exit conference was held with City management prior to the
release of the final report.

Background
The City of Victorville was incorporated in 1962 with a population of 8,110 and an area of 9.7
square miles in the Victor Valley region of San Bernardino County. The City experienced
dramatic economic and population growth from about 2002 to 2006. During that period the City
had an annual population growth over seven percent each year. Since 2008 annual population
growth has slowed to less than one percent as the economy, particularly in the housing industry,
has slumped. As of 2010, the City had a population of approximately 116,000 residing in an area
of approximately 75 square miles.
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Victorville was established as a general law city, meaning that when the City incorporated, City
leaders chose to use the existing State codes as they relate to laws, functions, and powers of the
Mayor and City Council, rather than write a charter. In July 2008 Victorville became a charter
city, which articulates aspects of City affairs including the form of government; the method of
election of Council members; contracting, public financing, franchises, and revenue; and revenue
retention. The charter also states that the City retains general law powers and authority. The
recent change to a charter city does not materially affect any findings in this report
The City operates with a council-manager form of government, whereby the Council appoints a
City Manager who administers the daily operations of city government. The City Council also
appoints a City Attorney who is responsible for advising the Council on legal issues affecting the
City. The Mayor is a member of the City Council and is selected by a vote of the Council.

Organization and Staffing
The City of Victorville operates nine departments including:

2



Administrative Services, which includes the City’s Finance, Human Resources, and
Information Services divisions. Since July 2011, the City Manager has assumed the
responsibilities of managing the Administrative Services Department. In February 2012,
the Assistant Director of Administrative Services-Finance was assigned City Treasurer
responsibilities. Previous to this action, the City had not had a dedicated director for
Finance since August 2009. The City Manager will continue to oversee Human
Resources and Information Technology.



The City Manager’s Office, which includes the City Clerk and Risk Management. The
Risk Management function is managed by the City Manager, but is contracted out to a
third party.



Community Services, which includes the Park, Library, Recreation and Community
Services, Parks and City Facilities, and Golf divisions. The operation of the City’s golf
course is contracted out to a third party.



The Development Department, which includes the Building and Safety, Code
Enforcement, and Planning divisions.



The Economic Development Department, which includes the Airport, Business
Development, and Housing divisions. In addition, the Victorville Redevelopment Agency
was managed under this Department until its dissolution in February 2012.2



The Engineering Department, which includes the Engineering, Signal Maintenance,
Street Lighting, and Traffic Control divisions.



The Fire Department, which includes the Emergency Services, Fire Protection,
Hazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste divisions. All Fire Department operations are
provided, by contract, by the San Bernardino County Fire Department.

Assembly Bill 26 (AB 26) dissolved local redevelopment agencies in 2012.
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The Police Department, which includes the Police Administration, Investigation, and
Patrol/Traffic divisions. All Police Department services are provided, by contract, by the
San Bernardino County Sheriff’s Department.



The Public Works Department, which includes the Animal Control/Graffiti Abatement,
Solid Waste/Recycling, Storm Drain/Wastewater, Street Maintenance/Sweeping, Open
Space and Municipal Utilities divisions. The Victorville Municipal Utility Services
(VMUS) does not currently generate electricity. However, it provides electrical,
cogeneration, and natural gas services for commercial and industrial customers at the
Foxborough Industrial Park and the Southern California Logistics Airport through power
purchase agreements with energy suppliers. The electricity is distributed through
Southern California Edison transmission lines. VMUS and does not provide electric
utility services to residential areas. Additionally, this Department provides all Water
District functions.

In addition to the Departments listed above, the City contracts with Green, de Bortnowsky, and
Quintanilla, LLP for City Attorney services. The City has contracted with this firm for general
counsel since 2002. The firm has also provided legal counsel to the Victorville Redevelopment
Agency and Southern California Logistics Airport Authority for approximately 15 years.
According to the City Attorney, the firm retains 10 attorneys to provide services for the City,
VVRDA and SCLAA for a pre-determined minimum number of hours and then on an as-needed
basis.
In FY 2011-12, the City Council authorized a total of 315 budgeted full time positions. In
addition, the City has budgeted funds for risk management services, City Attorney services,
operation of the City’s golf courses, operation of the Fire Department, and operation of the
Police Department through contracts with third parties. An organization chart for the City of
Victorville is provided on the next page.
Victorville Water District
The Victorville Water District provides over 7.4 billion gallons of water each year to a
population of over 100,000 people within the boundaries of the City of Victorville. Although
operationally managed under the Department of Public Works, the Victorville Water District is
technically an independent legal entity and an enterprise3 district of the City. In 2007 the
Victorville Water District was established as a subsidiary district of the City from the
consolidation of the Baldy Mesa Water District and the Victor Valley Water District. The
Victorville City Council serves as the Victorville Water District Board.

3

Under Generally Accepted Accounting Standards (GAAS) enterprise funds are used to account for business-type
activities. Business-type activities typically provide goods of services that are funded through user charges.
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Exhibit 1
City of Victorville Organization Chart
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Victorville Redevelopment Agency
The City of Victorville created the Victorville Redevelopment Agency in 1981 under the
California Community Redevelopment Act with a mission to eliminate conditions of blight in the
community by promoting and providing affordable housing to households with low to moderate
incomes and encouraging opportunities for new and expanding commercial and industrial
businesses. The Agency operated until February 1, 2012 when it was dissolved as the result of a
December 2011 California Supreme Court decision upholding the passage of Assembly Bill 26,
which dissolved all redevelopment agencies in the state.
At the time of its dissolution the Victorville Redevelopment Agency had three adopted
redevelopment project areas including the: (1) Bear Valley Project Area; (2) Hook Project Area;
and, (3) Old Town/Midtown Project Area.
Bear Valley and Hook Project Areas
The Bear Valley Project Area, located in the southeastern region of the City, was created in 1981
with an original goal of developing commercial, industrial and residential growth. In recent years
the project area has experienced significant commercial and industrial growth, including the
development of facilities for large industrial firms including ConAgra, Nutro, Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Company, and M&M/Mars, among others. The project area includes the Victorville
Medical Campus, the Foxborough Industrial Park, the Desert Valley Medical Hospital, and an
apartment community that has a total of 285 affordable housing units.
The Hook Project Area, located in the central area of the City just north of City Hall, was
adopted as an amendment to the Bear Valley Project Area in 1985. The area, which is not
contiguous with the Bear Valley Project Area, has been zoned for commercial and residential
development. Significant commercial developments in the project area include the Auto Park at
Valley Center and the Desert Plazas retail center.
Old Town/Midtown Project Area
The Old Town/Midtown Project Area, located in the northeastern region of the City, was adopted
in 1998. The Old Town/Midtown Project Area was adopted with the goal of redeveloping the
Old Town area, which has experienced a significant amount of business vacancies and
substandard housing, to a mixed-use downtown hub with specialty restaurants and retail. The
actions taken by the Redevelopment Agency in this project area have primarily consisted of the
purchase of certain sites and subsequent demolition to allow for redevelopment.

Victor Valley Economic Development Authority
The VVEDA was created in 1989 through a Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement (JPA) with
Hesperia, Apple Valley, and the County.4 In 1993 the VVEDA members established the original
4

The County of San Bernardino Redevelopment Agency was the authorized recipient of tax increment accrued
within unincorporated areas of the Victor Valley Project Area.
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boundaries of the Victor Valley Project Area consisting of portions of each member’s
jurisdictional boundary within an eight mile radius of the former George Air Force Base. The
VVEDA currently operates under the Fourth Amended and Restated JPA, which provided for the
inclusion of the City of Adelanto in 2000. The current JPA also enables each member entity to
enter into transactions and execute agreements within their respective portions of the VVEDA
project area without approval of the full VVEDA Board, provided that any financial obligations
would be backed by pledged tax increment revenue allocable solely to that member.
The purposes of the JPA, as stated on page eight of the agreement, are to provide for:


The coordination of long range planning of the territory of George Air Force Base and
surrounding areas;



The interaction with the Federal Government;



The acquisition, through public benefit transfer and economic development conveyance,
and administration and management of an airport or other public facilities at George Air
Force Base;



The redevelopment of George Air Force Base and surrounding areas; and,



The financing needed to effectuate such planning, interaction, airport, public facilities
and redevelopment activities.

Importantly, the JPA sets out how the tax increments are to be divided and allocated between the
redevelopment of the former George Air Force Base and the surrounding project area. This
allocation, as defined by the JPA, is described in detail in Section Five of this report.
Victor Valley Amended Redevelopment Plan
The VVEDA established and amended a redevelopment plan to institute a framework for
implementation of the VVEDA Project Area. The most recent and current plan (including
Amendments one through eight) was established in December 2006. The primary purposes of the
Redevelopment Plan are to provide the mechanism and funding to:


Acquire the Air Base and facilitate the successful reuse of the property;



Ensure that adequate access exists to and from the major transportation systems and the
Air Base;



Promote economic development within the area surrounding the Air Base; and,



Cause the replacement of jobs which resulted from the closure of the Air Base and
provide for affordable housing opportunities in accordance with participating
jurisdictions’ Housing Elements.
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The VVEDA Redevelopment Plan: (1) defines the 22 redevelopment plan goals of the Authority;
(2) lists the actions that member jurisdictions may take, such as the demolition and rehabilitation
of buildings; (3) lists the major categories of land uses permitted in the Project Area; (4) provides
a description of methods available for financing the project; (5) lists allowable actions by
VVEDA’s participating jurisdictions; and, (6) describes administration, enforcement, duration,
and procedure for amendment of the plan.
The VVEDA may be dissolved under AB 26 and a subsequent California Supreme Court
decision, which dissolved all redevelopment agencies as of February 1, 2012. The Executive
Director of VVEDA currently maintains that the VVEDA, along with the Inland Valley
Development Agency (IVDA), should not be subject to the provisions of AB 26. Both the IVDA
and VVEDA have filed suit against the State in order to prevent dissolution.
Southern California Logistics Airport Authority
The VVEDA JPA provides for the delegation and assignment of the member jurisdictions’
voting rights, with respect to all issues directly affecting the operation and redevelopment of the
former George Air Force Base, to the Victorville City Council acting as the Southern California
Logistics Airport Authority (SCLAA). The responsibilities delegated to the SCLAA include: (1)
all budgeting authority; (2) all redevelopment authority; and, (3) all operational and management
authority affecting the George Air Force Base parcels. Essentially, the Victorville City Council,
acting as the SCLAA, has the authority to redevelop, operate, and manage all aspects of the
former George Air Force Base, now known as the Southern California Logistics Airport.
In 1999, the Southern California International Airport, the predecessor agency to SCLAA,
entered into a master agreement with Stirling Airports International, LLC (Stirling) “for the
marketing, acquisition, operation, and development” of the airport. The primary purpose of this
agreement was to allow Stirling to acquire portions of the airport property in phases and
construct buildings for a variety of uses in order to develop the airport as a cargo and aircraft
maintenance facility as well as a business and industrial center. Under this master agreement and
subsequently under a separate Airport Management Agreement, a Disposition and Development
Agreement, and other arrangements, SCLAA successfully developed several “on airport” and
“off airport”5 parcels occupied by FedEx, GE, Boeing, Pratt and Whitney, Dr. Pepper/Snapple,
and Newell Rubbermaid, among others, generating local job opportunities for the community
and property tax increment for SCLAA. In addition, the SCLAA arranged for the development,
construction, and operation of an 840 megawatt natural gas power plant, known as the High
Desert Power Plant, through a third party. The power plant, which went online in 2003, has
provided additional tax increment revenue to SCLAA. Despite these developments, the Southern
California Logistics Airport has, through FY 2010-11, consistently had an annual operating
deficit. However, despite the airport’s recent accomplishment of generating an annual operating
surplus for airport operations, a heavy debt load continues to keep SCLAA in an overall deficit
position.

5

“On-airport” refers to former George Air Force Base parcels located within the security perimeter of the
functioning airport while “off-airport” refers to former George Air Force Base parcels outside the security perimeter.
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The SCLAA operated under a separate JPA between the City and the Victorville Redevelopment
Agency until January 2012. On January 17, 2012 the Victorville Water District became a
member of the SCLAA in order to avoid the dissolution of the SCLAA given the mandates of
AB26 and the California Supreme Court decision upholding it. According to a staff report
submitted by the City Attorney to the Water Board, if the Victorville Water District had not
become a member of the SCLAA, the JPA would have been dissolved when the Redevelopment
Agency was dissolved on February 1, 2012. The SCLAA now operates under a JPA between the
City and the Victorville Water District. According to the agreement, the Water District shall not
be responsible for the assets or liabilities of the SCLAA.

Audit Period
The Grand Jury requested the audit team to review the current financial condition and financial
transactions that have occurred since 2005. The reader should note that City management has
changed incrementally during this period. However, according to interviews with current City
management the firm of Green, de Bortnowsky, and Quintanilla, LLP has served as the City
Attorney since 2002. In addition, the current City Manager, who has been in that position since
July 2011, previously served in other positions within the City Manager’s Office starting in
August 2002 as a Senior Management Analyst. Beginning in 2008, he was appointed to Deputy
City Manager and assigned responsibilities to address a number of the topics in this report,
including stabilization of the City’s finances. Finally, the current Assistant City Manager has
served in various roles in the City since 1996 including as an Administrative Intern, Deputy
Director of Redevelopment, and Director of Economic Development.
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1.

Financial Condition


Analysis of the financial statements for the City of Victorville and the agencies
for which it has fiduciary responsibility, reveal that the City’s solvency, capacity
to continue operations at current service levels, and ability to repay large debt
obligations is a growing concern. As of June 30, 2011, the General Fund balance
was $3.1 million, which was 6.4 percent of General Fund annual operating
expenses of $48.5 million. This General Fund balance was $5.0 million, or 61.6
percent less than the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)
recommended target of $8.1 million, or two months reserve based on annual
expenditures. Such reserves are needed for cash flow requirements, economic
uncertainties, and other financial hardships.



The General Fund balance has been depleted as the result of several fiscal years
when expenditures have exceeded revenues, leading to an operating deficit and a
need to use reserves to meet expenditure obligations. Additionally, the General
Fund has loaned or transferred money to other City funds, in the form of
subsidies, to support the operations of functions that receive the majority of
funding from restricted sources.



Similarly, the financial condition of Victorville Municipal Utility Services
(VMUS) and the City Golf Course are concerning. Annual operating deficits, in
which expenditures routinely exceed revenues; negative fund balances, because
long-term liabilities exceed assets; and, the inability to meet debt service
payments using VMUS resources, have required subsidies in the form of
transfers from the General Fund, or inter-fund loans from other City funds.
Further, VMUS’ inability to repay significant debt obligations is of serious
concern, increasing General Fund risk exposure due to the potential need to
absorb VMUS liabilities and obligations. Similarly, the financial condition of the
Southern California Logistics Airport Authority (SCLAA) is weak. SCLAA
defaulted on a principal payment due on December 1, 2011, which was not cured
until March 2012. Though the General Fund is not liable for SCLAA’s bond
indebtedness, the General Fund has loaned funds to SCLAA for other
expenditures and the City Manager had indicated that it may do so again this
fiscal year.



As the Successor Agency for the Victorville Redevelopment Agency (VVRDA),
which was dissolved this year pursuant to State law, the City is responsible for
repaying VVRDA’s recognized obligations, including bond indebtedness;
payments due to third party contractors or other entities as a result of legally
binding agreements; inter-fund loans; and administrative costs associated with
operating as the Successor Agency. Although the City will receive some amount
of tax increment funds to meet these obligations, analysis of previous fiscal year
tax increment trends suggest ongoing risk exposure, since the General Fund will
likely be required to absorb obligations not being met by the tax increment.
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In the financial statements for the fiscal year that ended on June 30, 2007, the independent
auditor for the City of Victorville stated that the City “has continued to suffer significant
reductions in net assets from operations, which raises uncertainties regarding future operations.”
Subsequent financial statements audited by a different independent auditor have concluded that,
there is “a substantial doubt of the City’s ability to continue as a going concern.” Analysis of the
financial statements for the City of Victorville and its component1 agencies conducted for this
audit reveal similar conclusions—that the City’s solvency, ability to repay large debt, and
continue funding some operations is of concern.

The General Fund is in Poor Financial Condition
The ability of the General Fund to continue to support general City government operations,
support the operations of enterprise funds, and meet debt obligations is questionable, based on
various indicators, including: (1) a decreasing General Fund balance; (2) multiple years of
operating at a deficit; (3) various inter-fund transfers from the General Fund to other City funds
over the past few years; and, (4) a low cash balance.

Fund Balance is Very Low
As shown in Table 1.1 below, the City’s General Fund balance has steadily decreased over the
past four fiscal years. As of June 30, 2011, the General Fund balance was $3,103,630, which was
6.4 percent of the General Fund operating expenses of $48,495,022 in Fiscal Year (FY) 2010-11.
The General Fund balance as of June 30, 2011 was $4,445,923 less than the General Fund
balance of $7,549,553 as of June 30, 2010, representing a 58.9 percent decrease in General Fund
balance from the previous fiscal year.

Table 1.1
Four-Year Comparison of General Fund Balance and Annual Expenditures
Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11

Fund Balance Unrestricted
Annual
FB as a % of
(FB)
Portion
Expenditures Expenditures
$2,455,670 $12,132,307
$42,632,770
29.2%
10,645,865
10,398,067
61,595,837
17.3%
7,549,553
2,229,649
51,141,804
14.8%
3,103,630
781,523
48,495,022
6.4%

Source: City of Victorville Financial Statements

On June 1, 2010, the City Council for the City of Victorville adopted a General Fund Reserve
Policy (CP-10-04) that established a target reserve of 15 percent of the General Fund annual
appropriations and transfers out. Further the policy states that:

1

A unit that is legally separate from the City but financially accountable to the City; or, a unit which has a financial
relationship with the City that would cause the City’s financial statements to be misleading or incomplete if
excluded.
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During times of fiscal hardship, a minimum of five percent (5%) of the General Fund annual appropriations
and transfers out shall be maintained to provide provision for cash flow requirements, economic
uncertainties, uninsured losses, local emergencies/disasters, or other unknown financial hardships.

As shown in Table 1.1 above, the City was close to meeting its target of 15 percent for reserves
as of June 30, 2010, with a General Fund balance of $7,549,553, or 14.8 percent of its annual
expenditures of $51,141,804 in FY 2009-10. However, within one year, the City’s General Fund
balance as a percent of annual expenditures decreased by more than half, from 14.8 percent to
6.4. Though the General Fund balance as a percent of expenditures in FY 2010-11 was above the
City’s established minimum of five percent, the rate of decrease in General Fund balance is
significant. On April 19, 2011 the City Council suspended the minimum five percent reserve
threshold so that the City may use General Fund reserves to close the gap between revenues and
expenditures for FY 2011-12 without a commensurate cut in services
The Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) currently recommends that governments
establish a formal policy on the level of unrestricted fund balance that should be maintained in
the general fund. The current policy is vague in stating that the “adequacy of unrestricted fund
balance in the general fund should be assessed based upon a government’s own specific
circumstances.” Though the existing GFOA policy is not specific, it recommends that regardless
of size, general-purpose governments should maintain unrestricted fund balance in their general
fund of “no less than two months of regular general fund operating revenues or expenditures.”
The City’s General Fund balance is well below this threshold. The City’s General Fund balance
of $3,103,630 is $4,978,874, or 61.6 percent less than the target reserve of $8,082,504, or two
months reserve based on annual expenditures of $48,495,022 in FY 2010-11.
It should be noted that $2,322,107 of the General Fund balance is restricted, and therefore,
unavailable to meet unforeseen expenditure obligations. A majority of the restricted portion of
the General Fund Balance is due from other funds, as a result of General Fund advances and
inter-fund loans2 to other City funds. A small portion of the restricted funds, or $7,256, is
reserved for prepaid expenses. Therefore, only $781,523 of the General Fund balance is actually
available for immediate expenditures.

Three Consecutive Years of Operating Deficits
Over the past three fiscal years, actual General Fund expenditures have exceeded actual
revenues, resulting in General Fund operating deficits for those three fiscal years. When there is
an operating deficit, the General Fund balance is used to balance the operating budget, thus,
partially explaining the depletion of the General Fund balance over the last few years. As shown
in Table 1.2 and Chart 1.1 below, the General Fund had an operating surplus of $8,972,198 in
FY 2007-08, but in the following fiscal year, FY 2008-09, had an operating deficit of
$14,037,653. If the trend of operating deficits continues, the General Fund Balance will continue
to decrease, very possibly leading to the City’s insolvency, as well as an inability to pay for dayto-day operating expenses and outstanding debt.
2

The City Manager has asserted that an advance of approximately $2.3 million from the General Fund to SCLAA to
cover negative cash balances is not a long term loan and has been repaid since it was on the City’s June 30, 2011
financial statements. However, the City Manager has also stated that another “short term” loan to SCLAA from the
General Fund may be necessary at the end of the current fiscal year.
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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Table 1.2
Four-Year Comparison of General Fund Actual Revenues and Expenditures
Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
4-Year Average

Revenues
Expenditures
$51,604,968
$42,632,770
47,558,184
61,595,837
47,263,350
51,141,804
44,694,278
48,495,022
$47,780,195
$50,966,358

Operating
Surplus/(Deficit)
$8,972,198
(14,037,653)
(3,878,454)
(3,800,744)
($3,186,163)

Source: City of Victorville Financial Statements

Chart 1.1
Four-Year Comparison of General Fund Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
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Source: City of Victorville Financial Statements

Inter-fund Loan and Transfers from the General Fund
In addition to using the General Fund balance to support General Fund operations when there is
an operating deficit, the City has used the General Fund balance to support other funds when
there is a negative cash balance. As shown in Table 1.3 below, from FY 2007-08 through FY
2010-11, the General Fund has provided support to seven other funds in the form of:


Short-term loans that are due within a year;



Inter-fund loans that are due within more than a year; and,
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Transfers that are not to be repaid. These are otherwise known as subsidies if they are
used to support operations, as opposed to payment for the exchange of services (i.e.
utility services).

Table 1.3
Four-Year Comparison of General Fund Short-Term Loans,
Inter-fund Loans, and Transfers to Other Funds
Fund
City Golf

Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11

ShortTerm

Inter-fund
Loan

$5,745,646

Transfer/
Subsidy
$1,133,238
1,253,552

5,073,220
1,400,322

Total City Golf
SCLAA

FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2010-11

Total SCLAA
Municipal
Utility

FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
Total Municipal Utility
Fire Protection FY 2007-08
CDBG Grants FY 2007-08
Other Federal
Grants

FY 2007-08

Park and
Recreation

FY 2007-08

1,353,898
1,755,396
2,314,851
9,990,448
818,427
131,198
718,895

5,465,894

4,624,051

Amount
$6,878,884
1,253,552
5,073,220
1,400,322
14,605,978
1,353,898
1,755,396
2,314,851
5,424,145
9,990,448
818,427
10,808,875
5,597,092
718,895
4,624,051

1,115,412

1,115,412

Source: City of Victorville Financial Statements

Short-term loans to meet negative cash balances at the end of the year are typical of most
jurisdictions. Because the short-term loans are intended to be repaid within a year, it is assumed
that the loans listed in Table 1.3 above were repaid. However, inter-fund loans where repayment
is expected beyond one year, without a clear repayment plan, are a sign of financial distress.
Inter-fund loans are further discussed in Section 2 of this report.
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Cash Balance
As of June 30, 2011, the City’s cash and investments were $88,306. While there is no specific
standard for how much a City should have in cash and investments, the amount is very low when
compared to the City’s rate of expenditures of approximately $4,000,000 per month, resulting in
a cash flow risk for the City.
There are three ways in which cities typically address cash flow issues. The first is to resolve low
cash balances through inter-fund loans. However, as previously discussed, the City’s ability for
the General Fund to engage in inter-fund borrowing has diminished because of long-term lending
and the poor financial condition of other funds. Secondly, cities can borrow from Internal
Service Funds on a temporary basis, yet the City of Victorville does not have any Internal
Service Funds. Finally, through the California Statewide Communities Development Authority
(CCDA or California Communities),3 cities can finance short-term cash flow deficits through
Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes (TRANs). However, the maximum maturity of TRANs
issued by CCDA is 13 months and State law requires that funds be set aside for the repayment of
TRANs from current fiscal year revenues, or the fiscal year in which the TRANs was actually
issued. Based on the City’s track record of setting aside cash, applying for TRANs may not be a
viable option for the City either.
The City should develop a plan to replenish the General Fund reserves to the recommended level
of two months annual revenue or expenditures. By doing so, the City would be eligible for
TRANs should the City have major cash flow risks in the future. Such a plan should include
further reducing expenditures and identifying additional sources of revenue while the economy
improves and major sources of revenue—sales tax, property tax, and franchise tax—increase.
Additionally, the City should avoid inter-fund loans and transfers from the General Fund to other
City funds.

Other Entities are in Poor Financial Condition
Three entities for which the City has fiduciary responsibility have been operating at a deficit over
the past four fiscal years (operating expenditures exceeded operating revenues). These entities
are the Southern California Logistics Airport Authority (SCLAA), Victorville Municipal Utility
Services (VMUS), and the City Golf Course. Additional factors, such as significant debt for
SCLAA and VMUS, contribute to these entities’ poor financial condition. As previously noted,
the General Fund has had to transfer funds to support some of these operations.

3

The California Statewide Communities Development Authority is a joint powers authority sponsored by the
California State Association of Counties and the League of California Cities. Its mission is to provide local
governments and private entities access to low-cost, tax-exempt financing for projects.
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Southern California Logistics Airport Authority
The Southern California Logistics Airport Authority is a joint powers agency that secures
funding, oversees development and redevelopment in a joint project area, and manages and
operates the former George Air Force Base under a base conversion agreement with the federal
government. From FY 2007-08 through FY 2010-11, SCLAA has had negative net assets. In FY
2010-11, negative net assets grew to $100,116,522 and is a result of (a) multi-year operating
deficits; (b) long-term liabilities that exceed assets, including excessive debt; and (c) insufficient
pledged revenue to meet debt payments, year after year. The SCLAA’s solvency and ability to
repay debt is another area of concern.
Operating Deficit
Similar to the General Fund, operating expenditures at SCLAA has exceeded operating revenues.
In other words, SCLAA has not collected enough rent revenue from tenants at the airport to
support its own operation. As a result, the General Fund, as well as other funds, has had to
transfer funds to SCLAA to support airport operations. Table 1.4 below provides details of
SCLAA’s expenditures and revenues over the past four fiscal years. Chart 1.2 also illustrates
SCLAA’s on-going operating deficit.

Table 1.4
Four Year Comparison of SCLAA Actual Revenues and Expenditures
Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
4-Year Average

Operating
Revenues
Expenditures Surplus/(Deficit)
$8,842,868
$23,987,501
$(15,144,633)
7,465,482
23,391,622
(15,926,140)
8,254,815
13,801,289
(5,546,474)
9,295,069
17,202,319
(7,907,250)
$8,464,559
$19,595,683
$(11,131,124)

Source: Southern California Airport Authority Financial Statements
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Chart 1.2
Four-Year Comparison of SCLAA Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
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Source: Southern California Airport Authority Financial Statements

City management has reported that SCLAA’s airport operations4 is expected to break even this
fiscal year, meaning that operating revenues will equal operating expenditures. However, long
term debt, including bond indebtedness and inter-fund loans, is not considered part of the
operating budget.
Insolvency
Over the past four fiscal years, SCLAA’s liabilities have exceeded its assets, resulting in
negative net assets. As shown in Table 1.5 below, SCLAA’s net assets were negative
$100,116,522 as of June 30, 2011.

Table 1.5
Four-Year Comparison of SCLAA Assets and Liabilities
Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
4-Year Average

Assets
$334,570,562
292,558,832
254,627,190
250,708,960
$283,116,386

Liabilities
$389,179,948
345,089,580
355,966,415
350,825,481
$360,265,356

Net Assets
$(54,609,386)
(52,530,748)
(101,339,225)
(100,116,521)
$(77,148,970)

Source: Southern California Airport Authority Financial Statements

4

“Airport operations” refers only to those operations directly related to the management and administration of the
airport. Airport operations does not include development activities that are not directly related to the airport.
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SCLAA’s liabilities are primarily due to long-term liabilities, which totaled $329,562,038 as of
June 30, 2011 and consisted of bond indebtedness from various Tax Allocation Bonds, a liability
for compensated absences, and loan payables from the defunct EB-5 program.5 The decrease in
net assets from FY 2008-09 to FY 2009-10 was caused by a $50,020,000 write off of a deposit to
General Electric for equipment for the proposed second power plant for SCLAA, or Victorville
#2. Plans for the power plant, the General Electric contract, and the subsequent settlement
litigation with General Electric are further discussed in Section 3 of this report.
In addition to bond indebtedness, SCLAA has borrowed funds from several City sources due to
its negative cash balances and other purposes. Table 1.6 below details the source of funds for
SCLAA’s $15,965,603 in inter-fund loans as of June 30, 2011.

Table 1.6
SCLAA Inter-fund Loans, Since FY 2007-086
Source of Loan
Redevelopment
Agency Project Area
Bear Valley
Redevelopment
Agency - Low
and Moderate
Housing
General Fund
Victorville
Municipal
Utility Services
Wastewater
Enterprise Fund
Total

Original
Amount

Date of
Loan

Balance as
of 6/30/11

Term

Interest
Rate

$10,000,000

9/5/2009

$10,114,922

5

LAIF7

1,700,000

10/12/2009

1,715,210

5

LAIF

Redevelopment activities on
SCLA, such as the fuel farm
Redevelopment activities on
SCLA, prior years capital
improvements, and project
expenses

2,314,851

6/30/2011

2,314,851

N/A

N/A

Inter-fund loan due to negative
cash balances

1,230,671

6/30/2011

1,230,671

N/A

N/A

Inter-fund loan due to negative
cash balances

589,949
15,835,471

6/30/2011

589,949
$15,965,603

N/A

N/A

Inter-fund loan due to negative
cash balances

Purpose

Source: City of Victorville and Southern California Airport Authority Financial Statements

According to the Finance Department, the three loans made to SCLAA in FY 2010-11 due to
negative cash balances were never formalized. These loans were made at the end of the fiscal
year without documentation of loan terms or interest rates. The Finance Department noted that it
5

The EB-5 program was a part of a United States Customs and Immigration Services (USCIS) program. The
SCLAA was supposed to obtain loans from foreign investors for development projects in exchange for eligibility for
an immigration visa into the country. However, on October 20, 2010, the USCIS terminated the City’s participation
in the program.
6
The inter-fund loan to SCLAA from the Redevelopment Agency Project Area Bear Valley for $10,000,000 first
appeared in the FY 2007-08 financial statements. However, the loan was not approved by City Council until
September 15, 2009.
7
Interest rates for the two Redevelopment Agency loans are based on the annualized Local Agency Investment Fund
(LAIF) rate of return. As of December 2011, the LAIF rate of return was .38 percent.
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has not yet identified a long term financing entity for the inter-fund loan, because currently, the
General Fund and Victorville Municipal Utility Services are not in a proper financial condition
for making long term advances to SCLAA. The City Manager subsequently indicated that these
three loans have been repaid, but “may exist again at the end of this fiscal year.” The repeated
use of advances to cover negative cash balances points to a systemic cash flow problem in the
City. Further, a cycle of borrowing and repaying these short-term advances can also be
interpreted as a mechanism for creating longer-term debt, while complying with the technical
requirements of repaying the advances within the shorter one-year timeframe.
The Southern California Logistic Airport Authority’s ability to repay long term debt and short
term advances from other City funds is of serious concern. Though SCLAA is trying to break the
cycle of operating at a deficit, there is still insufficient revenue to make debt payments. As
shown in Table 1.7 below, from FY 2007-08 through FY 2010-11, SCLAA’s pledged revenues
have been insufficient to make debt payments.

Table 1.7
Four-Year Comparison of SCLAA Pledged Revenue and Debt Payments
Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
4-Year Average

Pledged
Revenue
$25,531,786
34,123,855
21,546,180
20,115,215
$25,329,259

Debt
Payments
$34,907,070
47,687,282
21,725,516
29,082,737
$33,350,651

Surplus/
(Shortfall)
$(9,375,284)
(13,563,427)
(179,336)
(8,967,522)
$(8,021,392)

Source: Southern California Airport Authority Financial Statements

Beginning with SCLAA’s financial statements for FY 2009-10, City management, with
confirmation from independent auditors, noted that if pledged revenues were less than the debt
service payments, the City would need to bridge the difference between the debt service
payments and pledged revenue. The FY 2010-11 financial statements for SCLAA noted that
SCLAA would need to “draw on reserves” held with SCLAA’s fiscal agent to bridge the gap
between pledged revenues and debt service payments until the economy rebounds.
However, on December 1, 2011, SCLAA defaulted on the principal payment of two Tax
Allocation Revenue Bonds, for a total of $535,000 in unpaid principal. The Bank of New York
Mellon, the Trustee that holds the City’s reserves for bond payments, stated that the reserves
could only be used for interest payments, not payments on principal. City management reports
that tax increment received in March 2012 has been used to re-pay the unpaid principal balance
that was due as of December 2011.
SCLAA should continue to explore ways to decrease operating expenditures and increase
operating revenues to begin building its fund reserve. Maintaining a positive cash balance and a
healthy cash reserve should reduce the need for inter-fund loans and increase its ability to make
debt service payments.
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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Victorville Municipal Utility Services
The Victorville Municipal Utility Services (VMUS) is a City enterprise that provides electrical,
cogeneration, and natural gas services for commercial and industrial customers at the Southern
California Logistics Airport and Foxborough Industrial Park. However, the enterprise does not
provide utility services in residential areas. Operations, maintenance, and capital expenditures
are funded by user charges, other fees, and loans. Similar to SCLAA, VMUS has had insufficient
revenues to cover operating expenditures and has incurred significant debt due to failed contracts
and projects.
Operating Deficit
As shown in Table 1.8 and Chart 1.3 below, VMUS has had an operating deficit over the last
four fiscal years. However, the deficit has decreased from negative $12,870,155 in FY 2007-08
to negative $1,897,288 in FY 2010-11.

Table 1.8
Four Year Comparison of VMUS Actual Revenues and Expenditures
Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
4-Year Average

Operating
Revenues
Expenditures Surplus/(Deficit)
$5,660,317
$18,530,472
$(12,870,155)
6,175,912
14,430,543
(8,254,631)
5,963,060
11,028,476
(5,065,416)
9,627,295
11,524,583
(1,897,288)
$6,856,646
$13,878,519
$(7,021,873)

Source: City of Victorville Financial Statements
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Chart 1.3
Four-Year Comparison of VMUS Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
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The operating deficits in FY 2007-08 through FY 2009-10 are a result of the City’s attempt to
self-generate power through the construction of the Foxborough power plant, as well as the
purchase and operation of gas fired generators. However, these attempts to make a profit from
self-generated power failed in that the cost to construct and/or maintain the power generation
exceeded expected revenues. The Foxborough power plant is further discussed in Section 3 of
this report.
The Victorville Municipal Utility Services has since changed its business model and continues to
incur expenses and receive revenue by buying power through power purchase agreements and
reselling the power to tenants at the airport or industrial customers at the Foxborough Industrial
Park. As a result, the operating deficit of VMUS has decreased over several years. Because the
City is already providing power to these customers, VMUS should continue to operate, but
closely monitor its programs and expenditures to generate an annual surplus and build up reserve
funds. At the same time, VMUS should avoid any future plans to self-generate power, given its
current debt obligations.
Insolvency
Despite the trend of decreasing operational deficits, VMUS remains insolvent due to significant
debt. Table 1.9 below illustrates that as of June 30, 2011, VMUS had assets of $31,978,746 and
liabilities of $107,966,697, resulting in negative net assets of $75,987,951.
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Table 1.9
Four-Year Comparison of VMUS Assets and Liabilities
Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
4-Year Average

Assets
$45,156,593
33,187,052
29,648,775
31,978,746
$34,992,792

Liabilities
$109,491,132
108,788,754
108,153,500
107,966,697
$108,600,021

Fund Balance
$(64,334,539)
(75,601,702)
(78,504,725)
(75,987,951)
$(73,607,229)

Source: City of Victorville Financial Statements

The majority of debt for VMUS is due to 2007 Variable Rate Lease Revenue Bonds totaling
$83,770,000, the balance of which was $83,470,000 as of June 30, 2011. The proceeds from the
bond were used to liquidate earlier bonds in the amount of $41 million and $23 million, which
were used to acquire generators and other equipment for installation at the Southern California
Logistics Airport and the Foxborough Industrial Park.
The financing agreements for the bonds contain specific conditions that may constitute a default
under the agreements, which include:


Failure to submit annual financial statements;



Failure to pay debt in excess of $1 million;



Deterioration in the financial condition of the City that would have a material adverse
impact on the ability of the City to pay the lease amounts; and,



Failure to obtain an unqualified opinion from the City’s external CPA firm on the City’s
financial statements.

Unless cured or waived by BNP, Paribas (BNP), the institution that the City has the financing
agreements with, any of these conditions would constitute a default. BNP would then have an
ability to pursue any remedy permitted by law.
Finally, because VMUS has been operating at a deficit, the enterprise has had to execute two
inter-fund loans from the Victorville Water District to pay for capital improvements, general
administrative and operating expenditures. The balance of these loans was $22,108,568 as of
June 30, 2011 and is further discussed in Section 2 of this report.
Similar to SCLAA, VMUS should further reduce expenditures and increase revenues in order to
begin building its fund reserve, reduce the need for inter-fund loans, and have an additional
source of revenue to make debt service payments.
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City Golf Course
The City once owned two golf courses, Green Tree and Westwinds golf courses. However, in FY
2011-12 the City closed down the Westwinds golf course to increase savings to the City and
eliminate the annual General Fund subsidy to support golf course operations. Though the City
has made efforts to improve the financial condition of the Golf Course, recent financial
statements show little impact.
Operating Deficit
Over the past four fiscal years, the City Golf enterprise has had an average operating deficit of
$1,338,907, as shown in Table 1.10 and Chart 1.4 below.

Table 1.10
Four Year Comparison of City Golf Course
Actual Revenues and Expenditures
Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
4-Year Average

Revenues
$1,310,864
1,193,451
1,159,914
1,022,540
$1,171,692

Expenditures
$2,620,741
2,882,483
2,014,920
2,524,254
$2,510,600

Operating
Surplus/(Deficit)
$(1,309,877)
(1,689,032)
(855,006)
(1,501,714)
$(1,338,907)

Source: City of Victorville Financial Statements
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Chart 1.4
Four-Year Comparison of City Golf Course Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
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Source: City of Victorville Financial Statements

According to City Management, the golf courses had never been profitable, and for years, the
General Fund has had to transfer funds to the golf course enterprise to support operations. These
transfers were subsidies to the golf course enterprise, not formal loans, according to City
Management. The transfers, shown in Table 1.3 of this report, averaged approximately $1.3
million per year and are in addition to the inter-fund loans by the golf course enterprise.
In 2010, the City outsourced management of the golf courses, which was estimated to result in a
savings of $658,000 for FY 2010-11, according to the adopted FY 2010-11 budget. However,
according to the City’s FY 2010-11 financial statements, there was only a total savings of
$109,479 in personnel services, from $1,001,325 in personnel services in FY 2009-10 to
$891,846 in FY 2010-11. These savings were $548,521 less than the estimated savings of
$658,000. Further, expenditures in maintenance and operations in FY 2010-11 increased by
$496,325 from $565,905 in FY 2009-10 to $1,062,230 in FY 2010-11. As a result, the operating
deficit grew from $855,006 in FY 2009-10 to $1,501,714 in FY 2010-11, despite new
management
The City should explore further reductions in expenditures in the golf course enterprise and
increase revenue to eliminate its operating deficit. Options may include selling the golf course,
shutting down the golf course, or finding alternative uses for the land.
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Impact of Dissolving the Victorville Redevelopment Agency
With the California Supreme Court upholding the passage of Assembly Bill 26 (AB 26), or the
dissolution of redevelopment agencies, the City of Victorville assumed the role of Successor
Agency for the now dissolved Victorville Redevelopment Agency (VVRDA). As such, the City
of Victorville, in its role as successor agency, is obligated to pay the VVRDA’s enforceable
obligations,8 including outstanding bond debt, as well as assume responsibility of collecting
funds from other entities that borrowed money from the VVRDA.

Tax Increment Changes and Role of Successor Agency
Whereas redevelopment agencies’ share of tax increment funds used to be deposited directly
with the redevelopment agencies prior to AB 26, tax increment is now deposited into a
Redevelopment Property Tax Trust Fund (Trust Fund), controlled by the County Auditor. The
tax increment funds are then distributed by the County Auditor according to a priority
distribution in the following order (the first being the top priority):
(1) Pass-through payment obligations that existed prior to January 1, 2011, including
payment obligations to a county, city, special district, schools, county education
offices, and community colleges;
(2) Payments listed in the Recognized Obligation Payments Schedule (ROPS), 9 with the
priority being for debt service for Tax Allocation Bonds;
(3) Administrative costs;10 and,

8

Enforceable obligations are defined by the California Health and Safety Code, Section 34171 as (1) bonds,
including the required debt service, reserve set-asides, and any other payments required under the indenture or
similar documents governing the issuance of the outstanding bonds; (2) loan of moneys borrowed by the
redevelopment agency for a lawful purpose, to the extent they are legally required to be repaid pursuant to a
repayment schedule or other mandatory loan terms; (3) payments required by the federal government, preexisting
obligations to the state or obligations imposed by state law, or legally enforceable payments required in connection
with the agencies’ employees; (4) judgments or settlements; (5) legally binding and enforceable agreement or
contracts; (6) contracts or agreements necessary for the administration or operation of the Successor Agency; and (7)
amounts borrowed from or payments owing to the Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund of a redevelopment
agency, which had been deferred as of February 1, 2012.

9

A Recognized Obligation Payment Schedule is defined by the California Health and Safety Code, Section 34171 as
the document setting forth the minimum payment amounts and due dates of payments required by enforceable
obligations for each six-month fiscal period (with the first six-moth fiscal period being from January 1, 2012
through June 30, 2012).

10

Per California Health and Safety Code, Section 34171, administrative costs consist of those incurred by (a) the
Successor Agency and (b) the State Controller for audit and oversight functions. The administrative costs of the
Successor Agency is a minimum of $250,000 and a maximum of five percent of the property tax allocated to the
Successor Agency in FY 2011-12, and three percent of the property tax allocated to the Redevelopment Obligation
Retirement Fund money that is allocated to the Successor Agency for each subsequent fiscal year.
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(4) Any residual balance in the Trust Fund is then redistributed to any county, cities,
special districts, schools, county education offices, and community colleges that were
impacted by the creation, and now dissolution, of the redevelopment agency.
In accordance with AB 26, the City of Victorville now has control of the former VVRDA’s
assets and liabilities and must now dispose of the assets and meet all of VVRDA’s payment
obligations. Proceeds from the City’s disposal of assets would be deposited into the Trust Fund
controlled by the County Auditor and then distributed according to the priority distribution listed
above. The City receives allocated tax increment from the County Auditor and makes the actual
payments to the obligations listed in the ROPS.

Recognized Obligations
The City was required to submit a draft Recognized Obligation Payment Schedule (ROPS) to the
County Auditor by March 1, 2012. There are three main categories of debt and obligations
included in the City’s ROPS which are eligible for payment through tax increment funds. In
order of payment priority, these categories are:


Debt obligation from Tax Allocation Bonds issued under the former VVRDA;



Debt obligation from SCLAA issued bonds because tax increment designated for
VVRDA were pledged to repay several of the bonds when they were first issued;



Third party contracts and agreements, including inter-fund loans, and,



Administrative costs associated with operating the Successor Agency, such as salaries for
personnel.

However, if there is insufficient tax increment to meet these payment obligations, the City, as
Successor Agency, would be required to meet these obligations through the use of reserve funds
or inter-fund loans. This provision of the law has been upheld by the California Supreme Court.
According to the City’s financial statements, the principal balance of Tax Allocation Bonds
issued under the former VVRDA was $42,395,000 as of June 30, 2011. Based on an analysis of
VVRDA’s receipt of tax increment and debt service payments over the last four fiscal years, the
City should still be able to receive sufficient tax increment funds to make debt service payments
for the VVRDA bonds. As shown in Table 1.11 below, the City had an average surplus of
$4,861,822 in tax increment over the past four fiscal years after debt service payments were
made, though tax increment has steadily decreased.
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Table 1.11
Four Year Comparison of VVRDA Tax Increment and
Debt Service Payments
Debt Service
Fiscal Year
FY 2007-08
FY 2008-09
FY 2009-10
FY 2010-11
4-Year Average

Tax
Total
Increment Principal Interest
Debt
Surplus
$9,635,117 $780,000 $2,644,204 $3,424,204 $6,210,913
8,291,658
815,000 2,545,864 3,360,864 4,930,794
8,364,404
850,000 2,435,851 3,285,851 5,078,553
6,523,217
885,000 2,411,189 3,296,189 3,227,028
$8,203,599 $832,500 $2,509,277 $3,341,777 $4,861,822

Source: Victorville Redevelopment Agency Financial Statements

According to the City’s financial statements outstanding principal debt obligations from SCLAA
issued bonds was $330,173,644 (not including the unamortized discount) as of June 30, 2011.
However, City management estimates that total debt for SCLAA bonds is $829,187,009, which
includes estimated principal and interest payments. As previously discussed in this report, there
has not been sufficient pledged revenue, or tax increment, to cover SCLAA’s debt service
payments, and SCLAA has had to rely on its reserves with its fiscal agent and go into temporary
default.
If the surplus funds available after payment of the VVRDA’s loans, as illustrated in Table 1.11,
are not sufficient to bridge the gap between pledged revenue and debt service payments for the
SCLAA bonds, then the City is at risk for having insufficient tax increment funds to make
payments to all other obligations listed on the ROPS. As such, the City’s General Fund may have
to subsidize the third party obligations listed on the ROPS and administrative costs associated
with being the VVRDA’s Successor Agency. This provision of the law has also been upheld by
the California Supreme Court. As previously illustrated in this section, the Fund Balance and
cash reserve for the General Fund is severely depleted and may not be in the condition to make
such payments.
Inter-fund Loans
As shown in Table 1.6 above, the SCLAA had a balance of $11,830,132 in unpaid inter-fund
loans from VVRDA funds. Additionally, various VVRDA funds borrowed funds from the Low
and Moderate Income Housing (LMIH) Fund of VVRDA. The outstanding balance owed to the
LMIH Fund as of June 30, 2011 was $9,813,531. Should these inter-fund loans be repaid back to
the Successor Agency, the repayment of the loans would be considered assets and deposited into
the Trust Fund. The funds would then be distributed for obligations in the following priority: (1)
bond indebtedness, (2) third party obligations, (3) administrative costs, and (4) residual balance
to other entities impacted by tax increment such as the County, cities, special districts, schools,
county education offices, and community colleges. However, repayment of these inter-fund loans
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prior to the end of the loan term is highly questionable, given the financial condition of SCLAA
and the possible shortage of tax increment funding for obligations other than bond indebtedness.

Conclusions
An analysis of the City of Victorville financial statements, as well as those of the agencies for
which the City has fiduciary responsibility, reveal that the City’s solvency, capacity to provide
current services, and ability to repay large debt obligations is a growing concern. As of June 30,
2011, the General Fund balance was $3,103,630, which was $4,978,874 or 61.6 percent less than
the Government Finance Officers Association’s target reserve level of $8,082,504, or two
months reserve based on annual expenditures in FY 2010-11. A General Fund balance of that
level exposes the General Fund to the risk of not being able to meet cash flow requirements,
economic uncertainties, or other financial hardships.
The General Fund balance has been depleted over the years as the result of several fiscal years
when expenditures have exceeded revenues, leading to an operating deficit and a need to use
reserves to meet expenditure obligations. Additionally, the General Fund has loaned or
transferred money to other City funds, in the form of subsidies, to support the operations of other
entities that receive the majority of funding from restricted sources.
The financial conditions of the Southern California Logistics Airport Authority, Victorville
Municipal Utility Services, and City Golf Course are similarly weakened by operating deficits.
More importantly, the financial conditions of SCLAA and VMUS are threatened by excessive
debt and an inability to make debt service payments due to insufficient revenue and fund balance
reserves. The General Fund’s risk exposure is increased due to a potential need to absorb VMUS
liabilities and obligations. Additionally, SCLAA, has already defaulted on a debt payment. While
the General Fund is not obligated to pay SCLAA’s bond indebtedness, the General Fund has
supported SCLAA through advances to cover year-end negative cash balances. The City
Manager has indicated that additional short term borrowing may be necessary at the end of the
current fiscal year to again cover negative cash balances. The repeated use of advances on annual
financial statements points to a serious cash flow problem. Further, a cycle of borrowing and
repaying these short-term advances can also be interpreted as a mechanism for creating longerterm debt, while complying with the technical requirements of repaying the advances within the
shorter one-year timeframe.
With the dissolution of the Victorville Redevelopment Agency and the City’s assumption of
VVRDA’s assets and liabilities as the Successor Agency, the City’s General Fund is further
exposed to additional risk of having to absorb, but not being able to meet VVRDA’s financial
obligations. These obligations include bond indebtedness, payments to third party contractors,
inter-fund loans and administrative costs associated with operating as the Successor Agency.
Although the City will receive some amount of tax increment funds to meet these obligations,
historical analysis suggest ongoing risk exposure, since the General Fund will likely be required
to absorb obligations not being met by the tax increment.
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Recommendations
The Victorville City Council should:
1.1.

Develop a plan to replenish the General Fund reserves to the Government Finance
Officers Association’s recommended level of two months annual revenue or
expenditures. This plan should include further reductions in expenditures, identification
of additional sources of revenue, earmarking income from major sources of revenues as
the economy improves, and avoiding additional inter-fund loans and transfers from the
General Fund to other City funds.

1.2.

Direct the Southern California Logistics Airport Authority and Victorville Municipal
Utility Services to further reduce expenditures and increase revenues in order to begin
building its fund reserve, reduce the need for inter-fund loans, and have an additional
source of revenue to make debt service payments.

1.3.

Direct the Victorville Municipal Utility Services to closely monitor its programs for
utility services and avoid any further attempts to self-generate power.

1.4.

Direct the City Manager to further reduce expenditures and increase revenues for the golf
course enterprise to reverse its operating deficit and eliminate its need for inter-fund loans
and transfers. The City Council should also consider various alternatives to the continued
operation or disposition of the Green Tree golf course.

Costs and Benefits
Identifying further reductions in City expenditures and identifying other ways to replenish the
fund balances and reserves of various City funds, including the General Fund, could result in a
reduction in staffing and services while improving the City’s financial condition and ability to
repay large debt could reduce the risk of costly bankruptcy proceedings.
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Inter-fund Loans and Use of Restricted Funds


Despite repeated recommendations from independent auditors and members of City
management as early as February of 2009, the City of Victorville did not adopt a
formal Inter-fund Loan policy until May 3, 2011. The adopted policy contains
significant weaknesses, including the lack of guidelines and required analysis to
determine: (1) the borrowing and lending funds’ solvency; (2) timeframes for analysis
and approval prior to June 30 of each fiscal year to prevent backdating of loans; and,
(3) financial planning and monitoring of the repayment of the loans. Without such
guidelines, approval of inter-fund loans could weaken the financial condition of
lending funds, result in permanent contributions from the lending fund to the
borrowing funds, and complicate or misrepresent the financial condition of all funds
involved.



As of June 30, 2011, the City had at least $69.7 million in outstanding inter-fund loans.
A review of these loans demonstrates that a majority of the borrowing funds have not
made any repayment toward the loans, and internal controls are not formalized to
ensure repayment. Additionally, $38.1 million, or 54.7 percent of the borrowed funds
were provided to the Southern California Logistics Airport Authority (SCLAA) or the
Victorville Municipal Utility Services (VMUS), two entities with significant debt
obligations, structural cash flow difficulties, and revenue concerns. The ability of these
two entities to repay the inter-fund loans is highly questionable.



The California Constitution imposes restrictions on the use of fees imposed for water
delivery, sewer services, and garbage collection. Specifically, revenue from property
related fees or charges should not exceed the amount required to provide such
services, or be used for any purpose other than what the fee or charge is intended. The
Constitution does not prohibit investments or short-term loans from restricted funds.
However, given that the financial condition of VMUS makes it likely that the $22.1
million in outstanding inter-fund loans from the Victorville Water District (VWD)
could go unpaid, making it a permanent contribution to VMUS operations, then the
City is at risk of violating the Constitution. Notably, the City Manager asserts that the
City will use approximately $45 million of $52 million in judgment proceeds from a
suit against a prior engineering contractor to repay the loans.



In September 2008, the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) adopted a
resolution to dissolve the Sanitary District and designate the City of Victorville as the
Successor Agency. Subsequent to the dissolution, the City transferred $15 million in
property tax revenue from the Sanitary District to the General Fund. To date, the City
has not provided sufficient documentation for the reason why only $15.0 million of the
$17.8 million in property tax revenue was transferred to the General Fund. More
importantly, however, the transfer of such funds violates the conditions set forth in the
LAFCO resolution, which states that all Sanitary District funds shall be maintained in
a separate enterprise account. Additionally, use of the property tax revenue for
purposes other than for Sanitary District services would also be in direct violation of
the California Constitution.
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Inter-fund Loan Policy Adopted, but Contains Weaknesses
According to City management, the City has been engaging in inter-fund loans when various
funds draw a negative cash balance, or expenditures exceed cash on hand, for several years.
Despite recommendations from several parties to formalize these inter-fund loans through loan
documents, the City has inconsistently formalized loan documents for inter-fund loans.
Additionally, it is not clear what standards and criteria the City has used to guide its inter-fund
loans until a policy was adopted by the City Council on May 3, 2011. Improvements should be
made to the Inter-fund Loan Policy to ensure that inter-fund loans do not: (a) significantly
weaken the financial condition of a lending fund and its ability to pay obligations; (b) become a
permanent contribution to the borrowing fund; or, (c) misrepresent the financial condition of all
funds involved.

City was Slow to Adopt Inter-fund Loan Policy
In February 2009, Caporicci and Larson, the independent auditors for the 2007 financial
statements, recommended that formal agreements should be obtained between funds providing
and borrowing cash. In May and June of 2009, the former Director of Finance submitted a draft
and a revised draft of an Inter-fund Loan Policy to City management. The former Director of
Finance recommended approval by the City Council prior to June 30, 2009, in anticipation of
inter-fund loans that were proposed to be a part of Fiscal Year (FY) 2008-09. Current City
management reports that they do not know why the Inter-fund Loan Policy was never adopted in
2009 under the former City Manager, though several members of the existing City management
were recipients of the draft Inter-fund Loan Policy.
In its audit of the 2008 financial statements, Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C. also recommended
that the City formally approve and document inter-fund loans that were approved as long-term
advances between funds. As a result, the City approved formal loan documentation for two interfund loans on September 15, 2009: loans between (1) the Victorville Water District and VMUS,
and (2) the Victorville Redevelopment Agency and SCLAA, which are discussed later in this
Section of the report. Subsequent to the auditors’ recommendations, several inter-fund loans
have been formalized, while others have not. This is also further discussed later in this Section.
Since the draft Inter-fund Loan Policy submitted to City management in 2009 was never
adopted, it is not clear what criteria and guidelines were used to identify lending agencies and
repayment terms of the loans approved prior to May 3, 2011, when the City Council adopted its
current Inter-fund Loan Policy.

Vague Inter-fund Loan Policy
The Inter-fund Policy states that loan documents in the form of a Promissory Note must be
prepared by the City Attorney and approved by the City Council when the following conditions
are met:
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A fund has insufficient cash in the bank to pay for incurred expenditures, or has a cash
shortfall;



Temporary borrowing of funds from another fund is needed to meet expenditure
requirements prior to the close of the fiscal year; and,



The loan or advance of funds cannot be repaid in the current fiscal year, but will be
repaid within five years.

Financial Analysis Prior to Loan Documentation
The existing policy only vaguely states that a periodic analysis is done to identify a fund that has
significant expenditures that cause the borrowing need and that a proposed lending fund is
identified. According to City management, the periodic analysis is currently a quarterly report on
cash balances prepared by the Finance Department and presented to the City Council, though the
goal is to make the reports monthly.
However, the Inter-fund Loan Policy does not provide guidelines nor require an analysis of the
borrowing and lending funds’ solvency, or ability to pay obligations. For example, if the lending
fund is in a poor financial condition, then the lending fund may not have sufficient funds to pay
for salaries, operations, or debt service after providing funds to the borrowing fund. Similarly, if
the borrowing fund is in a poor financial condition and is unable to repay the debt within the
terms set for the inter-fund loan, the inter-fund loan could become a permanent contribution to
the borrowing fund. In certain circumstances, as discussed in more detail later in this section, this
would be a violation of the California Constitution.
The Inter-fund Loan Policy should be revised to include an analysis of the financial condition of
each fund involved in the inter-fund loan. To the extent possible, only funds in a relatively stable
financial condition should be included in the inter-fund loan. Key factors to review for
determining each fund’s ability to continue to pay obligations such as the cost of ongoing
operations; principal and interest payments for long-term debt, whether it’s commercial debt or
inter-fund loans; and other legal obligations specified in agreements or contracts with third
parties, include:


Annual revenues and expenditures: do revenues match or exceed annual expenditures,
or is the fund consistently spending more money than it receives, resulting in the use of
reserve funds or reliance of inter-fund loans to address cash shortfalls;



Annual assets and liabilities: does the fund have so much debt that its total liabilities
annually exceed its assets, indicating that the fund may have obligations with a higher
priority of repayment than an inter-fund loan, such as bonded indebtedness; and,



Potential sources of revenue: will the fund see a predictable increase in revenue, such as
an increase in property, sales and franchise taxes with a rebounding economy; additional
rent revenue from existing and/or new airport tenants; increases in user fees and charges;
or significant proceeds from the sale of property or other assets?
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Clear and Reasonable Timeframe for Analysis and Approval
According to the staff report to the City Council when the Inter-fund Loan Policy was approved,
a promissory note will be submitted for approval to the City Council prior to the close of the
books for any given fiscal year. Therefore, the promissory note could be submitted for approval
two to three months after the end of the fiscal year because revenue collection still occurs after
June 30, the last day of the previous fiscal year. In other words, the existing Inter-fund Policy
permits the backdating of inter-fund loans.
The backdating of inter-fund loans, generally, is not fiscally prudent and should be avoided
except in unique circumstances. Approving an inter-fund loan months after determining a need to
enter into one to close cash shortfalls identified on June 30 of the fiscal year, and then backdating
that loan, is like taking a car home from a dealership, then waiting to receive additional
commission or a raise in the next couple of months before returning to get approval for a loan to
pay for the car. With adequate tools such as financial reports on cash balances, expected revenue
and projected expenditures, the City should be able to determine an appropriate amount for a
loan and approve the loan prior to June 30 of the fiscal year. Should revenues collected after June
30 be more than expected, then the borrowing fund could repay the inter-fund loan more quickly.
Financial Planning and Monitoring of Repayment
Although the Inter-fund Loan Policy makes some reference to repayment terms, City
management has reported that it currently does not have any internal controls to ensure that the
borrowing fund meets the repayment terms specified in the loan documents. The policy only
states that the loan documents should include: (a) the maturity date on which all principal
together with all accrued and unpaid interest will be due and payable; (b) an applicable interest
rate; and, (c) that the borrowing fund has a right to make full prepayment at any time without
penalty. However, according to the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA), prudent
measures should include documentation of a financial plan reflecting a repayment schedule.
To prevent inter-fund loans from becoming permanent contributions or transfers to the
borrowing fund, the City should include financial plans in its loan documentation for approval by
the City Council. The financial plans could include specific amounts in the repayment schedule,
starting with low payment amounts and then increasing throughout the term of the inter-fund
loan. Alternatively, financial plans could specify that a percentage of surplus revenue at the end
of every year in the term of the loan should be made toward the payment of the loan, with the
total balance due by the maturity date. The financial plan could also document any anticipated
increases in revenue, such as the completion of revenue generating projects, or the sale of assets.
At a minimum, City management should be monitoring a borrowing fund’s ability to make
payments throughout the term of the loan. City management reports that during the budget
process, the Finance Department conducts an informal analysis of surplus funds that could be
used to pay off some of the inter-fund loan. This process should be formalized and tied to any
financial plans included in loan documentation.
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Outstanding Inter-fund Loans Exceed $69 Million
As shown in Table 2.1 below, the City had at least $69,666,316 in outstanding inter-fund loans
as of June 30, 2011, including original loan amounts and accrued interest. The inter-fund loans
included in Table 2.1 are those transactions included in the City’s FY 2010-11 financial
statements as “Advances to/other funds,” which should have had loan documentation executed
by June 30, 2011. Note that all of the loans below were executed on or after June 30, 2009
because, according to City management, this is when the City began to formalize inter-fund
loans from one entity to another in response to independent auditors’ feedback.
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Table 2.1
Inter-fund Loans for the City of Victorville as of June 30, 2011
Borrowing
Fund1

Lending
Fund

Original
Amount

SCLAA

RDA Project
Area Bear
Valley

$10,000,000

SCLAA

RDA Low and
Moderate
Housing

1,700,000

10/20/2009

1,715,210

Redevelopment activities on
SCLA, prior years' capital
improvements, and project
expenses

SCLAA

General
Fund

2,314,8513

6/30/2011

2,314,851

Inter-fund borrowing due to
negative cash balances

1,230,671

6/30/2011

1,230,671

Inter-fund borrowing due to
negative cash balances

589,949

6/30/2011

589,949

Inter-fund borrowing due to
negative cash balances

SCLAA

SCLAA

VMUS
Wastewater
Enterprise
Fund

Subtotal for SCLAA

VMUS

VWD

VMUS

VWD

Subtotal for VMUS

Date of
Loan

Balance as
of 6/30/11

Purpose

9/15/2009

$10,114,922

Redevelopment activities on
SCLA,2 such as the fuel farm

15,835,471

15,965,603

20,000,000

6/30/2009

2,700,000

11/09/2009

22,700,000

20,229,844

1,878,724

22,108,568

RDA - Low
and Moderate
Housing

SCLAA

6,906,148

7/21/2009

6,978,386

VWD

SCLAA

20,000,000

7/23/2009

22,711,781

General Fund
/Development
Impact Fund

SCLAA

1,895,090

9/21/2010

1,901,978

Total

Capital improvements,
general administrative and
operating expenditures from
prior years
Capital improvements,
general administrative and
operating expenditures from
prior years

$67,336,709

Land acquisitions associated
with the Old Town Project
Area
Wastewater Treatment
Facility on SCLA
Land acquisitions associated
with the public library

$69,666,316

Source: City of Victorville Financial Statements
1

Borrowing/lending funds include: Southern California Logistics Airport Authority (SCLAA), Victorville
Redevelopment Agency (RDA), Municipal Utility Services (VMUS), and Victorville Water District (VWD).
2
Southern California Logistics Airport (SCLA) is the physical airport property.
3
The City Manager had stated that these funds were provided to SCLAA as “a short term advance” and have since
been repaid. The City Manager has further stated that this amount “may exist again at the end of this fiscal year.”
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Table 2.1 does not include inter-fund loans made between the Low and Moderate Income
Housing Fund and other Victorville Redevelopment Agency (RDA) funds. The balance of interfund loans within the RDA was an additional $9,813,531 as of June 30, 2011.

Terms and Repayment
With a few exceptions, the inter-fund loans listed in Table 2.1 have a term of five years and have
an interest rate equivalent to the Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF) rate of return. As of
December 2011, the LAIF rate of return was 0.38 percent. These terms and interest rates appear
to be consistent with the City’s inter-fund loan policy, which requires repayment within five
years and at an appropriate interest rate.
Unlike the other inter-fund loans, the inter-fund loan between the Victorville Water District
(VWD) and SCLAA for $20,000,000 was originally for a two year term with a seven percent
interest rate. According to City management, the loan was originally set for two years because
the City anticipated funds from the EB-5 program, which would have secured foreign investor
money for planned development projects. However, after the EB-5 program was terminated, the
City requested an extension of the inter-fund loan between VWD and SCLAA to five years.
Additionally, the interest rate for this loan is seven percent, because the source of funds for the
loan is unencumbered funds from SCLAA Housing bonds, which, according to the indenture,
must be set at a market rate interest rate.
Based on internal work papers provided by City management, most of the borrowing funds have
yet to make a single payment toward the repayment of the inter-fund loans. However, there was a
payment made from VMUS to the VWD and the outstanding balance is now $1,878,724, as of
June 30, 2011. It is not clear why payment installments were not made on both outstanding interfund loans between VMUS and VWD. As previously mentioned, City management does not
have any formal internal controls to ensure that the inter-fund loans are repaid within five years.

Financial Condition of Borrowing and Lending Funds
As previously discussed, an adequate inter-fund loan policy should include an analysis of the
financial condition of the borrowing and lending funds. A review of the annual revenues,
expenditures, assets, liabilities, and potential sources of revenue for the borrowing funds listed in
Table 2.1 suggest that SCLAA, VMUS, and the General Fund may have insufficient financial
capacity to repay the inter-fund loans within the terms of the loans. Additionally, SCLAA and
VMUS have significant bonded indebtedness, which have a higher priority of repayment based
on conditions established in the bond indentures, including penalties if the borrowing entities
miss scheduled payments or default on other debt obligations. The financial condition of
SCLAA, VMUS, and the General Fund are further discussed in Section 1 of this report.
Three of the inter-fund loans listed above, between SCLAA and other funds, do not have any
formal loan documentation. According to City management, appropriate lending funds still need
to be identified prior to requesting approval from City Council, because the current funds listed
in the financial statements—the General Fund, VMUS, and Wastewater Enterprise Fund – are in
a weak financial state.
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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Backdating of Loans
The inter-fund loans made to SCLAA from VMUS and the Wastewater Enterprise Fund4 in
2011, which have still not received City Council approval as of the date of this report, are
examples of inter-fund loans that will be backdated, or approved, after they first appear in the
City’s accounting records or audited financial statements. As previously noted, the Inter-fund
Loan Policy allows City management to submit loan documentation two to three months after the
end of the fiscal year because revenue collection still occurs past June 30, otherwise known as
backdating loans. However, the suggested timeframe for backdating loans has significantly
passed. As discussed in Section 1 of this report, the City should identify lending funds and
formalize loan documentation as soon as possible.
As shown in Table 2.2, there have been other instances where inter-fund loans are first
mentioned in the financial statements, but are not presented to City Council for consideration
until months after the date of the loan.

Table 2.2
Backdated Inter-fund Loans for the City of Victorville

Borrowing
Fund
SCLAA
VMUS
VMUS

Lending
Fund
RDA
VWD
VWD

Original
Amount
$10,000,000
20,000,000
2,700,000

Date First
Appeared, or
Referenced in
Financial
Statement
6/30/2009
6/30/2009
4/13/2009

Date on
Promissory Note,
or City Council
Approval
9/15/2009
9/15/2009
11/9/2009

Source: City of Victorville Financial Statements

In addition, the City has noted one lending fund and amount in its financial statements, but then
approved a different lending fund or amount in backdated loans. For instance, the FY 2009-10
financial statement notes that $5,073,220 was loaned from the General Fund to the Golf Course
fund. However, when documentation of the inter-fund loan was requested, City management
provided documentation of the approval of $6,335,780 in total funds loaned to the Golf Course
fund from the Solid Waste Management Fund ($2,300,000), Source Reduction and Recycling
Fund ($2,935,780), and Landfill Mitigation Fund and ($1,100,000).
According to City management, the amount included in the loan document for the inter-fund
loans to the Golf Course fund will not reconcile with the figures in the financial statement
because the advances were “simply used to document positive balance coverage of negative
balances.” In other words, the amount documented in the audited financial statements represents
the amount needed at the close of the fiscal year. However, as time passes between June 30 of a
4

As previously mentioned, the City Manager has stated that the $2.3 million advance from the General Fund has
been repaid, but may appear again at the end of the current fiscal year.
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fiscal year and when a loan is finally presented to City Council, additional revenue may have
been collected or expenditures incurred, resulting in a different amount requested in the loan.
Because the amount and sources of the inter-fund loan in the formally approved loan
documentation are different from when the inter-fund loan first appeared in financial statements,
the City may not have fully represented the financial state and condition of (1) the Golf Course
Fund, because more funds were needed than originally anticipated and (2) the General Fund,
because the General Fund financial condition is weak and should not be lending funds to other
City operations, as previously discussed in this report.
While the City of Victorville is trying to improve and update its policies, procedures and
practices, the backdating of loans, as opposed to conducting thorough analysis, discussion and
approval prior to transactions, could result in non-disclosure of important financial information
to the City Council prior to the use of borrowed funds. Further, internal controls that ensure that
borrowing entities have sufficient funds to repay the loans or advances are weak. Therefore,
strict adherence to a revised Inter-fund Loan Policy that includes full analysis and advance
approval of loans prior to June 30 of every year should prevent further backdating of loans.

Documentation of Inter-fund Loans in Financial Documents
As demonstrated with the Golf Course inter-fund loan, the backdating of loans could lead to
inconsistent information listed in audited financial statements and internal documents,
particularly when the loan amount or the lending fund changes from the first time the loan is
mentioned in a financial statement to when the loan is finally approved by City Council.
However, all approved inter-fund loans should be consistently documented in all relevant
financial statements and internal documents, which City management has failed to do.
Examples of the inconsistent documentation of loans in financial statements include:


Loan between SCLAA and General Fund: The FY 2010-11 financial statement and
inter-fund loan spreadsheet provided by City management note that the General Fund
borrowed funds from SCLAA for the purchase of land, in the amount of $1,895,090.
However, the loan documentation provided by City management states that the loan for
the purchase of land was for $1,903,000; and,



Loan between SCLAA and RDA: The FY 2010-11 City financial statement states that
SCLAA borrowed funds from the RDA, while both the RDA and SCLAA financial
statements are consistent with loan documentation, stating that it was the RDA that
borrowed funds from SCLAA. Additionally, this loan was approved by City Council on
July 21, 2009, but was not documented in the RDA, SCLAA or the City’s FY 2009-10
financial statements.

The City should make every effort to accurately reflect inter-fund loans in its financial
statements and internal documents to avoid misrepresenting the financial condition of funds.
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Risks and Harm of Inter-fund Loans
The lack of payments made by borrowing funds to lending funds and the weak financial
condition of the borrowing funds suggest that the inter-fund loans listed above are at risk of
becoming permanent contributions by the lending funds to the borrowing funds. Additionally,
the ongoing use of inter-fund loans, particularly when they occur almost annually, misrepresents
the financial state of the borrowing funds. Of the $69,666,316 in outstanding inter-fund loan
balances, $38,074,171, or 54.7 percent of the borrowed funds were for SCLAA and VMUS, two
entities with significant cash flow issues, an inability to bring in sufficient revenues, and
significant debt obligations.
The City Manager has asserted that a majority of the inter-fund loans, approximately $45
million, will be repaid upon receipt of approximately $52 million5 in judgment proceeds from the
City’s suit against Carter and Burgess (now Jacobs Engineering), an engineering firm that the
City contracted with for the development of a power generation facility in the Bear Valley
Redevelopment Area.6 The City Manager anticipates the suit, which is currently under appeal by
Jacobs Engineering, to be completed in FY 2012-13. Nevertheless, the City should develop a
financial plan for each of the existing inter-fund loans to ensure that payments are made to the
lending funds with or without judgment proceeds. The financial plan should include steps to
building up a reserve of funds available for repaying the loan, such as reducing operating
expenditures or the identification of one-time or ongoing resources, such as the sale of assets,
additional tenants, or increases to rents and/or user fees and charges. Additionally, the plan
should include payment targets and schedules. If a set dollar amount cannot be included in a
payment schedule through the end of the term of the inter-fund loan, the loan should be
designated to be at risk and reported to the City Council with alternative justification for
authorizing the loan. If the City cannot establish firm payment schedules, it should set annual
targets as a percentage of surplus funds available after paying other obligations, such as debt
service, and consider extending the terms of the loans.

Use of Restricted Funds
There are some City funds that are designated for specific uses and purposes, whether by local,
State, or federal laws and policies. Any use of those funds for other than those restricted
purposes would constitute a violation of laws. Therefore, the City of Victorville should analyze
any potential violations of law from existing inter-fund loans and include such analysis prior to
approving future inter-fund loans. This is particularly important when considering loans from
City enterprises that rely upon property related taxes or fees to fund operations.

5

Under a reimbursement agreement with BNP Paribas, the City has designated that $22 million of anticipated
judgment proceeds be provided to VMUS to pay the VWD. VWD would then immediately pay SCLAA for amounts
owed under outstanding inter-fund loans.
6
Section 3 of this report provides a more detailed summary of the development of the Foxborough Power Plant in
the City’s Bear Valley Redevelopment Area.
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In November 1996, California voters passed Proposition 218 (Prop 218), which restricts the use
of fees imposed on property owners for services that are available to the public at large, such as
water delivery,7 sewer service, and garbage collection. Prop 218 added Article XIII D Sec. 6 (b)
to the California Constitution, which states that:
“A fee or charge shall not be extended, imposed, or increased by any agency unless it meets all of the
following requirements:
(1) Revenues derived from the fee or charge shall not exceed the funds required to provide the property
related service.
(2) Revenues derived from the fee or charge shall not be used for any purpose other than that for which the
fee or charge was imposed.
(3) The amount of a fee or charge imposed upon any parcel or person as an incident of property ownership
shall not exceed the proportional cost of service attributable to the parcel.
(4) No fee or charge may be imposed for a service unless that service is actually used by, or immediately
available to, the owner of the property in question.
(5) No fee or charge may be imposed for general governmental services including, but no limited to,
police, fire, ambulance or library services, where the service is available to the public at large in
substantially the same manner as it is to property owners.”

Water District Funds and Potential Violations of Prop 218
As shown in Table 2.1 above, VMUS had a total of $22,700,000 in inter-fund loans from the
VWD. As of June 30, 2011, there was an outstanding balance of $22,108,568 still owed to the
VWD. According to loan documentation and financial statements provided by City management,
the two loans from the VWD are to fund VMUS “capital improvements, general administrative
and operating expenditures from prior years.” Additionally, City management reports that the
sources of funds for the loan are water fees and charges accumulated over several years.
A review of the language in the loan documentation and that of Prop 218 suggests that the City
of Victorville may be at risk of violating State law by providing VWD funds collected for the
delivery of water services to VMUS, which were used for delivery of electrical and power utility
services. It should be noted that VWD provides services to residential water customers in the
City of Victorville, whereas VMUS currently does not serve residential customers, only
industrial and commercial customers. While Prop 218 does not prohibit VWD from making
investments or short-term loans, if the borrowed funds are not repaid, they could become a
permanent contribution toward the operation of VMUS. Therefore, the City is exposed to
potential litigation from taxpayers’ associations for the improper use of restricted water service
funds for electrical and power utility capital improvements and operations.

7

Bighorn-Desert View Water Agency v. Kari Verjil and EE.W. Kelley.
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Although City management has asserted that these water fees and charges may include amounts
that are not subject to Proposition 218, such as connection fees or capacity fees, the City has not
conducted any type of review or analysis to determine the amount that is or is not subject to the
restrictions of Proposition 218. Additionally, City management has asserted that the City is
anticipating that approximately $45 million of the loans will be repaid upon receipt of
approximately $52 in judgment proceeds from a suit against a former engineering contractor.
City management has stated that these proceeds will be used to re-pay the VWD.
The fact that the VWD funds are inter-fund loans intended to be repaid does not mitigate the
following concerns regarding violations of Prop 218: (1) case law suggests that even transfers of
funds from user fees and charges to another fund are restricted; (2) the ability to have enough
reserved funds from years of water fees and charges to loan to another fund suggests that the
water fees and charges “exceed the funds required to provide the property related service;” and,
(3) the solvency of VMUS and its ability to repay the inter-fund loan is of great concern.
Case law such as Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association v. Roseville and Howard Jarvis
Taxpayers Association v. Fresno suggest that transfers from utility accounts into an agency’s
general fund must be justified as repayment of a loan to the utility by the general fund or as
reimbursement to the general fund of the cost of services provided to the utility. Though the
transfer of VWD funds was not to the general fund, similar analysis can be applied for the
justification of the inter-fund loan between VWD and VMUS. Because the transfer of funds to
VMUS was not to repay a loan previously made to VWD or for services provided directly by
VMUS to VWD, the City could be exposed to similar litigation from taxpayers.
An ability to lend over $20 million to VMUS using water fees and charges suggests that the
Water District may be inappropriately charging high fees to water customers. The City should
reevaluate its fees and charges and adjust them accordingly to ensure that revenue from the fees
and charges do no exceed the funds required to provide the service, and that the fees and charges
imposed to a single person or parcel does not exceed the proportional cost of service attributable
to the parcel.
Finally, as discussed extensively in Section 1 of this report, the ability of VMUS to repay the
inter-fund loan, due to its inability to collect enough revenue to pay all of its operating costs and
significant debt obligations, is of concern. Accordingly, tax payers’ associations could argue that
the inter-fund loan may never be repaid and that revenue from water fees and charges would not
be used for water delivery services to rate payers. Instead, the transfer of funds from VWD to
VMUS could be classified as a permanent contribution to another utility service.
As previously discussed in this Section of the report, the City should develop a plan to return
loaned funds to the Victorville Water Districts, as soon as possible, in order to comply with State
laws and regulations and avoid costly potential litigation by taxpayers.

Sanitary District Funds and Violations of LAFCO Resolution
The use of restricted funds has not been limited to inter-fund loans executed by the City, but has
also occurred through the transfer of monies from one fund to another fund. The difference
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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between the inter-fund loan and a transfer is that there is no expectation of repayment for a
transfer, so any violation of state or local laws would have a greater exposure to the risk of
backlash from rate payers, constituents, or other government entities. The transfer of Sanitary
District Funds to the General Fund is an example of this risk exposure.
Dissolution of Sanitary District and Transfer to General Fund
The Sanitary District provides wastewater collection facilities to the residents of the City of
Victorville. Revenues for the District consist of sewer user fees and property taxes. After a
review of services, the San Bernardino County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO)
adopted Resolution No. 3021 on September 11, 2008 to officially dissolve the Sanitary District.
The resolution contained 13 conditions as part of the dissolution and designated the City of
Victorville as the Successor Agency.
Subsequent to the dissolution of the Sanitary District, the City transferred $15,000,000 from the
Sanitary District Fund to the General Fund on June 30, 2009. According to City management, the
$15,000,000 represents a portion of the property taxes received by the District since its inception
in 1964 through 2008. Based on financial statements provided by the City, the Sanitary
Districted collected a minimum of $17,768,648 in property taxes since 1964. The City could not
verify the property tax revenue collected for at least 14 fiscal years.
Calculation of Residual Property Tax Revenue
When questioned why only $15,000,000 of the $17,768,648 in verified property tax revenue was
transferred to the General Fund, City management asserted that they were required to leave funds
raised for capital improvement with the Sanitary District Fund, per the LAFCO resolution.
However, when asked specifically how the City estimated the $2,768,648 designated for capital
($17,768,648 less $15,000,000), members of City management provided conflicting responses.
The Finance Department stated that $2,768,648 was “ball-parked” to be a sufficient amount for
capital improvements, despite the fact that there were no official capital improvement plans
guiding the estimate. In contrast, the City Manager noted that there were specific guidelines to
determine the portion of the user fees designated for capital improvements.
Despite several requests to provide work papers for how the City estimated $2,768,648,
sufficient documentation has not been provided. In response to the most recent request, the City
provided a resolution adopted by City Council on September 16, 2008 which raised the sewer
user fees from $14.72 to $19.95. A portion of the increase in sewer user fees, or $3.24, was to
raise funds for repairing or replacing the existing infrastructure to improve the sanitary collection
system. However, the City has still not provided sufficient work papers to show how the $3.24
fee for infrastructure improvement resulted in the estimate of $2,768,648. The $3.24 portion of
fees designated for infrastructure improvement is approximately 16 percent of the total sewer
user fee of $19.95. Similarly, $2,768,648 is approximately 16 percent of the total estimated
$17,768,648, so the estimate appears to be reasonable.
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Nonetheless, the $2,768,648 is a portion of property tax revenue collected for the Sanitary
District, which is a separate source of revenue from sewer user fees. Therefore, provision of the
sewer user fee rates is still nonresponsive to requests for work papers to show how $2,768,648 in
property tax revenue was estimated for capital improvements.
Violation of LAFCO Resolution
The transfer of property tax revenue collected for the Sanitary District to the General Fund is in
violation of Condition No. 8 of the LAFCO resolution. Specifically, Condition No. 8 states that:
All assets including, but not limited to, cash reserves, buildings and other real property, water production
equipment (pumps, storage tanks, etc.), transmission lines and rights-of-way, rolling stock, tools, and office
furniture, fixtures and equipment, all lands, buildings, real and personal property, and appurtenances held
by the Victorville Sanitary shall be transferred to the City of Victorville, as Successor Agency as of the
effective date of this dissolution [Government Code Section 56886(h)] and shall be maintained and
accounted for separately as an enterprise activity. (emphasis added)

The City of Victorville continues to maintain a separate account for the Sanitary District Fund as
an enterprise activity. However, the $15,000,000 in property tax revenue should have remained
in the separate Sanitary District Fund and should not have been transferred to the General Fund,
in accordance with Condition No. 8. Additionally, by transferring the $15,000,000 to the General
Fund, the City is unable to transparently account for the use of the $15,000,000 and ensure that
the funds are used for the direct benefit of property owners paying a sewer usage fee. Using the
funds for any other purpose would be in violation of Article XIII D Sec. 6 (b) of the State
Constitution. Similar to the funds loaned from the Water District to the Municipal Utility
Services, the transfer of Sanitary District funds to the General Fund puts the City at risk of legal
action by taxpayers.
City management has asserted that Condition No. 5 and Condition No. 9 of LAFCO Resolution
3021 permit the City to place the Sanitary District funds into the General Fund, making the
transfer exempt from the cited State law. However, this assertion ignores the vague nature of
Condition No. 5, which does not state where the successor agency shall place such funds.
Further, Condition No. 9 is consistent with Condition No. 8 in that it states that:
Upon the effective date of this dissolution, any funds currently deposited for the benefit of the Victorville
Sanitary District which has been impressed with a public trust, use or purpose, including but not limited to
Sewer Connection Fees, charges for services, etc. shall be transferred to the City as the successor agency
and the successor agency shall separately maintain such funds in accordance with the provision of
Government Code Section 57462. (emphasis added)

City management has further asserted that property taxes by definition are general in nature, not
restricted and therefore are not subject to the restrictions of Condition No. 9. However, property
taxes that are collected by a special district must be designated to the function of that district.
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To remain in compliance with the LAFCO resolution and Prop 218, the City should continue to
maintain fees and revenue for the Sanitary District in a separate enterprise account. However, the
City should also develop a plan to return the $15,000,000 in property tax revenue specifically
generated for the Sanitary District to the enterprise fund, as soon as possible. If the threat of
pending litigation is imminent, the General Fund may have to return funds that it does not
currently have, resulting in a negative cash balance, operating deficits, and/or negative fund
balances.

Conclusions
Although the City of Victorville finally adopted an Inter-fund Loan Policy on May 3, 2011, after
repeated recommendations from independent auditors and City management dating back to 2009,
the policy contains significant weaknesses. These weaknesses include a lack of guidelines and
required analysis to determine: (1) the borrowing or lending funds’ solvency, or ability to pay
obligations; (2) timeframes for analysis and approval of the loan prior to June 30 of each fiscal
year to prevent backdating of inter-fund loans; and, (3) financial planning or monitoring of the
repayment of inter-fund loans. Therefore, the Inter-fund Loan Policy as it currently exists, does
not ensure that inter-fund loans do not: (a) significantly weaken the financial condition of a
lending fund and its ability to pay obligations; (b) become a permanent contribution from the
lending fund to the borrowing fund; or, (c) complicate or misrepresent the financial condition of
all funds involved.
Analysis of existing inter-fund loans revealed that the City had $69.7 million in outstanding
inter-fund loans as of June 30, 2011, which includes the original loan amount and accrued
interest. Though each of the loans has a five year term, a majority of the loans have not had any
payments made toward the outstanding balance and internal controls are not formalized to ensure
timely repayment. Further, the repayment of $38.1 million, or 54.7 percent of the $69.7 million
in outstanding inter-fund loans is highly questionable. This is because these loans were made to
the SCLAA and VMUS, two entities with significant debt obligations, structural cash flow
difficulties and revenue concern. However, the City Manager has asserted that the City
anticipates that approximately $45 million will be repaid upon receipt of approximately $52
million in judgment proceeds in FY 2012-13, resulting from a suit against a former contractor
that was responsible for engineering work on the failed Foxborough Power Plant project. The
suit is currently under appeal.
Finally, a review of the inter-fund loans made from the Victorville Water District (VWD) to
VMUS and the transfer of funds from the Sanitary District to the General Fund suggest that the
City may have violated State laws and local resolutions restricting the use of revenue collected
for the delivery of property-related utility services. In particular, water fees and charges collected
by the VWD were loaned to VMUS to support capital improvement and operation of electrical
and power utility services. While the California Constitution does not prohibit investments or
short-term loans, the financial state of VMUS and its inability to pay obligations may result in
the inter-fund loan becoming a permanent contribution to VMUS, exposing the City to the risk of
violating the Constitution. Similarly, restricted property tax revenue was transferred to the
General Fund, without assurance that the revenue would be used for Sanitary District purposes.
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Further, the transfer of Sanitary District funds to the General Fund violates the LAFCO
resolution which states that all Sanitary District assets should remain in a separate enterprise
account.

Recommendations
The Victorville City Council should:
2.1.

Revise and improve the Inter-fund Loan Policy to include the following requirements,
which should also be applied to existing inter-fund loans, to the extent possible:
a. Analysis of the financial condition of each fund involved in the inter-fund loan prior
to approval, including a review of revenues, expenditures, assets, liabilities, and
potential sources of revenue. The analysis should be used to determine the funds’
ability to pay obligations such as ongoing operations, principal and interest payments
for long-term debt, and agreements or contracts with third parties. To the extent
possible, only funds with an ability to still meet all expenditure and debt obligations
should be included in an inter-fund loan.
b. A clear and reasonable timeframe for the financial analysis to be conducted prior to
approval of an inter-fund loan, which should ideally be approved before June 30 of
each fiscal year.
c. Financial planning and monitoring of repayment for each inter-fund loan. A financial
plan could include a repayment schedule, targeted payment amounts based on a
percentage of surplus revenues at the end of each fiscal year, and identification of
potential revenue sources. Internal controls for monitoring repayment of inter-fund
loans should be developed, approved, and formally documented.

2.2.

The City should accurately reflect inter-fund loans in its financial statements and internal
documents to fully represent the financial condition of funds.

2.3.

Evaluate the appropriateness of existing water fees and charges to ensure that revenues do
not exceed funds required to provide water delivery services.

2.4.

Develop and implement a plan to return restricted funds from water fees and charges to
the Victorville Water District, which were loaned to the Victorville Municipal Utility
Services, but are at risk of becoming permanent contributions to the borrowing fund. This
should be done as soon as possible in order to comply with State laws and regulations
regarding the use of such property-related fees.

2.5.

Continue to maintain any revenues and assets associated with the Sanitary District in a
separate enterprise fund in order to comply with the Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCO) Resolution dissolving the District and designating the City of
Victorville as the Successor Agency, as well as ensure compliance with State laws and
regulations regarding the use of such property-related fees.
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2.6.

Develop and implement a plan to return $15 million in restricted funds from property tax
revenue to the Sanitary District, which were inappropriately transferred to the General
Fund. This should be done as soon as possible in order to comply with the LAFCO
Resolution dissolving the District.

Costs and Benefits
The costs associated with these recommendations would include staff time to: (a) prepare the
revised policies and procedures for consideration and approval by the City Council; (b) develop
financial plans and monitoring of repayment of loans, including loans or transfers or restricted
funds; and, (c) evaluate existing water fees and charges for their appropriateness.
Improving the Inter-fund Loan Policy and conducting thorough analysis prior to the approval of
inter-fund loans would reduce the risk of inter-fund loans (1) significantly weakening the
financial condition of a lending fund and its ability to pay obligations, (2) becoming a permanent
contribution or gift to the borrowing fund, (3) misrepresenting the financial state of funds and (4)
misusing restricted funds and violating statutory laws. Further, returning borrowed restricted
funds to the source of the funds would bring the City of Victorville in compliance with State
laws. However, as a tradeoff of returning restricted funds, the General Fund and/or fund that
borrowed the restricted funds may endure negative cash balances, operating deficits, and/or
negative fund balances. Changes would then likely need to be made in management and
operations to bring the General Fund and/or other borrowing fund back to positive cash balances
and avoid operating deficits and/or negative fund balances.
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3.

Power Plant Developments


The City of Victorville and the Southern California Logistics Airport Authority
(SCLAA) initiated large, high risk electrical generation-related capital projects
in the mid 2000’s without proper pre-project risk assessments or project
controls. The analysis supporting such decision making was based on
recommendations from contractors who have had an interest in the projects.
Further, this decision making has not been transparently presented to the
public. The subsequent failure of these projects resulted in substantial losses and
contributed to a heavy long-term debt burden for the City and the airport.



In September 2005 the Victorville City Council, acting as the SCLAA Board,
entered into a no-bid professional services agreement with Inland Energy, Inc.
for the development of a 500 megawatt power plant, later known as Victorville
Power Plant #2 (Victorville 2). The Victorville 2 project was initiated by City
officials based on an evaluation and recommendation from Inland Energy, a
firm with a significant financial interest in having the City build a large power
plant. The project was initiated without a clear project plan, project goals or
understanding of risks involved.



Notably, the City’s agreement with Inland Energy includes a provision giving
the company a right to five percent of net operating profits in perpetuity. This
clause created a conflict of interest for the company and may be hampering the
City’s efforts to sell development rights to the project. The agreement with
Inland Energy also includes a provision that provides the City Manager with
broad authorization to procure additional services unrelated to the Victorville 2
project.



In December 2007 the City also entered into a high risk $182 million agreement
with General Electric for the procurement of turbines for the Victorville 2 power
plant. City officials entered into this agreement without an independent risk
assessment or secured financing to pay General Electric. The lack of funds
resulted in the City defaulting on its obligation to General Electric, which
ultimately cost SCLAA over $50 million in losses, with over $76 million invested
in the project to date. Further, the City Council adopted this agreement in closed
session, possibly violating the Brown Act.



On another project, the City procured no-bid services from a consultant firm,
Carter and Burgess, Inc., beginning in June 2004. This firm was retained to
design, develop, and construct a cogeneration power plant to service the energy
needs of tenants at the Foxborough Industrial Park in the City’s former Bear
Valley Redevelopment Area. The project was undertaken by the City without a
thorough assessment of risks or sufficient controls. Through a series of mishaps
the project was never completed, wasting tens of millions of dollars of public
funds. Ultimately, the City was awarded $52 million as a result of civil litigation
against Carter and Burgess and its successor, but the City’s costs for the failed
project, over $91 million, are nearly double the amount initially awarded.
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Contrary to industry best practices, the City of Victorville, and by extension the SCLAA, have
initiated large high-risk capital projects without conducting proper due diligence or ensuring
proper controls. Rather than conducting a competitive process for awarding major development
contracts, City management has executed contracts to companies and individuals with previous
experience or familiarity with the City. Rather than conducting transparent risk assessments and
establishing clear project plans, City management has failed to fully assess potential risks and
has not established project plans with clearly stated goals, budgets, milestones, or performance
measures. Instead of establishing clear and effective controls, policies, and procedures, City
management has allowed contractors to operate without close oversight and has not consistently
enforced contract terms.
The absence of fully assessed risks, established project plans, and instituted controls has
contributed to substantial failures of at least two power generation projects that required
considerable financial investment. These two projects, which have ultimately resulted in
substantial financial losses for the City and for SCLAA, are the Victorville Power Plant #2
Project and the Foxborough Power Plant Project.

Victorville 2 Project Poorly Planned and Managed
In September 2005, the City initiated a project to develop a 500 megawatt power plant, known as
Victorville 2. The Victorville 2 project was never completed and ultimately cost the Southern
California Logistics Airport over $50 million in losses with over $76 million invested to date.
City management did not conduct proper due diligence before initiating the project or entering
into an onerous and open-ended agreement with Inland Energy Inc., an outside contractor.
Further, City management did not enforce all contract terms and did not formally manage the use
of an open-ended provision in the agreement.

Project Initiated Based on Inland Energy Evaluation and Recommendations
On October 10, 2003 the cities of Victorville and San Marcos became the founding members of
the California Clean Energy Resources Authority (Cal-CLERA), a Joint Powers Agency (JPA).
The idea behind founding this JPA was the concept that cities in California needed to develop
new, publicly owned and privately operated power generating facilities in order to protect their
residents from pricing abuses and power shortages that had occurred during the State’s energy
crisis in 2000 and 2001.
Cal-CLERA had aggressively pursued other jurisdictions to become member cities in order to
fund the development of up to four new power plants. After a 16 month campaign, Cal-CLERA
was unsuccessful in recruiting any additional member cities due to their unwillingness to make
financial commitments. However, based on acknowledgments from officials of cities contacted
by Cal-CLERA that new generation was needed, Victorville officials decided to have Inland
Energy conduct an evaluation of developing a 500 megawatt electric generating facility at the
Southern California Logistics Airport.
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In its March 2005 evaluation, Inland Energy concluded that the City should “commit to
undertaking the development of a 500 megawatt hybrid plant at Southern California Logistics
Airport without delay.” This recommendation was based on (1) predictions by energy experts of
a looming electric generating shortfall; (2) the City’s “unique blend of positive political,
economic, and infrastructure factors that favor the development of such a plant;” and, (3) the fact
that the Cal-CLERA effort had “stalled.” Inland Energy’s evaluation downplayed the financial
risk to the City stating that,
The City’s economic risk is mitigated by the fact that such a fully permitted plant at the SCLA site could
likely be sold or transferred in 2007-2010 for far more than it cost, if the City elected not to proceed with
the plant’s construction.

The Inland Energy Evaluation also noted that the City could initiate the project without a
definitive plan stating:
This approach appears to be the best way for the City to control its own energy destiny- a number of
options will be available to the City in 2007 when the permits are in place but all of them would allow the
City to secure reliable electricity for the needs of its constituents at a competitive price, regardless of the
state of crisis that the rest of Southern California’s energy market may find itself in.

Lack of Due Diligence on Victorville 2 Project
City management did not conduct proper due diligence before initiating the Victorville 2 project.
Specifically, management did not conduct a thorough independent analysis of risks prior to
recommending that the Council approve the development agreement with Inland Energy and,
notably, a subsequent agreement to purchase expensive turbine equipment from General Electric.
Such analyses could have highlighted the significant financial, construction, and operational
risks that the City and SCLAA were taking on with both contracts.
Neither City management nor Inland Energy established a formal business plan for the project
and never established a project budget. Without such planning, the City and SCLAA proceeded
without clearly defined goals, milestones, or performance measures. For instance, throughout the
project and even after the City had committed over $182 million to General Electric for fuel
generation equipment and related services, it was still unclear whether the City would own the
plant or if it would be sold to a third party operator.
No Risk Assessment
City management did not prepare an independent risk assessment and there is no evidence that
potential risks were formally discussed by the City Council. The staff report prepared for the
City Council for the approval of the Inland Energy agreement contains a brief (three paragraph)
narrative. The staff report contains no detailed discussion or analysis of the project or agreement,
including the terms, compensation, potential fiscal impacts, or policy considerations.
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No Formal Business Plan
Although no formal business or project plan was established, it is apparent from interviews with
City officials and from a review of the Inland Energy agreement that the initial goal of the
project was to make the necessary preparations so that the project could be “build ready.”
Essentially, the goal was to design the plant, obtain the requisite permits, and procure land so
that another firm could construct and operate it. According to the Inland agreement, the process
to fully permit the plant would take approximately 24 months to complete. A developer, such as
an energy firm, could then theoretically purchase the development rights, build the plant, and
either operate it or allow another firm or the City, through Victorville Municipal Utility Services,
to operate it.
As the project evolved from the initial goal of preparing the plant for a “build ready” status, there
was no formal reevaluation by City management or by Inland Energy regarding the potential
changes to risks and costs.
No Formal Budget Established
City management and the City Council never formally established a budget for the Victorville 2
project. The closest approximation of a project budget can be found in the Inland Energy
contract, which is discussed in detail below. However, this budget, which estimates $5.5 million
in costs over a two year period, was simply for the “permitting” of the power plant and did not
include the cost of land purchases; potential borrowing costs, such as bond issuances; and, staff
time. Further, as the project evolved and grew from the initial goal of obtaining permits to
constructing the power plant, there was no attempt to reevaluate or establish cost estimates.

Contract with Inland Energy Poorly Constructed and Implemented
Project and Contract Based on High Desert Power Plant Project
The City entered into the no-bid contract with Inland Energy based on a proposal from the
company. City management and City Council members appear to have entered into the
agreement with Inland Energy based on the company’s experience in helping to develop the
High Desert Power Plant,1 which was widely seen as a lucrative success for the private interests
involved. While the City did not commit public funds to construct the High Desert Power Plant,
officials assumed that the City would see similar benefits by either: (1) selling the development
rights (and retaining rights to a certain portion of the power generated) or (2) retaining ownership
of the plant and, through private operation of the plant, selling electricity via power purchase
agreements. There is no evidence that City management or City Council members formally
evaluated or discussed the risks involved in using public funds to develop a large power plant.

1

The High Desert Power Plant is an 840 megawatt plant that went online in 2003 at the Southern California
Logistics Airport. The plant, which is privately owned and operated, generates power for the state grid by selling
electricity through power purchase agreements. While the plant does not generate power for the airport or the City, it
does provide tax increment revenue to SCLAA.
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The development agreement with Inland Energy was based on a previous agreement between
Inland Energy and Constellation Energy for development of the High Desert Power Plant. The
agreement was written by attorneys representing Inland Energy using the High Desert Power
Plant contract as a template. Although the City Attorney reviewed and provided comments on a
draft contract, it does not appear that the City Attorney or other City managers actively
negotiated the terms of the agreement to be substantively more beneficial to the City than the
template contract it was based on. In fact, the agreement that the City entered into appears to be
significantly more generous to the developer than the template agreement.
Inadequate Review of Contract Terms
City management did not conduct adequate research, in 2005, to determine if the agreement was
consistent with other municipal power plant development agreements and in the best interests of
SCLAA. When asked for briefing materials that went to City councilmembers prior to the
adoption of the agreement, the City Attorney provided two memorandum that were issued in late
August and early September 2005. As discussed later in this section, these two memoranda,
which review Inland Energy’s right to five percent (5%) of project operating profits in
perpetuity, are vague and provide cursory analyses, given the financial risk that the City
undertook. Further, one of these memoranda was provided as a response to a request from Inland
Energy executives while the second memorandum is dated two days after the contract was
executed.
Agreement Vaguely Defines and Poorly Controls Provision of Services
The agreement with Inland Energy allows for the company to be compensated for two types of
services: (1) “development services” and (2) “supplemental services.” While development
services relates directly to the development of the power plant, supplemental services may
include unrelated tasks.
Development Services
The agreement defines “development services” as including:
negotiating any agreements necessary to implement the Project, and securing those permits and approvals
required to entitle the Project for development, including any task having the purpose of improving or
enhancing the value of such entitlements.

These services were the core of Inland Energy’s role in the Victorville 2 project and included the
permitting of the plant. These services were eventually expanded to include assistance with the
construction of the plant. Inland Energy was paid approximately $12.2 million from 2005 to
2010 for development services related to the Victorville 2 project.
Supplemental Services
The agreement broadly defines “supplemental services” as including:
any on-going technical or management task deemed necessary by the City Manager of Victorville including
supervisory, administrative, consulting, advisement and other management services.
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While these services, to an extent, may have been related to the Victorville 2 project, the
supplemental services clause has been used to justify services completely unrelated to the
project. Specifically, the City has paid over $607,000 to Inland Energy through May 2010 under
this clause for other, consistently unsuccessful, projects. These expenditures have included:


Over $166,000 for consulting services related to the City’s unsuccessful efforts to obtain
federal grant funding under the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Immigrant
Investor Program, also known as “EB-5;”



Over $182,000 for consulting services related to the City’s unsuccessful attempt to
develop and construct a power plant at the Foxborough Industrial Park in the Bear
Valley Redevelopment Project Area.

Additionally, Inland Energy was paid over $258,000 for consulting services related to the City’s
efforts to investigate the possibility of becoming a community choice aggregator.2 While this
service was related to the Victorville 2 project, it ultimately provided no tangible benefits to the
project, the City, or SCLAA.
The supplemental services clause provides broad authority to the City Manager to procure
additional services for “any on-going technical or management task” from Inland Energy without
prior approval from the City Council. In fact, there is no evidence that the City Council formally
approved the no-bid procurement of supplemental services from Inland Energy.
City Manager Curtailed Relationship with Inland Energy in 2009, but Firm Continues to Bill
In March 2009 the former City Manager formally notified Inland Energy that the City would no
longer be procuring services outside of the Victorville 2 project beyond April 1, 2009.
Subsequently, in July 2009, the successor City Manager informed Inland Energy that the City
would no longer pay invoices for any work. However, under an informal and undocumented
agreement with the City, Inland Energy may continue to provide services “at-risk,” meaning that
the company may continue to bill, but compensation is unlikely to occur until the City is able to
sell development rights for the project to a third party. Inland Energy has continued to invoice
the City for services provided on the Victorville 2 project under this informal agreement..

2

Community Choice Aggregation, under State law, permits cities and counties to offer procurement service to
electric customers within their boundaries. Community Choice Aggregation is the process cities and/or counties
must go through to establish publicly owned electric utility services.
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Inland Energy Invoices Poorly Documented
In May 2009, about four years after the commencement of the Victorville 2 project, the former
City Manager formally notified Inland Energy that the firm’s invoices to the City were not
sufficiently documented. Specifically, the former City Manager noted that all of the invoices
submitted by Inland Energy and 11 sub-consultants lacked “significant supporting
documentation that report tangible details of services rendered.” The former City Manager
requested stronger documentation from Inland Energy and its subcontractors and gave a list
specifying details that would have to be included in separate written reports on all future
invoices.
In June 2009 the former City Manager sent another letter to Inland Energy reiterating the
documentation required for payment of future invoices from Inland Energy. In the June 2009
letter, the City Manager indicated that Inland Energy failed to comply with these documentation
requirements. The current City Manager has indicated that invoices submitted by Inland Energy
under the informal “at risk” agreement since July 2009 have been just as poorly documented as
the previous invoices.
Inland Energy Compensated for Victorville 2 Project Services Prior to Contract Execution
The City began compensating Inland Energy for work on the Victorville 2 project prior to the
execution of the development agreement. Although the development agreement was executed on
September 7, 2005, the City disbursed approximately $123,000 for “consultant services” related
to the Victorville 2 project on June 29, 2005 and approximately $33,000 for services provided in
July 2005 on the date that the contract was executed.
Compensation Structure is Generous, Broadly Defined, and Has Lasting Financial Implications
The compensation structure, as established in the development agreement is generous, broadly
defined, and has lasting financial implications for the project and for SCLAA. The compensation
structure of the development agreement with Inland Energy provides for two methods of
compensation to the contractor: (1) a monthly management fee, and (2) a portion of “Project
Operating Profit.” While the monthly management fee reflects a common method for
compensating purveyors of professional services, the fee appears to cover most of the costs that
the company would incur and there is no cap to the amount that can be billed. The Project
Operating Profit clause appears to be an unusual form of compensation and potentially
troublesome for the effective sale and operation of the plant. A detailed description of these two
types of compensation is provided below.
Monthly Management Fee
The monthly management fee, as defined in the development agreement, consists of:
1. The monthly costs of services based on hourly rates. The rates, as defined in the
agreement were $150 per hour for “Consultant” staff and $250 per hour for “Senior
Consultant” staff. The contract notes that the City would not be billed for the services of
Mr. Buck Johns, the President of Inland Energy.
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2. Reimbursement costs for “reasonable and necessary travel” (excluding travel to or from
meetings in Victorville with City officials and staff).
3. Reimbursement for other “out-of-pocket” expenses incurred by Inland Energy in
performing the services, including subcontracted services. Although the contract
excludes legal services from reimbursement, a preliminary budget provided by Inland
Energy estimates that $725,000 will be needed for legal services.
4. A 10% premium on all reimbursable costs. This fee is presumably to compensate Inland
Energy for time spent on (1) administrative matters, including negotiating and
administering contracts of subcontractors; (2) billing or reviewing the invoices of
subcontractors; and, (3) administering accountancy requirements associated with
subcontractor matters.3
Project Operating Profit
In addition to the conventional compensation structure established by the monthly management
fee clause, the development agreement contains an “Additional Compensation” clause that
provides Inland Energy with the “right to receive five percent (5%) of ‘Project Operating
Profit.’” The contract states that Inland Energy is entitled to this portion of the profit from the
plant in “recognition of the unique value of the experience and expertise which Inland [Energy]
commits to the performance of [development] services.”
The additional compensation clause in the development agreement provides a much larger and
more sustained form of compensation to Inland Energy than the monthly management fee and
yet is only loosely tied to the consultant services provided by the company. In fact, the
company’s 2008 projections for the operational expenses of the 500 megawatt plant, includes
this compensation, which was estimated to be $4.5 million per year by Grand Jury sources.
Further, the development agreement contains no clauses to limit this compensation to a defined
period of time (e.g. two years) or a capped amount (e.g. $10 million). Assuming that the plant
was built and then operated for 30 years, Inland Energy would be entitled to compensation of
approximately $135 million over the life of the plant (without adjusting for inflation). Under this
scenario, Inland Energy would be compensated with an additional $135 million over 30 years for
what was estimated in the agreement as 24 months of design, development, and permitting work.
Little Precedent to Support Project Operating Profit Clause
There is little precedent to support the five percent (5%) of Project Operating Profit included in
the development agreement. No other City or SCLAA contract includes such a clause. Further, at
the time the contract was considered, City officials knew of no other similar public contract that
provided five percent of operating profit for development and permitting work.

3

We have assumed that the 10 percent fee would cover these administrative costs, since the contract specifically
states that the 10% fee may be charged provided that the labor covered by the hourly fees does not include
administrative tasks.
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Although City management has asserted that previous management based the profit clause on a
1999 agreement between Inland Energy and other private entities for the High Desert Power
Plant Project, there is little evidence to support the relevance of this “template” agreement as a
basis or justification for the fee. Under the “template” agreement, Inland Energy was providing
similar services to two commercial entities4 that it had previously been sharing membership
interest with in the High Desert Power Project. Conversely, Inland Energy never had an
ownership interest in Victorville 2; it was simply providing development services to the City.
Further, under the “template” agreement Inland Energy’s only form of compensation for such
services was this percentage of operating profits and it was only 2.5 percent or half of what is
provided for in the development agreement with the City. Conversely, the City agreed to pay
Inland Energy a management fee based on hourly billings and five percent of operating profit for
the life of the plant.
City Did Not Perform Sufficient Due Diligence of Project Operating Clause Prior to Adoption of
Agreement with Inland Energy
As previously mentioned, the City did not conduct adequate research and due diligence in 2005
to determine if the agreement was consistent with other municipal power plant development
agreements and in the best interests of SCLAA. Specifically, City management relied on two
memoranda, both of which provide vague and cursory justification for the five percent project
operating profit to be paid in perpetuity.
First Memorandum Written by a Firm at the Request of Inland Energy Executives
The first of these two memoranda was written by an attorney at the request of Inland Energy
executives, not by City staff or by agents purported to represent the City’s interests. This
memorandum made a broad assumption that the hourly management fees would not cover the
costs and expenses of Inland Energy. The memorandum does not provide further analysis or
discussion of what costs may not be covered by management fees other than to state that the
reimbursements would “not cover the lost opportunity costs associated with pursuing the
project.” Further, the memorandum infers that the project operating clause, which provides for
five percent of project operating profits in perpetuity, as more in the City’s interest than a large
upfront cash payment. The memorandum provides no financial analysis to support this
conclusion. Finally, there is no attempt to estimate or even provide a range of estimates for the
potential payments that will be made to Inland Energy under various alternatives.
Second Memorandum Dated Two Days After Contract Execution
The second of these two memoranda reviewing contract terms was written by an attorney at the
request of the former City Manager. Notably, the date of the memorandum is two days after the
agreement with Inland Energy was executed, thereby negating any possible analysis or
4

Inland Energy entered into the management services agreement (the template for the City’s development
agreement) with CP High Desert, LP, a Maryland limited partnership and CP High Desert I, Inc., a Maryland
corporation pursuant with a Membership Interest Purchase Agreement on January 4, 1999. Under the Membership
Interest Purchase Agreement, Inland Energy sold its 50% ownership to these two entities in the High Desert Power
Plant project.
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recommendations. Additionally, the author of the memorandum did not present his review as a
service of a law firm. Rather, the memorandum, which lacks a letterhead, has the appearance of
an informal or personal letter to the former City Manager.
This second memorandum opines that the five percent project operating profit is “not outside a
range that commercial parties should find acceptable for a well-structured and profitable
project.” (emphasis added) Similar to the first memorandum, this review did not present any
evidence that the clause would be in line with other municipally developed power plants.
Further, the second memorandum does not provide any financial analysis of the impact of the
clause or of potential alternatives.
The second memorandum also states that the Development Fee (project operating profit) “may
be renegotiated downward” at the time that the City sells the project. However, this assumption
ignores terms in the agreement, as discussed below, that shelter Inland Energy’s “right” to five
percent of net operating profits. Finally, the memorandum recommends that the development fee
“should be subordinate to debt and available to be paid only if loan documents will not be
violated by such payment.” The executed contract did not contain such a clause.
Agreement Terms Strongly Protect Operating Profit Clause
At least three clauses in the development agreement protect Inland Energy’s “right” to five
percent of the net operating profits even if the agreement is terminated or the project is sold to a
third party developer. Specifically, the clause on Inland Energy’s right to five percent of net
operating profits cannot be dissolved even if the contract is terminated or expires (unless it is
terminated because Inland Energy breaches contract terms). Additionally, the agreement
stipulates that Inland Energy will continue to have a right to five percent of net operating profits
if the City were to sell development rights to a third party. Finally, Inland Energy could continue
to be entitled to five percent of operating costs under the contract, even if the operating permits
were denied by the State. That is, the company would retain its right to the additional
compensation if the City were to terminate the agreement for failure to fully entitle the plant and
subsequently resume and successfully obtain permits for the project within two years.
These clauses have substantial long-term implications for the potential development of the
project as the City may not simply terminate the contract and any potential buyer of the
development rights would be obligated to compensate Inland Energy for its right to five percent
of lifetime net operating profits.
Contract Performance Terms Poorly Constructed and Implemented
The development agreement contains no effective performance measures for Inland Energy. The
only clause that relates to the performance of the company states that Inland Energy “shall use its
reasonable best efforts to perform the services and devote the time necessary to fulfill its
obligations under this agreement.” However, there are no specific mechanisms that would allow
the City Council or City management to hold the contractor accountable for its performance.
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Annual Budgets Not Provided
According to at least one City official, Inland Energy has not submitted proposed annual budgets
as required under the agreement. This clause, if it had been enforced, could have provided an
annual forum for the City Council and the public to revisit the project and obtain a status update
on the progress of the project. The agreement had an initial two year budget of $5.5 million. In
fact, the City has paid the company over $12 million over a five year period with Inland Energy
continuing to invoice.

City Entered High Risk Agreement with General Electric without Proper Due
Diligence or Transparency
In 2007, as Victorville 2 permitting was nearly completed, Inland Energy began advising the
City to move forward with the purchase of equipment for the proposed plant. Inland Energy
initiated negotiations with General Electric (GE) and advised the City, with some urgency, that it
was important to make a commitment to GE due to the length of time required to procure the
equipment and the desire for the plant to go online in accordance with the State’s energy demand
schedule.
Several City officials have stated that Inland Energy was driving the process to develop the
Victorville 2 project with equipment purchases. Specifically, Inland Energy officials were
briefing City officials, in closed session “workshops,” with slide presentations that recommended
the City move forward with a large financial commitment for the equipment purchase. Although
we requested all briefing materials provided to City Councilmembers on the agreement with
General Electric, none were provided.
Council Made Huge Financial Commitment to General Electric without Secure Funding Source
On December 4, 2007 the City Council ratified a resolution, which had been previously adopted
in closed session, authorizing the City to execute an agreement with General Electric to purchase
certain power plant generation equipment at a total contract price of $182,036,824. The contract
called for the City to make an immediate initial down payment of $52 million5 on the equipment.
While the City used SCLAA bond funds for the initial down payment, financing for the
remaining $130 million that was due in November 2008, had not been secured. According to
City management, City officials were confident at the time that additional funding could be
secured due to perceived demand from other jurisdictions in Southern California. Ultimately,
City officials moved forward without any written or legal commitments from these jurisdictions,
without bond financing in place, and without a committed third party prepared to purchase the
development rights.
City Proceeded Despite Continuing to Lack an Independent Risk Assessment or Project Plan
The City proceeded with the adoption of this high cost, high risk contract with General Electric
without an independent risk assessment or a formal project plan. As previously mentioned, City
5

Based on a subsequent settlement agreement, we believe the actual amount of the down payment was likely
$50,020,000.
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management initiated the Victorville 2 project, specifically the development agreement with
Inland Energy, without conducting an independent risk assessment. While the agreement with
Inland Energy was initially estimated to cost the City $5.5 million over two years, the contract
with GE was massively more costly, and therefore inherently carried more risk. Despite this
elevated risk, the City continued to proceed with the project without the consideration of any
independent evaluation of financial or operational risk to the City or SCLAA.
The City continued to proceed with the Victorville 2 project without a formal project plan.
Essentially, the City did not have formal project goals, milestones, or a budget by which
management, staff, contractors, and the public could understand the amount of progress and the
ultimate aim of the project. This is illustrated, in part, by the fact that the City had not yet
determined whether the development would be sold to a private firm or if the City would retain
ownership and operate the plant through its Municipal Utility Services.
GE Contract Adopted without Transparency, Likely Violating the Brown Act
The consideration, deliberation, and adoption of the agreement with General Electric was
conducted in an opaque manner and was likely in violation of State government code sections on
open meetings known as the “Brown Act.” The adoption of the contract in closed session does
not appear to be permissible, since it was a public contract. Further, the consideration and
adoption of the contract in closed session, even if deemed permissible, was not properly posted
in the City Council’s agenda. There is no mention of the resolution on the agenda or minutes for
the November 20, 2007 City Council meeting, even though the agenda and a staff report for the
Council Meetings on December 4 and December 18, 2007 stated that the resolution was
“reported out of closed session” at the November 20, 2007 meeting. Further, an audio recording
from the November 20, 2007 meeting posted by the City Clerk did not document any report out
of closed session.
The first official public mention of the contract in a Council meeting about the contract was not
made until December 4, 2007, the day before the contract became effective. Despite the
enormous fiscal impact on the City and the SCLAA, the residents of Victorville and the other
member jurisdictions of VVEDA6 had no opportunity to obtain knowledge about the contract
prior to Council adoption.
Weak Staff Disclosure of GE Contract Implications
The official Council meeting description of the GE contract and accompanying resolution did not
clearly state the extent of the commitment. Specifically, the staff report accompanying the
resolution to ratify the contract stated that there was no fiscal impact and provided no indication
regarding what the resolution contained. The resolution itself, Resolution 07-340, was less than a
page and contained only a broad description regarding equipment to be purchased for the
Victorville 2 Project. The only portion of the contract that was made public was a copy of the
one page table of contents.
6

The City utilized SCLAA bond funds, which are secured by tax increment revenues supplied by all member
jurisdictions of the VVEDA including Victorville, Hesperia, Adelanto, Apple Valley, and certain non-incorporated
areas of the County.
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City Defaulted on Payments to GE Resulting in Loss of up to $50 Million for SCLAA
City officials ultimately could not secure funding for the remainder of the purchase price of the
power plant equipment. As a result, the City did not make its second scheduled payment in
November 2008 and, on April 16, 2009, GE declared that the City had defaulted under the
contract. Further, GE asserted that the City still owed additional amounts under the contract
termination clause, although the City disputed the obligation.
On May 18, 2010, approximately one year after the City defaulted on its obligation, the City and
SCLAA came to an agreement with GE to settle the dispute. According to the settlement
agreement, GE shall retain all funds ($50,020,000) provided in the initial payment. However, as
a future sales incentive, the City is entitled to credits of up to $10 million on future purchases
from GE, subject to certain conditions. The credits expire on April 30, 2016.
City Management Continues Attempts to Sell Development Rights to the Project
City management asserts that the Victorville 2 Project is still “active” as the City has purchased
land and accumulated entitlement permits for the power plant. City management has made
attempts for over three years to sell the development rights to the project. Despite a request for
proposals sent out in May 2009 to 13 firms, which had expressed interest, the City has not been
able to successfully identify a project developer. City officials have noted that potential buyers
must negotiate primarily with Inland Energy, due to the clause in the firm’s development
agreement with the City granting the right to five percent of project operating profits, estimated
at $4.0 to $5.0 million annually, for the life of the project.

Victorville 2 Project Costs to Date Exceed $76 Million
The Victorville 2 project has cost the City over $76 million to date including approximately $50
million7 lost to General Electric for the power plant equipment, $12.1 million disbursed to Inland
Energy for development services, $3.8 million to other services providers, and $8.6 million for
the purchase of parcels for the project. This estimate of project costs does not include funds
dispensed for consulting services provided by Kinsell, Newcomb, & De Dios, the City’s bond
underwriter and to Goldman Sachs for financial services.8
The costs to date are a substantial departure from the preliminary budget prepared by Inland
Energy and included in the development agreement. The preliminary budget, prepared in 2005
and shown in Table 3.1 below, estimated that it would cost $5.5 million over two years to fully
entitle the project. While it’s unclear if land costs were considered in 2005 when the Inland
Energy contract was approved, the total costs incurred by the City, as shown in Table 3.2 below,
are more than ten-fold what was estimated in September 2005.

7

As previously noted, under a settlement agreement with GE, the City is entitled to credits of up to $10 million on
future purchases from GE, subject to certain conditions. The credits expire on April 30, 2016.
8
These services were primarily related to the efforts to secure private funding after the City entered into its
commitment with General Electric for expensive power turbine equipment.
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Although City management has asserted that there is substantial value in the permits that have
been obtained, there has been no public independent accounting or estimation of this value.
Further, while the permits are set to expire, there has been no analysis to determine the costs of
keeping them active beyond the termination date. The City does not maintain a schedule of
permit expiration, instead relying on Inland Energy to maintain such information.

Table 3.1
Victorville 2 Preliminary Budget Estimate for Permitting
As of September 2005
Cost Category
Environmental
Consultant

Pre-application
months 1-6

Post-application
months 7-24

Total

$550,000

$800,000

$1,350,000

Engineer

275,000

400,000

675,000

Legal

125,000

600,000

725,000

Miscellaneous

100,000

200,000

300,000

Emission Offsets
(ERC’s)

550,000

0

550,000

Project Management

400,000

1,000,000

1,400,000

Contingency

200,000

300,000

500,000

$2,200,000

$3,300,000

$5,500,000

Total

Source: Services Agreement with Inland Energy dated September 7, 2005
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Table 3.2
Victorville 2 Project Total Estimated Costs as of March 2012
Item

Cost

Development Services (including permitting)
Provided by Inland Energy

$12,145,917

Other Professional Services (including legal
and services provided by other energy firms)

3,786,692

Power Plant Equipment (paid to General
Electric)

50,020,000

Land Costs

10,190,737

Consulting Services provided by Kinsell,
Newcomb, & De Dios

Data Not Provided by City

Financial Services provided by Goldman Sachs

Data Not Provided by City

Total

Over $76,143,346

Source: Victorville Finance Division

Foxborough Power Plant Project Poorly Planned and Managed
The City procured no-bid services from a consultant firm, Carter and Burgess, Inc., beginning in
June 2004. This firm was retained to design, develop, and construct a cogeneration power plant
to service the energy needs of tenants at the Foxborough Industrial Park in the City’s Bear Valley
Redevelopment Area. The project was undertaken by the City without a thorough assessment of
risks or sufficient expertise. Through a series of mishaps the project was never completed,
wasting tens of millions of dollars of public funds. Ultimately, the City was awarded $52 million
as a result of civil litigation against Carter and Burgess and its successor, but the City’s costs for
the failed project, over $91 million, are nearly double the amount awarded.

Foxborough Plant Initially Conceived to Provide Power to Incoming
Industrial Tenants
The Foxborough Power Plant project was initially conceived as a method to provide low cost
energy and steam to two incoming tenants at the Foxborough Industrial Park.9 When the
project commenced in mid-2004, City management was operating on the assumption that
these two incoming tenants, Nutro and ConAgra, required a total of between five and ten
megawatts of power for their operations.

9

The Foxborough Industrial Park is a 233-acre industrial park located on Victorville’s east side within the former
Bear Valley Redevelopment Area.
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Development Services Procured Without Competitive Bidding
The firm responsible for overseeing the viability, design, and construction of the Foxborough
Power Plant, Carter and Burgess, Inc., was selected to initiate the project based on previous
work with the City rather than on a competitive bid. Carter and Burgess was initially hired by
the City in October 2002 for assistance with the development, operation, and management of
electric and related utility services at the Southern California Logistics Airport. The October
2002 professional services agreement reflected initial steps the City had been taking toward
the development of Victorville 2. The City’s selection of the firm for this work was not based
on a competitive bid process.
City management began procuring professional services from Carter and Burgess in June
2004 for the Foxborough Power Plant based on the consulting relationship that City
management initiated with the firm in 2002, In July 2005, about a year after commencement
of the Foxborough project, the City entered into a formal agreement with Carter and Burgess
for the construction of the Foxborough Power Plant. Prior to entering into this formal
agreement, Carter and Burgess received about $1.5 million from the City for services relating
to the Foxborough Power Plant project.

Foxborough Power Plant Lacked Adequate Planning and Controls
Neither City management nor Carter and Burgess established a risk assessment, business
plan, or formal budget. Without such planning, the City proceeded without clearly defined
goals, milestones, or performance measures. In fact, the project was initiated with the broad
objective of providing low cost power directly to tenants at the Foxborough Industrial Park
without connecting to the California electrical grid system. However, toward the end of the
project City management changed course and looked at options to connect the plant to the
grid system.
No Risk Assessment
City management did not prepare an independent risk assessment and there is no evidence
that potential risks were formally discussed by the City Council. Specifically, City
management did not formally evaluate the risks and potential benefits of self-generating
power versus acquiring power from the electrical grid via power purchase agreements before
commencing the project. The Foxborough Plant, initially estimated to cost approximately
$17.5 million to build, was a major step forward in the City’s efforts to create a municipal
utility. Despite this major investment of funds and the City’s inexperience at constructing and
operating a power plant, no efforts were made to identify and mitigate financial, construction,
or operational risks of the project.
No Formal Business Plan or Project Budget
City management did not establish a business plan or formal budget for the Foxborough
Power Plant project. It is apparent from interviews with City officials and from a review of
related documents that the initial goal of the project was to construct a plant that could
provide sufficient electricity and steam to certain tenants at the Foxborough Industrial Park.
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As the project progressed, the objective evolved from the initial goal of self-generating to
providing excess power to the grid. The basic design elements of the plant also evolved from
using natural gas-powered generators to using diesel generators to using bio-fueled
generators. City management did not formally brief the City Council on the financial,
construction, or operational implications of the changes to the objectives and design during
the course of the project even as project costs grew dramatically.
Weak Project Controls
A review of project documentation and interviews with City officials indicate that City
management did not establish strong controls for the Foxborough Power Plant project.
Specifically, neither Carter and Burgess nor City officials responsible for the project were
required to submit regular or formal project updates or briefings to the City Council. Rather,
the Council would only be formally briefed on the project when a request for additional
finances was brought forward. Further, no apparent performance measures were established
in either the October 2002 or July 2005 contracts with Carter and Burgess, which were used
for the Foxborough Power Plant project.
Although Carter and Burgess were not required to formally brief the Council on a regular
basis, according to the City Manager, Carter and Burgess was required to periodically submit
pro forma statements.10 City officials have indicated however that these pro formas tended to
be overly optimistic, were not consistently provided to the City, and were never accompanied
by supporting documentation. There is no evidence that City management recognized these
weaknesses or took action to place additional requirements on the contractor during the
project.

Foxborough Project Failed After Dramatic Growth in Costs
According to interviews with City officials, the Foxborough Power Plant project was initially
estimated to cost the City approximately $17.5 million. However, the costs of the project
quickly rose to $22 million. In April 2005, approximately 10 months after the project
commenced, the City Council approved a $41 million bond issuance for the project. In June
2006, approximately two years after the initiation of the project and four months after the
anticipated completion, the City Council approved a second bond issuance that provided an
additional $21 million in financing to Carter and Burgess. The final cost of the Foxborough
Power Plant project topped $91 million with press accounts stating that over $95 million had
been spent. Out of this amount, Carter and Burgess was paid approximately $8.2 million. An
estimate of the costs of the Foxborough Power Plant project are shown in Table 3.3 below.

10

Pro forma statements are hypothetical financial statements showing assets and liabilities or income and expenses
that might be recognized in the future. Business firms are often asked to submit pro forma statements when applying
for loan funds.
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Table 3.3
Foxborough Power Plant Project Total Estimated Costs
Cost Category

Amount

Construction Costs

$76,050,011

Debt Service Interest Paid

11,588,625

Debt Issuance Costs

3,521,372

Total

$91,160,008

Source: Foxborough Cost Data provided by City Manager’s Office

Judgment Against Developer Covers Just Over Half of the Foxborough Project Losses
Due to a series of mishaps, including an overestimation of the power needs for certain
tenants, multiple design revisions, and the failure of certain power generation equipment, the
Foxborough Power Plant was never completed. Following the cancellation of the
construction project, the City initiated civil litigation against Carter and Burgess relating to
the failure of the project. In December 2010 a Riverside County jury unanimously ruled in
favor of the City and awarded Victorville $52,116,367 to be paid by the developer’s parent
company. Despite the award of approximately $52 million, the City will still be left with
approximately $40 million in losses. Further, the judgment award has not yet been paid and
is under appeal.

Conclusions
The City of Victorville and the Southern California Logistics Airport Authority (SCLAA)
initiated large, high risk electrical generation-related capital projects in the mid 2000’s without
proper pre-project risk assessments or project controls. The analysis supporting such decision
making has been based on recommendations from contractors who have had an interest in the
projects. Further, this decision making has not been transparently presented to the public. The
subsequent failure of these projects has resulted in substantial losses and contributed to a heavy
long-term debt burden for the City and the Airport.
In September 2005, the City, acting as the governance board for the SCLAA, initiated a project
to develop a 500 megawatt power plant, known as Victorville 2. The Victorville 2 project was
never completed and ultimately cost the Southern California Logistics Airport over $50 million
in losses with over $76 million invested to date. City management did not conduct proper due
diligence before initiating the project, entering into an onerous and open-ended agreement with
Inland Energy Inc., or entering into a high risk $182 million agreement to purchase power
generation equipment from General Electric. Further, City management did not enforce all
contract terms and has not formally managed the use of an open-ended provision in the
agreement. In addition, the agreement with General Electric was adopted without proper
transparency in closed session, likely violating the Brown Act.
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In June 2004, the City began procuring no-bid professional services from Carter and Burgess, an
architecture and engineering firm, to design, develop, and construct, a cogeneration power plant
to service the energy needs of certain tenants at the Foxborough Industrial Park. The project was
undertaken by the City without a thorough assessment of risks, a formal business plan or budget,
or sufficient controls in place. Through a series of mishaps the project was never completed,
resulting in the loss of tens of millions of dollars in public funds. Ultimately, the City was
awarded $52 million as a result of civil trial litigation against Carter and Burgess and its parent
company, but this award, even if fully paid, would still leave the City with approximately $40
million in losses.

Recommendations
The Victorville City Council should:
3.1.

Draft and implement planning policies and procedures for all City and SCLAA capital
projects. Such policies should incorporate best practices, including an independent
evaluation of risks and fiscal impact.

3.2.

Draft and implement capital project controls, policies and procedures for all City and
SCLAA capital projects. Such policies should incorporate best practices such as:
a. Establishment of a project plan, including a project budget, which is periodically revisited and formally approved by the City Council and/or SCLAA Board of Directors
in open sessions. The policies should also include requirements for implementing
performance measures that are regularly reported to the Council during the life of a
project.
b. Establishment of procurement controls, including requirements for competitive
bidding, increasing levels of control over approval of professional service contracts
based on cost to the City, and standard documentation requirements for the payment
of invoices.

3.3.

Schedule a workshop on transparency in municipal government, including an information
session on the requirements of the Brown Act. Following the workshop, the City Council
should establish policies to ensure that its operations are consistent with the requirements
of the State Government Code relating to open meetings and best practices, as they relate
to government transparency.

Costs and Benefits
The costs associated with these recommendations would include staff time to prepare policies
and procedures for consideration and approval by the City Council, as well as for preparation of
a workshop on the Brown Act. The benefits of these recommendations would include stronger
controls over the planning and implementation of costly capital projects, which would help
reduce the risk of: (1) initiating poorly planned projects; (2) projects going over-budget; and, (3)
the loss or misuse of public funding.
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4.

SCLA Hangar Development


In September 2005 the City Council, in its role as the Southern California
Logistics Airport Authority (SCLAA) Board of Directors, entered into a no-bid
development agreement with CBS Aviation Development, LLC for the
construction of hangar facilities at Southern California Logistics Airport. The
development agreement was based on a proposal put forward by the
manager/owner of CBS Aviation Development, an individual with no prior
relationship with the City and whose background and competency was not fully
known. Further, there is no evidence that sufficient background research was
conducted on CBS Aviation Development or its owner until two months after the
SCLAA entered into a ground lease agreement with the contractor.



Although the original hangar development agreement called for the construction
to be completely funded by CBS Aviation Development, the SCLAA spent
approximately $54 million for CBS Aviation Development work on the hangar
development project and nearly an additional $50 million for a second firm,
KND Affiliates, LLC, to complete the project after City management lost
confidence in the abilities of CBS Aviation Development. The hangar
development project may have ultimately cost SCLAA approximately $103
million to construct four aircraft hangars.



The hangar development project at the Southern California Logistics Airport
was undertaken without proper controls to prevent cost overruns, the misuse or
loss of public funds, or fraud. Specifically, there is no evidence that City
management clearly estimated costs or presented the SCLAA Board (City
Council) with a clear project budget or development plan before disbursing
funds to CBS Aviation Development. Further, City and SCLAA management
did not put proper controls in place during the project to ensure that outside
contractors: (1) properly performed their duties; (2) used public funds
efficiently; or, (3) were prevented from misusing public funds. The lack of
controls is evidenced by the inability of City management to account for the
entirety of public funds, including nearly $13 million provided to CBS Aviation
Development.

Hangar Development Project Poorly Planned and Managed
The hangar development project at the Southern California Logistics Airport was undertaken
without proper controls to prevent cost overruns or the misuse or loss of public funds. Although
the construction of the hangar facilities was initially to be self-funded by the contractor, the
project has ultimately cost SCLAA over $100 million. There is no evidence that City
management clearly estimated costs or presented the SCLAA Board (City Council) with a clear
project budget or development plan before disbursing funds to CBS Aviation Development or
KND Affiliates, the subsequent developer.
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City and SCLAA management did not put proper controls in place during the project to ensure
that outside contractors: (1) sufficiently performed their duties; (2) used public funds efficiently;
or, (3) were prevented from misusing public funds. The lack of controls is evidenced by the
inability of City management to account for the entirety of public funds, including nearly $13
million provided to CBS Aviation Development.

Hangar Development Initially Self-Funded by CBS Aviation Development
In September 2005 the City Council, in its role as the SCLAA Board, entered into a no-bid
contract agreement with CBS Aviation Development, LLC for the development of hangar
facilities at Southern California Logistics Airport. The development agreement reportedly was
based on a proposal put forward by the manager/owner of CBS Aviation Development, an
individual with no prior relationship to the City or the airport. Further, there is no evidence that
this proposal was documented in writing. 1
The ground lease agreement with CBS Aviation Development stipulated that the company would
construct two aircraft hangars by December 31, 2005 (within three months of contract execution)
and a 200,000 square foot cargo complex by December 31, 2006 (within 15 months of contract
execution) at the contractor’s “sole cost and expense.” At the time the lease was executed there is
no evidence that CBS Aviation Development, SCLAA, or City officials had estimated the costs
associated with constructing the facilities. Rather, it appears that City and airport officials simply
relied on the contractor to plan, manage, and finance the project independently.
The lease had a term of 40 years and noted that “upon completion of the facilities, Lessee [CBS
Aviation Development] seeks to lease the facilities to prospective tenants who are engaged in the
business of cargo transport and aircraft maintenance and development, and then sell the leased
facilities to one or more institutional investors.”
Contractor Poorly Vetted
There is no evidence to show that City management conducted sufficient due diligence on CBS
Aviation Development or its owner prior to entering into a lease agreement (in September 2005)
and later a loan agreement (in November 2005) with the contractor. Specifically, there is no
documented evidence to show that City management conducted adequate background research
on CBS Aviation Development, its owner, or Arizona Building Systems, Inc. (another company
affiliated with the owner) until November 29, 2005, two months after the lease agreement was
executed and about a month after the loan agreement was established. Notably, City management
conducted a limited background check three days before the funds were disbursed.
The City Attorney’s Office has stated that the former Southern California Logistics Airport
Director contacted officials from the Sky Harbor Airport in Phoenix, Arizona in July or August
of 2005 to determine whether or not the owner, CBS Aviation Development, or their Arizona
affiliate, ABS had performed adequately in connection with prior projects. The City Attorney’s
Office has also asserted that, as a result of the contacts, the Airport Director learned that the
owner’s “companies successfully caused the construction and completion of cargo facilities at
1

Although a copy of any proposal documentation was requested, no such documentation was provided.
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Sky Harbor Airport and caused the leasing of those facilities to third parties.” However, no
documentation was provided to our audit team as to the dates or extent of the Airport Director’s
contacts or to the level of the owner’s involvement in these projects, despite a request for the
documentation and commitments made by the City Attorney at the exit conference.
Contractor Was Party to Civil Litigation Before Engaged by City
While the background research conducted by the City Attorney’s Office in late November of
2005 revealed that CBS Aviation Development and its owner were listed as defendants in civil
suits, the City Attorney has maintained that “such litigation did not raise red flags.” Specifically,
the research revealed that CBS Aviation Development was listed as a defendant in two civil suits
filed in August 2003 as well as a civil suit filed in August 2005 in San Bernardino County
Superior Court. In addition, the owner of CBS Aviation was listed as a defendant in a civil suit
filed in November 2000 in San Mateo County Superior Court. The suits filed in San Bernardino
County appear to have multiple plaintiffs, many of which appear to be private constructionrelated entities. As discussed later in this section, the City eventually removed CBS Aviation
Development from the hangar project due in part to the failure to pay subcontractors.

SCLAA Quick to Provide Funding to CBS Aviation Development, but Not to
Establish a Budget, Project Plan, or Controls
Although the ground lease agreement called for the hangar development project to be selffunded, the SCLAA executed a loan agreement for $20 million with CBS Aviation Development
on November 1, 2005, just 32 days after the execution of the ground lease. Approximately $17.7
million was directly disbursed to the manager/owner of CBS Aviation on December 2, 2005.
No Budget, Project Plan, or Controls Established
City and SCLAA management did not institute any kind of budget, project plan, or controls
before executing the loan agreement with CBS Aviation. The provision of nearly $20 million of
public funds, for a project that a month earlier had been intended to be privately funded, does not
appear to have triggered any sense of alarm among City management or Council members that
the SCLAA’s role and risk in the project fundamentally changed. The absence of any kind of
project reevaluation by City officials was a clear failure of the City and SCLAA governance
structure and control environment.
SCLAA Provided Additional Funding After CBS Aviation Missed Performance Deadlines
CBS Aviation Development did not adhere to the “schedule of performance” in the ground lease
agreement, which called for the developer to complete the hangar facilities by December 31,
2005. Despite the developer’s failure to adhere to this performance schedule, the City did not
take action to establish controls or terminate the contract. Rather, on February 1, 2006, the
SCLAA entered into a second loan agreement providing additional bond funds. This second loan
agreement provided an additional $7.7 million to the owner/manager of CBS Aviation
Development. The supporting bond used for the loan was later refinanced, providing an
additional $4.5 million to CBS. This final payment brought the total amount disbursed to the
developer to approximately $30 million for the Hangar Development project.
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Ground Lease Amended in February 2006
On February 14, 2006, SCLAA amended the ground lease agreement with CBS Aviation
Development two weeks after the entering into the second loan agreement and only three days
before funds were disbursed. The lease amendment primarily eliminated the developer’s
responsibilities relating to the cargo complex (which was to be completed by December 31, 2006
under the original lease). It does not appear that funding was reduced or reevaluated as a result of
this amendment.
Additional Ground Lease Approved with CBS Aviation in July 2006, but Withheld by City
At its regularly scheduled meeting on July 18, 2006, the SCLAA Board approved two additional
ground lease agreements and amendments with CBS Aviation Development, LLC. Although the
original lease with CBS Aviation and all amendments were requested as part of this audit, copies
of these additional agreements and amendments were not provided to us by City management.

SCLAA Severed Agreement with CBS Aviation & Brought in New Contractor
In June and July of 2006, approximately seven months after the hangar facilities were to be
completed under the lease agreement, about 25 subcontractors of CBS Aviation Development
alerted City officials that they had not been paid by the company for work done on the hangars.
On August 11, 2006, the City, SCLAA, CBS Aviation Development, and KND Affiliates, LLC
(an LLC established by Jeff Kinsell, the principal of Kinsell, Newcomb, & De Dios, the City’s
bond underwriter) entered into a settlement agreement to remove CBS Aviation Development
from the project as the developer and replace it with KND Affiliates, LLC.
Settlement Agreement Implies KND would Buyout CBS and Finance Remainder of Project
The August 2006 settlement agreement implies that KND Affiliates, LLC would commit $70
million to buy out the CBS leaseholder rights, repay the City’s previous loans to CBS, and
complete the project. According to the settlement agreement, KND Affiliates agreed to accept
the partially completed project and immediately place $19.2 million into an escrow account with
$12.7 million intended for unpaid CBS subcontractors and $6.5 million to buy out CBS’s
interests in the project. The settlement agreement also states that KND would place an additional
$31.9 million into an escrow account to repay previous project financing and $18.8 million to
complete the project. Essentially, according to the settlement agreement, KND would accept all
assets and liabilities of CBS Aviation, including obligations to subcontractors, unpaid loan
amounts, and the costs to complete the four hangar facilities. In return, KND would have the
right to lease the facilities to tenants or sell the leased facilities to one or more institutional
investors. The amounts of KND Affiliates’ implied financial commitments are summarized in
Table 4.1 below.
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Table 4.1
Implied Financial Commitments of KND Affiliates & Jeff Kinsell
From August 2006 Settlement Agreement
Amount to be Deposited into
Escrow by KND Affiliates and
Jeff Kinsell

Purpose of Funds

Timeframe for Deposit
into an Escrow Account

$12,700,000

To pay CBS Aviation
Development subcontractors
for design, development and
construction work.

Upon execution of the
agreement.

$3,000,000

To buy out CBS Aviation
Development’s interests in the
project.

Upon execution of the
agreement.

$3,500,000

To buy out CBS Aviation
Development’s interests in the
project

Upon execution of the
agreement, but disbursed
after $12.7 million is fully
paid to subcontractors.

$30,000,000

To repay previous financing
arranged by SCLAA.

Within 90 days of execution
of the agreement
(November 9, 2006).

$1,909,862

To repay Jeff Kinsell for
Within 90 days of execution
amounts previously provided to of the agreement
assist the project.
(November 9, 2006).

$18,777,880

To complete the hangar
facilities. Amount based on
estimate by CBS Aviation to
complete all design,
development, and construction.

$69,887,742

Total to be deposited into escrow by KND Affiliates, LLC

Upon payment of all above
amounts.

Source: August 2006 Settlement Agreement between SCLAA, City of Victorville, KND Affiliates, LLC, Jeff
Kinsell, CBS Aviation Development, LLC, and the owner of CBS Aviation Development

KND Never Invested Any of its Own Funds or Had Any Financial Exposure
KND Affiliates and Jeff Kinsell never invested their own funds into the hangar project, even
though the settlement agreement implied that they would take over the project and pay for
previous financial outlays. Rather, the SCLAA provided KND Affiliates with a series of loans as
detailed in Table 4.2 and 4.3 below.
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Table 4.2 is a listing of loans as provided by the City Manager’s Office in response to a request
for all loans made to KND Affiliates relating to the hangar project. Table 4.3, which contradicts
Table 4.2, is based on a December 18, 2007 staff report to the SCLAA Board, which summarized
the SCLAA’s lending to KND. It is unclear why the City has not provided all loan
documentation, as requested.
The City’s inability to provide a clear accounting of the loans made to KND is evidence that
there were few, if any, controls established for this project even after CBS Aviation
Development was removed. The City had no staff actively managing this project. Rather, the
City was completely reliant on outside contractors to manage this major capital project.
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Table 4.2
SCLAA Loans to KND Affiliates as Provided by the City Manager
Loan Date

Loan Amount

July 27, 2006

$10,000,000

12 months; Interest
only with a balloon
payment

Not specified

Personal guaranty by
Jeffrey Kinsell

$12,200,000

12 months; Interest
only with a balloon
payment

To pay CBS
Aviation
Development and its
subcontractors

Deed of trust in
certain real property
and personal
guaranty by Jeffrey
Kinsell

$13,492,640

30 years; Interest
only; Upon
expiration of term
entire outstanding
unpaid balance
forgiven

Not specified

Deed of trust in
certain real property
with assignment of
rents

$15,187,368

30 years; Interest
only; Upon
expiration of term
entire outstanding
unpaid balance
forgiven

Not specified

Deed of trust in
certain real property
with assignment of
rents

$10,683,236

30 years; Interest
only; Upon
expiration of term
entire outstanding
unpaid balance
forgiven

Not specified

Deed of trust in
certain real property
with assignment of
rents

$21,249,279

30 years; Interest
only; Upon
expiration of term
entire outstanding
unpaid balance
forgiven

Not specified

Deed of trust in
certain real property
with assignment of
rents

$82,812,087

Total Amount Loaned According to documentation provided by
the City Manager’s Office

August 17, 2006

December 30, 2007

December 30, 2007

December 30, 2007

December 30, 2007

Terms

Purpose

Security

Source: Loan Documents provided by Victorville City Manager’s Office

As noted in Table 4.2 above, the SCLAA provided a $10 million loan to KND Affiliates before
the settlement agreement was even executed. This loan agreement was executed about two weeks
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before the settlement agreement for a term of 12 months. The loan note is just over one page and
was secured only by a two page personal guaranty by Jeffrey Kinsell. The loan agreement
required interest only payments with a balloon payment due 13 months from the note start date,
which was 90 days from the disbursement of funds.
Within a week of the execution of the settlement agreement, KND Affiliates was provided a
second, $12.2 million, 12 month loan for the purpose of paying CBS Aviation Development and
its subcontractors. This loan was also secured by a personal guaranty of Jeffrey Kinsell, but
unlike the first loan, it was secured by a deed of trust in certain real property. The promissory
note and deed of trust do not describe the exact parcels that securitized the loan. Rather, this
information is included in an exhibit that was not provided for this audit.
In December 2007, about 17 months after the security agreement was executed, SCLAA
provided KND Affiliates with four loans totaling about $61 million and ranging from $10.7
million to $21.3 million. Each loan was securitized by a deed of trust in certain real property
with assignment in rents, presumably the four hangar facilities that were under development.
However, unlike the other loans, these notes contain a provision that states:
Upon the expiration of the Term, provided Payor is not or has not been in material breach or default of this
Note, Payee shall forgive the entire outstanding unpaid principal balance due under this Note.

Table 4.3
SCLAA Loans to KND Affiliates as Summarized by the City Attorney
Loan Dates

Loan Description

Total Loan Amounts
$47,977,880

Not specified

Four separate loan agreements for
purposes of assisting KND in meeting
its obligations under the settlement
agreement.

Not specified

Additional loan for purposes of
assisting KND in meeting its
obligations under the settlement
agreement.

$2,000,000

December 18, 2007

To complete KND’s obligations under
the settlement agreement and develop
improvements not budgeted for under
settlement agreement, develop
additional tenant improvements, and
finance certain change orders.

$12,300,000

Total Amount Loaned as of December 18, 2007 According to SCLAA
Board Staff Report:

Note: Total amount equaled
$52,881,839 as of December 18, 2007
due to accrued interest.

$67,181,839

Source: SCLAA Board staff report submitted by Authority Counsel on December 18, 2007 regarding resolution
07-009.
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Loan Documents Do Not Reflect KND’s True Role in Hangar Project
Although the settlement agreement and the loan documents indicate that KND Affiliates would
be assuming the role and obligations of CBS Aviation, KND Affiliates was actually acting as an
agent of the City. According to City documents, KND was acting on behalf of the City to
conclude the construction of the hangar facilities and then deed the property back to the City in
exchange for forgiveness of all debt.
Project Continued without Strong Controls
Through the loan agreements the City (via the SCLAA) was, in essence, contracting with KND
Affiliates to complete the hangar development project. City management handled the
relationship with KND Affiliates similar to the way it dealt with CBS Aviation Development.
That is, the City provided direct funding to KND Affiliates with no controls such as invoice
documentation requirements, performance measures, or budget milestones. The City once again
loosely disbursed funds and became heavily reliant on an outside contractor.
KND Loans Forgiven in Exchange for Hangar Facilities
Ultimately, the loans provided to KND Affiliates were forgiven in whole by the City on June 30,
2011. According to a listing provided by the City Manager’s Office, the total of all loans to KND
Affiliates, when forgiven, was $68,243,436.

Total Cost of Hangar Development Project May Have Exceeded $100 Million
with $13 Million in CBS Aviation Funds Unaccounted For
While the City has no official accounting of the total costs of the hangar development project
(mostly due to the fact that the City never had staff actively planning or managing the project),
current City management relies on an outside analysis of the sources and uses of SCLAA
construction funds as the closest approximation. This analysis was conducted in the fall of 2008
by the Hodgon Group, an affiliate of Hogdon Miank Construction, Inc. (HMC), the general
contractor for the hangar project under KND Affiliates.
According to the Hogdon Group report, the City spent over $90 million of SCLAA funds on the
hangar construction project. The report notes that this amount does not include the cost of bond
issuances or $1.6 million set aside by the City for future settlement costs with CBS Aviation.
Hogdon Group Report Based on Limited Records
The Hogdon Group report was based on limited information available to them, consisting
primarily of project contracts and records of payments made to subcontractors. These documents
were provided directly by KND Affiliates for their portion of the project. The Hogdon Group
was also able to use payment records left behind by CBS Aviation Development at CBS’s former
offices at the airport after the developer had been removed from the project. The report notes that
the cost estimate is “based on information available and may not reflect all project costs and
expenses by various parties.”
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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If the City or SCLAA had instituted controls or oversight there would have likely been a much
clearer accounting of the project’s costs. Specifically, if at least one staff member was assigned
to oversee the project or if the City had instituted financial controls, it is unlikely that the
accounting of the project’s costs would be so murky.
Hogdon Group Could Not Account for $12.9 Million of Project Funds
The Hogdon Group report’s most alarming finding is the unknown use of $12,899,664 of funds
provided to CBS Aviation Development by SCLAA. The inability to document the use of these
funds is the direct result of City management’s heavy reliance on outside contractors and its
failure to institute sufficient financial controls over public funds.
City Management Will Not Pursue Collection from CBS Aviation
City management has asserted that the unaccounted funds may have been for project assets, such
as building materials, which were not entered into the accounting record. However, there has
been no attempt to reconcile this accounting. Without a thorough accounting of such costs, which
City management years ago determined was unnecessary, the City and its residents will never
have a full understanding of the use of public funds for the hangar development project. City
management made a determination in 2008, after the project concluded, not to pursue the matter
further. Rather, management determined that these funds would simply be aggregated into the
total costs of the project.
Total Costs for Hangar Construction Project May Have Exceeded $100 Million
As previously noted, City management has no official or definitive accounting of the funds spent
on the hangar development project. Therefore, it is not possible to accurately state how much the
hangar development project cost the taxpayers of the City and other VVEDA jurisdictions.
However, based on City documents we have estimated the total costs. This estimate of total costs
for the hangar development project is shown in Table 4.4 below.

Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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Table 4.4
Estimated Total Costs of Hangar Development Project
Source

Use

Amount

2005 Schedule A SCLAA Bonds

CBS Construction Costs

$17,730,000

2006 Schedule A SCLAA Bonds

CBS Construction Costs

7,653,425

2006 Schedule A SCLAA Bonds
(Refinanced)

CBS Construction Costs

4,704,076

2005 & 2006 SCLAA Bonds

Costs of Bond Issuances

4,600,000

SCLAA Loans to KND Affiliates2

Buyout of CBS Aviation
Development Interests

6,400,000

SCLAA Loans to KND Affiliates

Payments to CBS Aviation
Subcontractors in August 2006

CBS Aviation Development Costs Subtotal
SCLAA Loans to KND Affiliates

KND Construction Costs

SCLAA Loans to KND Affiliates

KND Contingency & Excess Funds

SCLAA Loans to KND Affiliates

KND General Project Expenses

SCLAA Loans to KND Affiliates

KND Costs (Interest Accrual and
Not Allocated)

KND Affiliates Costs Subtotal

12,640,071
$53,727,572
38,925,758
2,037,611
380,802
7,865,555
$49,209,726

Estimated Total Costs of Hangar Development Project

$102,937,298

Source: City documentation on Hangar Development Project

Conclusions
In September 2005 the City Council, in its role as the Southern California Logistics Airport
Authority (SCLAA) Board of Directors, entered into a no-bid agreement with CBS Aviation
Development, LLC for the construction of hangar facilities at Southern California Logistics
Airport. The development agreement was based on a proposal put forward by the manager/owner
of CBS Aviation Development, an individual with no prior relationship to the City and whose
background and competency was not fully known. Further, there is no evidence that sufficient
background research was conducted on CBS Aviation Development or its owner until two
months after the SCLAA entered into a ground lease agreement with the contractor.

2

It is unclear the sources of funding provided to KND Affiliates by SCLAA.
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Although the original hangar development agreement called for the construction to be
completely funded by CBS Aviation Development, the SCLAA spent approximately $54 million
for CBS Aviation Development work on the hangar development project and nearly an
additional $50 million for a second firm, KND Affiliates, LLC, to complete the project after City
management lost confidence in the abilities of CBS Aviation Development. The hangar
development project may have ultimately cost SCLAA approximately $103 million to complete
four aircraft hangars.
The hangar development project at the Southern California Logistics Airport was undertaken
without proper controls to prevent cost overruns, the misuse or loss of public funds, or fraud.
Specifically, there is no evidence that City management clearly estimated costs or presented the
SCLAA Board (City Council) with a clear project budget or development plan before disbursing
funds to CBS Aviation Development. Further, City and SCLAA management did not put proper
controls in place during the project to ensure that outside contractors: (1) properly performed
their duties; (2) used public funds efficiently; or, (3) were prevented from misusing public funds.
The lack of controls is evidenced by the inability of City management to account for the entirety
of public funds, including nearly $13 million provided to CBS Aviation Development.

Recommendations
The SCLAA Board of Directors should:
4.1.

Adopt and implement procurement procedures for the management and operation of the
Southern California Logistics Airport that incorporates competitive bidding for the
design, development, and construction of airport facilities.

4.2.

Adopt and implement SCLAA policies and procedures that institute sufficient financial
controls for airport capital projects. Such controls should be consistent with best practices
for public sector capital projects.

Costs and Benefits
The costs of implementing these recommendations include staff time to draft and present policies
and procedures to the SCLAA Board of Directors. The implementation of the policies and
procedures will also likely require additional staff time for oversight responsibilities. The
benefits of implementing these recommendations include reducing the risk of the misuse or loss
of public funds to contractors. The recommendations would also help ensure that airport capital
projects involving public funds are carried out in an efficient manner.
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5.

SCLAA Bond Expenditures


The Victor Valley Economic Development Authority (VVEDA) Joint Exercise of
Powers Agreement stipulates the uses of tax increment that is raised on parcels
of the former George Air Force Base (GAFB), as well as the tax increment from
the member jurisdictions’ territories. The VVEDA JPA specifically requires that
tax increment revenues, which are to be allocated to GAFB shall only be used for
purposes that directly benefit redevelopment of GAFB. The VVEDA JPA also
delegates the authority of the management and operation of the GAFB parcels,
including budgeting authority, redevelopment authority, and all management
and operational authority to the Victorville City Council, “which shall act on
behalf of the [VVEDA] Commission on all such matters.”



The Victorville City Council, acting as the Southern California Logistics Airport
Authority (SCLAA) Board of Directors, and City management mishandled
SCLAA bond funds in three separate instances.



In late 2005 and early 2006 the City, through its Redevelopment Agency,
inappropriately purchased several parcels near city hall for the purpose of
constructing a library using nearly $2 million of SCLAA bond funds that were
restricted for the development and redevelopment of GAFB and not disclosed in
the bond’s official statements. Attempts to correct the inappropriate use of such
funds have been inadequate.



In June 2005 the City purchased land for the I-15/Nisqualli Road interchange
project using approximately $3.3 million of SCLAA bond funds. Although this
project was listed in the bond disclosures, the expenditure was weakly justified.
Further, the City has no controls to ensure that funds restricted to GAFB were
not used for this expenditure.



From June 2005 through 2010, the City procured professional services, land, and
power generating equipment for the Victorville Power Plant 2 (Victorville 2)
project using over $76 million of SCLAA bond funds that were restricted for the
redevelopment of GAFB. City management has asserted that the power plant,
which was to be built on parcels near GAFB, would benefit the redevelopment of
GAFB by helping to attract commercial tenants with competitively priced
electricity. However, official documentation of the project shows that it was
primarily for the purposes of providing the City a revenue stream and to secure
competitively priced electricity for its constituents and potentially for other
jurisdictions in Southern California.
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VVEDA JPA Stipulates the Development and Redevelopment of
GAFB and the Surrounding Redevelopment Project Area
The Victor Valley Economic Development Agency (VVEDA) was created in 1989 through a
JPA between Victorville, Hesperia, Apple Valley, and the County of San Bernardino1 in
response to the economic repercussions of the imminent closing of GAFB. In 1993 the VVEDA
members established the original boundaries of the Victor Valley Project Area consisting of
portions of each member’s jurisdictional boundary within an eight mile radius of GAFB. The
VVEDA currently operates under the Fourth Amended and Restated JPA, which provided for the
inclusion of the City of Adelanto in 2000. The current JPA enables each member entity to enter
into transactions and execute agreements within their respective portions of the VVEDA project
area without approval of the full VVEDA Commission, provided that any pledged tax increment
revenue would be allocable to that member.
The VVEDA JPA provides for the delegation and assignment of the member jurisdictions’
voting rights with respect to all issues directly affecting the operation and redevelopment of the
former George Air Force Base to the Victorville City Council acting as the SCLAA Board. The
responsibilities delegated to the City Council for SCLAA include: (1) all budgeting authority; (2)
all redevelopment authority; and, (3) all operational and management authority affecting the
GAFB parcels. Essentially, the Victorville City Council, acting as the SCLAA, has the authority
to redevelop, operate, and manage all aspects of the former GAFB, now known as the Southern
California Logistics Airport (SCLA). Notably, the City of Victorville fulfilled the responsibilities
for the treasury function of VVEDA (separate from its responsibilities over SCLAA finances)
until 2009, when the VVEDA Board transferred such responsibility to the City of Apple Valley.

VVEDA JPA Stipulates the Allocation of Tax Increment Revenues
The VVEDA JPA sets out how tax increment revenues are to be divided and allocated between
the redevelopment of the former GAFB and the surrounding project area. The VVEDA JPA also
places restrictions on certain portions of the tax increment revenues to be set aside for low and
moderate-income housing and for eligible annual reimbursements to member jurisdictions for
outstanding balances of prior contributions.
As illustrated in Chart 5.1 and Chart 5.2 below, the VVEDA JPA sets specific restrictions on the
allocation of tax increment revenues raised on and off the GAFB parcels to comply with State
redevelopment law and to ensure that there are sufficient resources to develop and redevelop the
former air force base.

1

The County of San Bernardino Redevelopment Agency was the authorized recipient of tax increment accrued
within unincorporated areas of the Victor Valley Project Area.
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Restrictions on Use of Tax Revenue Raised on GAFB Parcels
As illustrated in Chart 5.1 below, the VVEDA JPA requires that all tax increment revenues from
the GAFB parcels be allocated for use on GAFB with the understanding that Victorville, acting
as the SCLAA Board, shall set aside 20 percent of these revenues for low and moderate-income
housing purposes.
Restrictions on Use of Tax Revenue Raised in Member Jurisdictions’ Territories
As illustrated in Chart 5.2 below, the VVEDA JPA places several stipulations on the allocation
of tax increment revenue that is raised within individual member jurisdictions’ territories of the
VVEDA project area. The VVEDA JPA specifically states that:


The first 20 percent of participating jurisdictions’ tax increment revenues shall be set
aside for low and moderate income housing purposes and will be allocated for use by
each member jurisdiction in its own portion of the VVEDA project area.

VVEDA JPA Stipulations on Use of “Net Revenues”
As illustrated in Chart 5.2 below, the VVEDA JPA states that the tax revenues raised from
within individual member jurisdictions’ territories, after the first 20 percent is allocated to low
and moderate income housing, shall be referred to as the “net revenues.” The VVEDA JPA
places the following stipulations on net revenues:


40 percent of net revenues shall be allocated solely for use on the GAFB parcels;



40 percent of net revenues shall be allocated for use in the originating member’s territory
within the VVEDA project area;



20 percent of net revenues shall be placed into a separate reimbursement fund of the
VVEDA and shall be paid out annually at the commencement of each fiscal year for
eligible reimbursements to each member in proportion to the outstanding balance of any
prior contributions. After such reimbursements are made, such moneys may be used to
reimburse member contributions.
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Chart 5.1
Allocation of VVEDA Tax Increment Revenue from GAFB (SCLA) Parcels
TAX REVENUE FROM GAFB (SCLA) PARCELS

20%
LMI

Housing

80%

GAFB
Redevelopment
(SCLA)
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Chart 5.2
Allocation of VVEDA Tax Increment Revenue from Member
Jurisdictions (Outside of GAFB/SCLA)
TAX REVENUE FROM MEMBER JURISDICTIONS

40% to Original
Member’s
Territory

20%
LMI Housing

40% to GAFB
(SCLA)

80%

“Net Revenues”

20% to Other
Reimbursement Fund
Upon full
reimbursement of
each member’s
contribution, the
remainder goes to:
50% to Original
Member’s Territory

50% to GAFB
(SCLA)

Restrictions on Use of Pledged Revenues
The VVEDA JPA also places restrictions on the use of proceeds of SCLAA debt issuances.
Specifically, the VVEDA JPA states that:
Victorville, the Victorville RDA, or the SCLA Authority may pledge that portion of Participating
Member’s Tax Increment Revenues which is to be allocated to GAFB along with any GAFB Tax
Increment Revenues, to secure the issuance of tax increment bonds or similar indebtedness, provided,
however, that the proceeds of any such debt issuance shall only be used for the purposes of causing the
redevelopment and development of GAFB.

SCLAA Redevelopment Project Priorities Delegated to Victorville
The VVEDA JPA delegates authority over the prioritization of development and redevelopment
projects to the City of Victorville, subject to the restrictions as previously described. Specifically,
the VVEDA JPA states:
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With respect to the GAFB Parcels, Victorville shall determine the priority as to which projects should be
undertaken on the GAFB Parcels provided that such projects will be consistent with the provisions of the
Redevelopment Plan and the intent of this Agreement. (emphasis added)

City Poorly Managed Expenditure of SCLAA Bond Funds in
Several Instances
The Victorville City Council, acting in its delegated authority as the Board of Directors of
SCLAA, and City management repeatedly mishandled SCLAA bond expenditures. In at least
three instances the SCLAA Board and City management mishandled SCLAA bond funds by
either: (1) poorly justifying expenditures; (2) failing to properly identify funding sources and
accounting for Victorville’s pledged amount to SCLAA; or, (3) potentially expending funds
allocated to GAFB on parcels outside of GAFB and not primarily or directly for the
redevelopment of GAFB. These instances include expenditures on: (1) the purchase of several
parcels near city hall for the construction of a city library; (2) the purchase of land for the I15/Nisqualli Road interchange project; and, (3) for professional services, land purchases, and the
procurement of power generation equipment for a City-owned power plant. Each of these
instances is described below.

Purchase of Parcels for a Library Constituted Inappropriate Use of SCLAA
Bond Funds; Attempts to Correct the Mistake are Inadequate
In November 2005 and February 2006, the City inappropriately used approximately $1.9 million
of SCLAA Tax Allocation Parity Bonds (Series 2005 Schedule A) for the purchase of land
parcels near city hall. These expenditures were an inappropriate use of SCLAA bond funds since
they: (1) were not spent on the development and redevelopment of the GAFB parcels; (2)
involved using bond proceeds that were to be repaid from tax increment from other VVEDA
members for a City-owned asset without sufficient justification or accounting of revenues
pledged from Victorville’s portion of the VVEDA project area; and, (3) the official bond
statements did not disclose that the bond proceeds would be used for a City-owned library
facility.
City Management Intended to Repay SCLAA Bond Fund
According to two memorandum drafted around the time the properties were purchased, it was the
intension of a previous City Manager to repay the 2005 SCLAA Bond Fund for the funds used to
purchase the library parcels. Although it isn’t clearly stated why the Victorville Redevelopment
Agency would be repaying the bond fund, both SCLAA and Victorville Redevelopment Agency
resolutions point out that the costs, “shall be paid from funds derived from the City’s portion of
the VVEDA Project Area.” However, there has been no formal accounting of SCLAA bond fund
expenditures which delineate between funds that are derived from revenues allocated to the
airport versus revenues derived from the City’s portion of the VVEDA project area that had been
pledged to the airport.
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Loan Documentation Not Established as Intended in 2005 and 2006
In 2010 it came to the attention of City management that no loan documentation had been put in
place to repay the 2005 SCLA Bond Fund as intended in late 2005 and early 2006. According to
a September 21, 2010 staff report from the City Attorney (and SCLAA Counsel), “at the time the
properties were acquired, through inadvertence, the loan documentation was not completed.”
Accordingly, in October 2010, the City Council adopted a resolution approving a loan agreement
in the amount of $1,903,000 between the City and SCLAA.
October 2010 Loan Agreement Permits Unlimited Deferral of Payments to SCLAA
The promissory note established in October 2010 allows the City to defer payment back to
SCLAA for an unlimited amount of time. Although the note has a term of only six months, the
note states that “the term of this note shall be automatically renewed until there are sufficient
funds in the Development Impact Fee Fund to fully repay all amounts due…” As of March 2012,
the City had made no payments under the loan agreement.
Loan Agreement Set Up in an Incorrect Fund for an Incorrect Amount
The loan agreement established in October 2010 was set up for an incorrect amount and under
the incorrect fund. Although all documentation associated with this loan, including the
promissory note, Council resolution, and associated City Attorney staff report state that the loan
is to be repaid from Development Impact Fee funds, the loan was booked onto the City’s General
Fund. Although the loan documentation established by the City Council and signed by the Mayor
states that the loan amount is $1,903,000, the loan was booked at $1,895,090. There is no
explanation offered in the financial statements for the discrepancy.
Loan Agreement Does Not Require Payment of Back Interest to SCLAA
Although the funds were borrowed from the SCLAA by the City in late 2005 and early 2006, the
loan documents established in 2010 did not take into account funds owed for past unpaid interest.
Rather, according to the financial statements, the loan has only accrued interest for part of the
2010-11 fiscal year. If the City were to pay SCLAA interest for the entire length of time that the
funds had been made available, the actual amount of interest owed would be approximately
$250,000. City management should adjust the loan amount to reflect the amount of interest owed
since funds were disbursed for use by Victorville in late 2005.

Purchase of Parcels for La Mesa/Nisqualli Interchange Project Were Not Well
Justified or Accounted For
In June 2005 the City expended $4,306,295 in SCLAA bond funds2 for the purchase of land
related to the La Mesa/Nisqualli Interchange Project, which is unrelated to the development or
redevelopment of the former GAFB. While City management has asserted that Victorville’s
portion of the VVEDA tax increment has been pledged to pay a portion of the bond issuance,
2

SCLA Tax Allocation Parity Bonds Series 2005 Schedule A
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there has been no accounting or analysis to show that the Victorville pledge is sufficient to pay
for this project and there are no apparent controls to ensure that other JPA members’ tax
increment is not used for projects that are not for the development or redevelopment of the
former GAFB.
Project Expenditures Poorly Justified in Official Bond Documents
The City has pledged tax increment revenue raised within its portion of the VVEDA project area
that would have otherwise been designated for projects within Victorville’s territory (see “40%
to Original Members Territory” in Chart 5.2) to SCLAA for the purpose of issuing tax increment
revenue bonds. City management has asserted that this pledge justifies the City’s use of SCLAA
bond proceeds for the interchange project, which is unrelated to the development and
redevelopment of the former air force base, even though the bond’s official statement proclaims
that the SCLAA “will use the proceeds of the sale of the Bonds to (i) finance certain public
capital improvements benefiting the Southern California Logistics Airport, (ii) fund a Reserve
Account for the Bonds, and (iii) pay cost of issuance of the Bonds.” (emphasis added)
While the expenditure of SCLAA bond proceeds on the Interchange Project is unlikely to be
illegal, it was poorly justified in official bond documentation. Although these expenditures were
listed on official bond documents as “public capital improvements benefiting the SCLA,” the
expenditures were not on GAFB parcels and there is no direct link to the development and
redevelopment of the former air force base. Rather, the parcels purchased are approximately a 10
mile drive from the Southern California Logistics Airport and do not have a direct benefit to the
Airport. The description of the project in the official statement of the bonds is brief and gives
only a cursory explanation of the project and its benefit to the VVEDA project area. The
description concludes that the Interchange “project has been determined as a benefit to the
VVEDA project area.” (emphasis added)
Weak Controls for Use of SCLAA Bond Funds
The use of tax increment from Victorville’s portion of the VVEDA project area for the
interchange project by and of itself does not appear to be inappropriate. Rather, the pledging of
this tax increment revenue to SCLAA and the subsequent use of such funds for a purpose that is
inconsistent with the purpose of the SCLAA bonds without strong justification and proper
controls is troubling. Interviews with several members of City management revealed that no
controls have been put in place over SCLAA bond proceeds to ensure that tax increment revenue
designated for GAFB redevelopment (see “40% to GAFB (SCLA)” in Chart 5.2) is used by
Victorville for non-GAFB purposes. Even if the Victorville pledged revenues are sufficient to
pay for the interchange project expenditures, City management should establish stronger controls
over expenditure of SCLAA bond funds to ensure that such funds are not used inappropriately. .

Victorville 2 Power Plant Expenditures Appear to Have Disproportionally
Benefitted City of Victorville
From June 2005 through December 2010, the City expended over $76.2 million in SCLAA
bonds for the development of the Victorville Power Plant 2 (Victorville 2) project. The use of
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SCLAA bond funds for this project appear inappropriate because it: (1) was not an investment in
the GAFB parcels; (2) did not have a primary purpose of directly benefitting the development
and redevelopment of the GAFB; and (3) had a disproportionate benefit to the City of
Victorville.
As detailed in Section 3 of this report, the purpose of the Victorville 2 Project was to acquire
land and permits for a 500 megawatt power plant. Once the plant had been “entitled,” or in a
“build ready” state, the City would have the option of either (1) selling the development rights to
a third party for the construction and operation of the plant, or (2) constructing and operating the
plant itself through a municipal utility service.
Funds Were to Primarily Benefit City of Victorville, Not SCLAA or other JPA Members
Official documentation relating to the Victorville 2 Project shows that, contrary to assertions
made by City management, the power plant was being developed primarily to benefit the City,
not SCLA. This documentation includes a March 2005 evaluation of the project by Inland
Energy; the Development Agreement between the City and Inland Energy; the contract for the
purchase of power generation equipment from General Electric and related Council and SCLAA
resolutions; and, a City press release dated November 29, 2007 announcing the execution of the
contract with General Electric.
March 2005 Evaluation of Victorville 2 Project
An evaluation of the proposed 500 megawatt power plant, prepared by Inland Energy, Inc. in
March 2005 for City officials, made no mention of any benefit to the efforts of redeveloping the
former GAFB. Contrary to assertions from City management that the power plant was being
built to service the current and future tenants of SCLA, there is no mention of their current or
estimated future power needs or analysis showing that tenants would receive less expensive
power. Rather, the evaluation only mentions the potential benefits that the City may see from the
project including the potential for “the City to control its own energy destiny.”
Inland Energy Development Agreement with City
The Inland Energy contract makes no mention of the SCLAA as having any interest in or
receiving a direct benefit from the Victorville 2 project. Rather, the contract speaks to the
interests of the City in building a 500 megawatt power plant. The contract specifically states, the
Victorville Municipal Utility Services
was formed for the purpose of, among other things, providing electricity to its constituents,
accomplishment of which purpose may include development and entitlement of power plant facilities for
the generation or transmission of electrical energy for public or private uses within the state of California.

Agreement between City and General Electric
The City’s contract with General Electric is further evidence that the Victorville 2 Project was
not initiated to primarily serve the interests of SCLAA. Specifically, SCLAA is not a party to the
contract. Rather, the Authority’s involvement in the purchase is limited to providing funds for
the security agreement and purchase of the equipment. SCLAA Resolution 07-008, adopted in
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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Section 5: SCLAA Bond Expenditures
December 2007 to authorize the security agreement with General Electric for the purchase of
Victorville 2 power generation equipment, provides only a vague justification for the use of
SCLAA bond funds. Specifically, the resolution states that SCLAA is:
empowered to raise revenues by the issuance of bonds secured by incremental financing proceeds collected
within the Project Area in order to finance redevelopment activities within and benefitting the Project Area.

While the resolution does not define or specify the “Project Area,” the City generally refers to
the Project Area as the parcels outside of the GAFB that have been designated as part of the
VVEDA Redevelopment Project Area. While the Victorville 2 project does fall within this
project area, it is not within the powers of the SCLAA to cause the redevelopment outside of the
former GAFB parcels or than for improvements “adjacent to and directly benefitting the GAFB
Parcels.”3 (emphasis added)
City Press Release Announcing Agreement with General Electric
On November 29, 2007 the Victorville Director of Public Information posted a press release
announcing that the City had entered into a contract with General Electric for power generation
equipment. The press release is additional evidence that the Victorville 2 project used SCLAA
bond funds for the primary benefit of the City of Victorville. Specifically, the press release touts
that the “project is going to change Southern California’s energy supply picture and place
Victorville on the global energy map.” The document also confirms that the project is owned by
the City, not by the SCLAA. Specifically, the press release states that the City could sell the
development rights to the plant or:
the City could retain ownership [of the power plant] and use the project as the centerpiece of a Community
Choice Aggregation entity, which would allow its member communities to receive the benefit of lower
priced electricity.

The Community Choice Aggregation entity mentioned in the quote above refers to a joint powers
agency that the City had formed with the City of San Marcos and described in Section 3 of this
report. Specifically, the JPA with San Marcos formed the California Clean Energy Resources
Authority (Cal-CLERA). City officials had previously considered the potential of Cal-CLERA as
a vehicle for selling power to other jurisdictions from the Victorville 2 Plant.
The only mention of the airport in the press release states that the project will be built at the
Southern California Logistics Airport and that it will be a “major milestone in the complex.” The
actual parcels designated for this project are outside of the former GAFB approximately two
miles north of the airport.
Unclear Tax Increment Benefit to SCLAA
Although City management has asserted that questioning the benefit of the Victorville 2 power
plant ignores the benefits received by the previously built High Desert Power Plant, it is unclear
that SCLAA would see the same benefits with this second plant. Specifically, the High Desert
Power Plant provides increased tax increment financing to SCLAA. However, the Victorville 2
3

Fourth Amended and Restated VVEDA JPA Section 8 (Delegation of Authority).
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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Section 5: SCLAA Bond Expenditures
plant would be located approximately two miles outside of the former GAFB parcels on
purchased land. Given that these parcels are not within the former GAFB, but rather within the
Victorville portion of the VVEDA project area, it is unclear whether tax increment derived from
such property would be designated to SCLAA or to the City of Victorville.

Delegated Governance and Management of SCLAA Creates a Potential
Conflict of Interest for City of Victorville
The delegated authority that the VVEDA Commission has given to Victorville for the
governance and management of SCLAA creates a potential conflict of interest for the City. Even
if the projects discussed in this section were deemed as appropriate by all members of the
VVEDA, there remains an appearance that decisions made by Victorville City Council and
Victorville management may have been biased in favor of the City’s interests, instead of the
interests of all of the members of the JPA. The poorly justified use of SCLAA bond funds
illustrates the potential conflicts of interest that the City Council and City staff have between
representing the interests of the City and representing the interests of all JPA members in
redeveloping the former GAFB. The JPA members of the VVEDA Commission should consider
a review of the delegated authority provided to the City of Victorville for governance and
administration of SCLAA to ensure representation of each individual jurisdictions’ interests in
the governance and administration of redevelopment activities.

Conclusions
The VVEDA JPA stipulates the uses of tax increment raised on parcels of the former GAFB as
well as tax increment from the member jurisdictions’ territories. The VVEDA JPA specifically
requires that tax increment revenues which are to be allocated to GAFB should only be used for
purposes that directly benefit the redevelopment of GAFB. The VVEDA JPA also delegates the
authority of the management and operation of the GAFB parcels, including budgeting authority,
redevelopment authority, and all management and operational authority to the Victorville City
Council, “which shall act on behalf of the [VVEDA] Commission on all such matters.”
The Victorville City Council, acting as the SCLAA Board of Directors, appears to have
repeatedly mishandled SCLAA bond expenditures. In at least three instances the SCLAA Board
and City management mishandled SCLAA bond funds by either: (1) poorly justifying
expenditures; (2) failing to properly identify funding sources and accounting for Victorville’s
pledged amount to SCLAA; or, (3) potentially expending funds allocated to GAFB on parcels
outside of GAFB and not primarily or directly for the purpose for the redevelopment of GAFB.

Recommendations
The City Council should:
5.1.

Revise the loan agreement between SCLAA and the City so that it incorporates back
interest that should have accrued between 2005 and 2010 based on the State Pooled
Money Investment Account average annual yields for the Local Agency Investment
Fund.
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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Section 5: SCLAA Bond Expenditures
5.2.

Review and amend the City’s financial statements so that the loan agreement between the
City and SCLAA for the purchase of library parcels reflects the terms of the agreement.
Specifically, that the loan is placed in the City’s Development Impact Fee fund.

5.3.

Direct the City Manager to conduct an evaluation of the use of SCLAA bond funds for
the Victorville 2 Power Plant project including an analysis of the amount of funds
specifically allocated to SCLAA (less the Victorville pledge) that were used for the
project. At the completion of such analysis, establish a loan agreement between the City
and SCLAA for the repayment of the amount of SCLAA bond funds expended on the
Victorville 2 Power Plant Project less the net amount4 pledged by Victorville for
repayment of the bonds.

The SCLAA Board should:
5.4.

Direct the City Manager to establish an accounting system for all expenditures of SCLAA
bond funds. Such a system should include an estimate of the amount of expenditures that
are unrelated to the redevelopment of the former GAFB and would therefore require use
of the Victorville pledge of funds from its own territory.

5.5.

Direct the City Manager to establish a policy requiring the SCLAA Board of Directors to
justify the use of SCLAA bond funds when used for projects outside of GAFB parcels.
Such a policy should require a detailed justification for how the expenditures directly
benefit the redevelopment of the former GAFB before the issuance and expenditure of
future tax increment bonds.

5.6.

Review current contracts for potential conflicts of interest. This would help ensure that
the SCLAA Board of Directors makes decisions in the interest of the SCLAA.

The VVEDA Commission should:
5.7.

Consider a review of the delegated authority provided to the City of Victorville for
governance and administration of the SCLAA to ensure representation of each individual
jurisdiction’s interests in the governance and administration of redevelopment activities.

Costs and Benefits
The costs to the City of implementing these recommendations would include staff time and
approximately $250,000 for the revision of the loan agreement for the library parcels and up to
$76.2 million (but likely less after subtracting the amounts pledged by Victorville that would
have otherwise been allocated to its own territory) to pay back the funds expended for the
Victorville 2 Power Plant Project. The benefits of implementing the recommendations would
include improved financial health of SCLAA. Implementation of governance recommendations
would ensure that full, fair and proportionate representation of each jurisdictions’ interests would
be represented on the Board.

4

After the funds spent on the Interchange Project are considered.
Harvey M. Rose Associates, LLC
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COMPLAINTS COMMITTEE
The Grand Jury receives citizen complaints throughout the year. Every complaint is reviewed by
the Grand Jury and a determination is made regarding the jurisdiction of the Grand Jury and each
particular complaint.
If jurisdiction is confirmed and the complaint warrants investigation, it is assigned to an
appropriate committee. At times, an ad hoc committee is formed to investigate specific
complaints. The complaint would then be investigated and the outcome reported to the Grand
Jury.
The process to submit a complaint is to obtain a Confidential Citizen Complaint Form from
either the Grand Jury website or by calling the Grand Jury office. Once completed and signed,
the form is returned to the office. Although the Grand Jury normally does not investigate
unsigned complaints, depending on the issue, it may conduct an investigation from an
anonymous source.
The 2011-2012 Grand Jury received 38 new complaints and two were referred from the 20102011 Grand Jury. Of those 40 total complaints, 14 were assigned and investigated, with the
outcome of four of those investigations included in this Final Report. Nineteen complaints were
not within the jurisdiction of the Grand Jury and the additional seven are being referred to the
2012-2013 Grand Jury.
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COUNTY COMMITTEE
Introduction
This committee is concerned with, among other things, the offices of County government. It
reviews agendas and notices of public hearings. Whenever possible, random attendance at those
meetings ensure that the interest of public citizens is represented and that Government Code
sections regarding open meetings laws are followed. Committee members attended Board of
Supervisors meetings and reported items of interest to the Grand Jury. Committee members also
attended Audit Committee Meetings.
The following public officials and departments are within the purview of the County Committee:










Assessor/Recorder
Auditor/Controller/Treasurer/Tax Collector
Board of Directors
Board of Supervisors
Central Collections
County Administrative Office
County Airports
County Executive Officer
General Services
 Facilities Management
 Fleet Services
 Human Resources
 Information Services Department
 Mail Services/Printing/Purchasing
 Public Works
 Real Estate Services
 Registrar of Voters
 Risk Management

The following departments and agencies were visited and reviewed:








Adult Protective Services
Animal Control
Board of Supervisors
Charter Schools
County Airports
Fleet Services
Grand Jury Work Environment
12
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Helendale Community Services District
Inmate Integration
Purchasing
Registrar of Voters
San Manuel Amphitheater

Final reports were issued on the following:





Devore Animal Shelter
Fleet Management Department
Grand Jury Work Environment
San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors

13
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DEVORE ANIMAL SHELTER
BACKGROUND
The Grand Jury received a public complaint regarding the issue of potential animal cruelty and
the acceptance of donations. Information regarding the complaint was also on the internet. The
Grand Jury researched the internet to get a better picture of what was allegedly transpiring at the
Devore Animal Shelter (Devore). The Grand Jury found additional information on the internet of
alleged abuse at Devore.
In order to obtain impartial information from Devore, members of the Grand Jury visited Devore,
posing as members of the public, interested in a possible adoption. The Grand Jury also
investigated three additional animal shelters within the San Bernardino County for the purpose of
comparison of facility conditions and animal care. An official Grand Jury follow-up visit to
Devore focused on the facility and animal care.
FINDINGS
1. Devore is clean and the animals are well cared for and receive regular veterinarian
care. The kennels were well-ventilated and food and water were readily available to
all of the animals. Conditions were consistent with all inspected facilities.
2. Devore maintains sub-floor heating in all kennels at the facility, keeping the animals
warm. There are resting platforms in each kennel and blankets are available for older
or ill dogs.
3. Cats are housed separately in a clean-smelling room near the reception desk of the
Administration Building.
4. The following chart contains data comparing Devore with animal shelters in Apple
Valley, Hesperia and Rancho Cucamonga.
LOCATION
Apple Valley
Hesperia
Rancho Cucamonga

Devore

VETERINARIAN
SERVICES
On-call daily; RVT*
on site
3 contracted vets; 1
RVT
Full-time vet; 1
contracted vet – 3
times per week; 2
part-time RVTs
On site 3 days per
week; on-call daily

EUTHANASIA
RATES
54.86%
69.28%
12.59%

45.15%

ADOPTION SITES
On-site and off-site
On-site and off-site
at Petsmart
On-site and off-site

On-site and off-site
at stores

FUNDRAISING
Public flyers;
involve public
City funded and
GOLF**
City funded;
community
fundraising
programs
AARF*** fund;
annual donations

14
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All shelters, including Devore, are found to be comparable in the areas listed above.
They are also comparable and humane in their care of the animals. The animals are
groomed, walked, provided playgrounds for exercise and trained to mitigate
behavioral problems.
5. The Grand Jury was unable to verify the allegations contained in the public complaint.
* RVT: Registered Veterinarian Technician
** GOLF: Gift of Life – a fund for the benefits of animals
***AARF: Animals Are First fund

Responding Agency
No response required

Recommendations

Due Date
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FLEET MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
BACKGROUND
The 2005-2006 Grand Jury was informed of a consolidation study being done by an outside
consultant. The Board of Supervisors (BOS) had authorized a study to consider the issue of
consolidating the four County fleets into one. The study cost $63,000 and was developed and
produced in January 2005 by Fleet Counselor Services of Mesa, Arizona.1 The 2005-2006 Grand
Jury was not given the opportunity to view the consolidation study.
The Board of Supervisors commissioned an additional study by Mercury Associates, Inc., a fleet
management consulting firm based in the Washington D.C. area at a cost of $140,875.2
On August 18, 2011, the Grand Jury visited Fleet Management (FLTM) where they were given a
full tour of the facility. The technology was demonstrated for its efficiency for control of fuel,
general service and vehicle history. FLTM provides vehicles, equipment, and services to officials
and employees of the County of San Bernardino. FLTM operates six maintenance and repair
facilities and 60 fuel sites throughout the County. FLTM has 18 service trucks that are equipped
with cranes and welders that provide emergency and regular maintenance to vehicles in the field.
The Grand Jury was provided with a copy of the Fleet Counselor Report.
Currently, FLTM provides maintenance service for all County vehicles except for vehicles
operated by the San Bernardino County Sheriff’s Department (SBSD) and County Fire
Department (CFD). The SBSD has objected to the consolidation of vehicle maintenance under
the FLTM operations. These SBSD objections were based on a past history of not getting priority
service on public safety vehicles and time wasted by deputies waiting for service. The CFD and
FLTM are working together to reduce costs and obtain operational efficiencies. In January 2011,
the Chief Executive Officer for the County of San Bernardino established an ongoing County
Vehicle Policy Committee that meets periodically to maintain adherence to operating rules and
policies and is chaired by the Deputy Executive Officer.
A. County Policies Regarding Services by an Internal Service Department
1. County of San Bernardino Policy Statement 11-03 effective date 07/01/2000

1

Final Report and Recommendations, Vehicle Management Operations Review San Bernardino County, Fleet
Counselor Services Inc., January 2005.

2

Report on Countywide Fleet Operations Review for the County of San Bernardino, Mercury Associates, Inc., July
14, 2010.
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This policy states: Any County Agency, Department, Office or Special District, requiring a
product or service provided by an Internal Service Department shall obtain these services
through the respective County service department.
The Board of Supervisors has established a number of Internal Service Departments and
Divisions that perform central support services within the County. These organizations have
skilled personnel, special equipment, materials and supplies for technical and logistics
support of County operations that can be performed more economically by a central service
within the County. They include:
Auditor/Controller
County Counsel
Human Services
Information Services
Architecture & Engineering
Facilities Management
Purchasing
Real Estate Services
Vehicle Services
Community & Cultural Services Grounds – Maintenance
Library – Records Management & Archives
In order to provide economical services and maintain prudent cost controls, it is important
that the Internal Service Departments be utilized by all departments who require such
services. Exceptions to this Department and the County Administrative Office policy may be
authorized on a case-by-case or temporary basis upon approval of the respective Internal
Service.
2. County of San Bernardino Policy 12 – 04 effective 2/3/92
This policy states: The County Administrative Officer is the responsible authority for
appointing a Vehicle Services Committee which shall establish the operating rules and
procedures for County Motor Pool vehicles.
B. Consultants Recommendations
The two studies commissioned by the BOS are in agreement on the broad issues of fleet
consolidation under the management of FLTM:


Transfer responsibility for the maintenance and repair of Fire Department cars
and light-duty trucks, and general support vehicles to FLTM.

17
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Retain responsibility for maintenance and repair of fire apparatus and other
specialty emergency response equipment with the Fire Department to be
periodically reviewed.



Transfer maintenance and repair of all Sheriff-Coroner Department vehicles to
FLTM.



Mandate that all departments use the existing enterprise Fleet Management
Information System (also known as CCG-FASTER).

FINDINGS
1. FLTM has the highest level of fleet management expertise within the County and a
high quality of service. The FLTM Director has approximately forty-five years in the
field of fleet management and has been at San Bernardino County Fleet Management
for 11 years. He is certified by American Public Works Association, National
Association of Fleet Administrators, and University of California at Berkeley. Also, in
2011, FLTM was ranked second out of 100 best fleets in the public sector according to
Government Fleet Magazine.
2. FLTM utilizes the enterprise Fleet Management Information System (CCG-FASTER).
The CCG-FASTER system is a computer database that contains all records and
transactions and is used for cost accounting and analysis. CCG-FASTER is also used
for analytical information such as, vehicle’s cost, utilization, and vendor’s cost,
performance and warranty tracking.
3. The SBSD has no long-term experienced fleet administrator to oversee the Sheriff’s
fleet. Currently, SBSD fleet is managed by a Captain, who has limited experience in
fleet management.
4. The SBSD does not utilize a central computerized fleet management tracking system
and does not utilize CCG-FASTER.
5. Contract cities handle billing for maintenance of the Sheriff’s vehicles differently with
no uniform cost tracking. Some cities pay the quarterly invoices for maintenance
without any cost validation, while others track every dollar spent.
6. The Counties of Riverside and Orange Fleet Management Departments administer and
service all county vehicles, including the Sheriff’s Department. In these counties, law
enforcement vehicles are given priority service due to public safety concerns. In those
18
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counties, the Sheriff’s Department and Fleet Management work together to ensure that
the vehicles are serviced safely and in a timely manner.
7. FLTM is working with the CFD to evaluate the organizational structure and operations
of its fleet division to determine if cost savings and/or operational efficiencies can be
obtained. A committee consisting of both Fleet Management and County Fire
personnel meet bi-monthly to determine best practices and cost savings while
maintaining public safety.
RECOMMENDATIONS
12-11

The County of San Bernardino consolidates the oversight of the San Bernardino
County Sheriff-Coroner vehicles with San Bernardino County Fleet Management.
(Findings 1, 2, 6)

12-12

The San Bernardino County Fire Department and San Bernardino County Fleet
Management Services continue to work together to reduce costs and increase
operational efficiencies. (Finding 7)

Responding Agency
Board of Supervisors

Recommendations
12-11 through 12-12

Due Date
September 29, 2012
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GRAND JURY WORK ENVIRONMENT
BACKGROUND
The Grand Jury reviewed the recommendations and responses made by the Grand Jury of 20022003 and determined that all recommendations made previously have been followed and there
was nothing further to amend. Therefore, the Grand Jury budget of 2011-2012 is solvent and
correct as it now stands. On a related note, the security and space requirements were discussed.
The Grand Jury is comprised of four or more committees with at least three subcommittees per
committee that meet independently of each other. The current space occupied by the Grand Jury
is insufficient for the capacity of work being done. Also, there is no security for the Grand Jury
Assistant, Legal Advisor or grand jurors other than a lock on the entrance door.
In the space the Grand Jury currently occupies, there are two rooms available for everyone to
accomplish their charge: one room for the full Grand Jury and one small conference room. There
is only one bathroom that is utilized by male and female grand jurors. Walking space is limited
because of the many file cabinets in use for Grand Jury business. Also, the Grand Jury does not
have a safe in which to lock and store confidential material. Some court employees and outside
agencies are allowed access to the Grand Jury room and there is information that needs to be
secured.
Currently, the doorbell is located inside the Family Court Services door. Sometimes when the
doorbell rings there may be no one there, there may be a disgruntled person on the other side of
the door or it may be a restless child ringing the bell. Oftentimes, the Grand Jury Assistant works
alone on Fridays and Mondays. When the buzzer sounds, the Grand Jury Assistant has no way of
knowing what or who is on the other side of the door and must leave his/her respective work area
to answer the bell.
The current Grand Jury had an incident when a fellow grand juror became ill and the paramedics
had to be called. The hallway was too narrow for the gurney to maneuver through the door and
he was too ill to walk and had to be rolled in a chair with wheels to the door so that paramedics
could get him on the gurney and administer medical attention.
There are several options that address the needs of the Grand Jury, the Grand Jury Assistant and
Legal Advisor. First, is a move to an off-site vacant building owned by the County. This building
would have to be large enough to facilitate the Grand Jury’s work and house confidential
materials securely. This option has the potential to save the County money in the long run
barring any modifications needed to accommodate the Grand Jury, the Grand Jury Assistant and
Legal Advisor.
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It is the understanding of the Grand Jury that when the new court house is built it will house
Family Court Services which is now connected but separated by a door to the Grand Jury Suite.
Second, the current Family Court Services area is 9,300 square feet. If the Grand Jury area was
expanded into the Family Court Services area, there would be sufficient space for all committees
and subcommittees to meet comfortably with a built-in vault for evidence and confidential files.
Also, in the event of an emergency, the proper agencies i.e., Fire Department, Police or
Ambulance, will have room to maneuver their equipment and access grand jurors, the Grand Jury
Assistant and Legal Advisor.
Facilities Management is currently paying the Court/Administrative Offices of the Court (AOC)
for their share of the County-exclusive space to total usable space in the Courthouse including
the Grand Jury area, times the actual costs of maintenance and utilities for a total of
approximately $10,500 annually. The total share is about 4% of the total cost of the building
which is included in the Grand Jury budget.
With construction of the new court house, the Court Executive Office (CEO) will be housed in
the new court building. If that is indeed the case, the Grand Jury could be moved to 303 West 3rd
Street.
This location is ideal for the Grand Jury as the Second Floor is 13,200 sq. ft. There is adequate
space for all committees, subcommittees, Grand Jury Assistant and Legal Advisor. There is also
sufficient space for storage of confidential material.
Another amenity of the Second Floor is the built-in court rooms. Currently, to get a court room
for a special Grand Jury, the Grand Jury Assistant and/or the Legal Advisor has to search for an
available court room which could take weeks. With this move, the Grand Jury always has access
to a court room and there will be enough room for a special Grand Jury to meet when the Grand
Jury is in session, with no distraction.
In addition, there is a need to purchase audio/visual equipment to maintain a visual of persons
entering from the elevators and stairwell.
A move of the Grand Jury to 303 West 3rd Street would save the County money on rent as the
County already owns this building and would not have to pay rent. The County would have to
pay Facilities Management maintenance, custodial and grounds charges. Utilities costs are
captured in County-Wide Cost Allocation Plan (COWCAP) for those departments that pay
COWCAP fees. The cost saving would more than offset the cost of audio/visual security
equipment.
FINDINGS
1. There is a need for security to monitor the doors for safety and work efficiency. When
the doorbell rings there may be no one there, there may be a disgruntled person on the
21
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other side of the door or it may be a restless child ringing the bell. Oftentimes, the
Grand Jury Assistant works alone on Fridays and Mondays. When the buzzer sounds,
the Grand Jury Assistant has no way of knowing what or who is on the other side of
the door and must leave his/her respective work area to answer the bell.
2. The current Grand Jury space is insufficient to accommodate the activities of 19
grand jurors, Grand Jury Assistant and Legal Advisor. If the Grand Jury Suite was
expanded, there would be more filing and storage space, sufficient space to
accommodate all interviews, committees, subcommittees, Grand Jury Assistant and
Legal Advisor.
3. The current Grand Jury space is insufficient to accommodate emergency personnel in
the event of a crisis. The hallway is too narrow for a gurney to maneuver.
4. The Grand Jury does not have a designated courtroom for Special Hearings and/or
Special Grand Juries. The Grand Jury Assistant and/or the Legal Advisor has to
search for an available court room, which takes valuable time.
RECOMMENDATIONS
12-13

Purchase an audio/visual security camera to monitor the door so that the Grand
Jury Assistant can see, speak and open the door from his/her desk. (Finding 1)

12-14

Enlarge Grand Jury work environment to be conducive to the operations of the
Grand Jury, Grand Jury Assistant and Legal Advisor. (Findings 2, 3)

12-15

Relocate to 303 West 3rd Street, a County-owned facility. (Findings 2, 3)

12-16

Relocate to a secure County-owned facility. (Findings 2, 3)

12-17

Enlarge current space by acquiring Family Court Services area. (Findings 2, 3)

12-18

Designate a court room to the Grand Jury to be used when needed for Special
Hearings and Special Grand Juries. (Finding 4)

Responding Agency
Board of Supervisors

Recommendations
12-13 through 12-18

Due Date
September 29, 2012
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SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
BACKGROUND
The San Bernardino County Elected Officials Pay Reduction Act has been placed on the
November 2012 ballot. The initiative would reduce the Board of Supervisors $150,000 annual
salary to a total compensation package of $60,000 annually. Also, this initiative would make the
supervisor’s position part-time while maintaining existing responsibilities and workloads.
The Grand Jury compared the Board of Supervisor salaries in San Bernardino County with
salaries in counties with similar-sized populations and budgets. (Fig. 1) The Grand Jury also
compared counties with smaller population sizes and budgets. (Fig. 2)
San Bernardino County (SBCO) is the largest geographical County in the United States, 12th
largest in population and is home to approximately 2,073,149 residents.
The County is governed by the San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors (BOS) which
consists of five elected members; each supervisorial district has approximately 400,000
residents. The annual budget for SBCO is approximately $4.2 billion. The salary for each
Supervisor is $150,000 annually and they are limited to three four-year terms. Salary and term
limits were established in 2007 by Charter amendments approved by the voters. The Grand Jury
conducted a comparative salary study of counties Boards of Supervisors. (Fig. 1)
The Grand Jury also conducted a comparative study of Boards of Supervisors of smaller
counties. (Fig. 2)
Duties of the BOS include participating as voting members on committees and boards
throughout the County. Supervisors also serve on boards within their districts. The number of
committees each Supervisor serves ranges from 19 to 32. Following is a partial list of the
committees and boards:










Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District
Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO)
San Bernardino Associated Government (SANBAG)
Omnitrans Board of Directors
Inland Empire Economic Partnership (IEEP)
Inland Empire Health Plan (IEHP)
Arrowhead Regional Medical Center Joint Conference Committee
California Association of Counties (CSAC)
County of San Bernardino Economic and Community Development Corporation
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Disaster Council
Governing Body of all Board Governed Special Districts
San Bernardino County Flood Control District
San Bernardino County Industrial Development Authority
Solid Waste Advisory Task Force

The time involved serving on these boards is not limited to attending committee meetings, which
have an impact on citizens within the Southern California region, but also involved is preparation
and travel. There is also time involved preparing for the bi-monthly BOS meetings which
includes reading, staff reports, and other meetings which are necessary for informed decisions.
For citizens residing in unincorporated areas, the BOS serves as their only local representation,
much the same as the City Councils do within incorporated areas. SBCO has large geographical
unincorporated areas with an approximate total of 291,776 residents.
Comparison of County Operations/Board of Supervisors (Fig. 1)
County
San
Bernardino
Orange
Riverside
Ventura

Population
2.03 Million

Size
20,105 Sq. Mi.

Budget
$4.2 Billion

Salary
$150,000

Status
Full Time

3.01 Million
2.2 Million
823,318

948 Sq. Mi.
7,208 Sq. Mi.
1,856 Sq. Mi.

$5.6 Billion
$4.5 Billion
$1.6 Billion

$143,000
$143,000
$130,000

Full Time
Full Time
Full Time

Salary
$37,000
$26,000
$53,500
$81,576
$24.77 per hr.

Status
Full Time
Full Time
Full Time
Full Time
Full Time

Comparison of County Operations/Board of Supervisors (Fig. 2)
County
Plumas
Alpine
Shasta
Humboldt
Calaveras

Population
20,007
1175
177,223
134,623
45,578

Size
2,554 Sq. Mi.
738 Sq. Mi.
3,775 Sq. Mi.
3,568 Sq. Mi.
1,020 Sq. Mi.

Budget
$86,725,515
$38,273,791
$377,638,261
$263,683,663
$153,176,625

Note: While Calaveras County Supervisor’s salary is $24.77 per hour, they at time work as much
as 60 hours per week.
The BOS establishes vision and policy for County Government and dependent special districts.
The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) manages the day-to-day functions of the County and
dependent special districts and is directly accountable to the BOS.
In its legislative duties, the BOS adopts ordinances, resolutions, and minute orders within the
limits prescribed by State law.

24
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As an executive body, the BOS:







Establishes policy
Approves the annual budget
Appoints a Chief Executive Officer, County Council, Clerk of the Board, Public
Defender and Public Guardian
Approves contracts for projects and services
Conducts public hearings on land-use and other matters
Makes appointments to boards, committees and commissions

San Bernardino County functions with a Chief Executive Officer (CEO), as do Orange,
Riverside and Ventura Counties. The CEO is directed by the BOS to administrate the functions
of the various departments within the County. The CEO manages the day to day functions of the
County and dependent special districts and is directly accountable to the BOS.
FINDINGS
1. The Grand Jury finds that the current BOS salary is comparable to other counties of
similar population size and budgets. (Fig. 1)
2. The Grand Jury finds that if the Elected Official’s Pay Reduction Act passes that the
BOS will be compensated at a level with counties that have smaller population sizes
and budgets. (Fig. 2)
RECOMMENDATION
12-19

The BOS conduct a detailed statewide study of County Supervisors’ salaries and
duties.

Responding Agency
Board of Supervisors

Recommendations
12-19

Due Date
September 29, 2012
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Back row: William Hutson, James Coughlin, Darrell Freeland (chair), Robert Deao
Front row: Dianne Tolbert, Sandra Munson, Floydia Wilson, Felix Diaz
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HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE
Introduction
The Human Services Committee reviews social services operations in the County, including:














Agriculture Commission/Weights & Measures
Animal Regulations
County Library
Economic Department
Hospital
Housing & Community Development
Human Services
Mental Health Services
Non-profit Corporations
Parks & Recreation
Public Health
School Districts, including County Superintendent of Schools
Veterans Services

The following departments or agencies were reviewed:












Agriculture Commission/Weights & Measures
Barstow Community Hospital
Department of Aging and Adult Services, Meals on Wheels
Department of Human Services, Public Integrity Division (PID)
Department of Public Health
Department of Veterans Affairs
Performance Educational Resource Center
Preschool Services/Head Start Program
San Bernardino County Museums
Sheriff-Coroner, Public Administrator and Department of Aging and Adult Services.
Public Guardian Warehouse
Yucaipa-Calimesa Joint Unified School District

The Human Services Committee received three complaints filed with the Grand Jury and
investigated two of them with one report.

26
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The following report is included in this Final Report:


Department of Human Services, Program Integrity Division: Electronic Benefit
Transfer Card Fraud

27
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HUMAN SERVICES
PROGRAM INTEGRITY DIVISION
ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFER (EBT) CARD FRAUD
INTRODUCTION
In June 2011, a complaint was received by the Grand Jury regarding the County Human Services
Department, Program Integrity Division’s (HS-PID) investigation into EBT card fraud cases as
follows: “when parolees, probationers, documented gang members and ex-convicts are
encountered, and are in possession of a card not bearing their name.” The Fraud Investigation
Unit is required to prevent, identify, investigate and prepare for prosecution cases involving
abuse of the welfare system.
The Grand Jury decided to look into the matter and an investigation began. Principles of the
Public Integrity Division/Welfare Fraud Unit and the District Attorney’s Office were interviewed
to learn how EBT card fraud cases are investigated and processed.
BACKGROUND
An EBT card is an Electronic Benefit Transfer card issued by the County and has funds loaded
on it which consist of cash assistance and food stamps as outlined by the Federal Code of
Regulations (7CFR 274.12(h)(6), with Quest Operating Rules and with the International
Organization for Standardization’s (ISO) standard 7811. The placement of the magnetic stripe,
the number of tracks and card dimensions are in compliance with ISO 7811 technical
specifications and the card is non-expiring and contains a high-coercivity magnetic stripe.
Individuals qualifying for these cards are approved by the County and must meet a criteria based
on the size of one’s family, budget, and household expenses, i.e., utilities and rent. Upon
approval, the recipient is issued an EBT card, which works like a bank debit card. The recipient
chooses a pin number while in the issuing office. Depending on their entitlement, cash assistance
and/or food stamps, one or both, are loaded by the County once per month on the card.
Photographs are not required on these cards. The EBT card’s cash assistance can be used
anywhere the card is accepted which includes thousands of locations.
One area where fraud is occurring is when an EBT card has been sold to a person whose name
does not appear on the card. The HS-PID is not able to prosecute that person who purchased the
card but can go after the person whose name is on the card. The HS-PID supplied us with an
EBT Fraud Detection/Prevention Report for 2011 which offered the following information:
28
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TYPE OF REPORT
Out of State EBT Usage
EBT Card Issued on Closed Case
Multiple EBT Card Issued
Multiple High Dollar Amount Transactions

HOW OFTEN REVIEWED
Monthly
Monthly
Quarterly
Quarterly

FINDINGS
1. Complaints received by the HS-PID came from a number of sources such as
confidential Hotline, e-mails, Caseworker Narrative Section, anonymous and unanonymous informants, Integrated Earnings Verification System (IEVS) used by case
workers of the HS-PID, and We-Tip.
2. EBT cards are not generally tracked unless there is a red flag such as large purchases,
substantial funds spent in a short period of time and funds being used out-of-state.
Also, most individuals receiving EBT cards are fingerprinted. However, a single
mother under the age of 18 is not required to be fingerprinted; although immediately
following the 18th birthday, the fingerprinting requirement begins.
3. Welfare Fraud Investigators report recipients who receive EBT cards who are
investigated for abuses, are imposed the following penalties: first offense, six months
off the program; second offense, 12 months off the program and third offense are
disqualified from the program. In those cases, where recipients are overpaid, they are
allowed to reimburse the County and are not always subject to incarceration.
4. After conducting our interviews with members of the HS-PID, we learned that the
investigators do not handle complaints from law enforcement, but if such a complaint
is received, they go directly to the supervisor. The fraud investigators handle issues
concerning eligibility, residential discrepancies, household compositions and
unreported income. On the other hand, the District Attorney works with general
welfare cases having to do with entitlement, failure to report income, household
composition and illegal acquisition or use of a card. However, they admitted they do
not see a lot of these matters.
5. The District Attorney’s Office does not investigate EBT card fraud cases unless the
amount is over $950 and the case has been referred to the DA’s office. Currently,
there are two cases pending trial involving two County employees embezzling
$100,000 - $500,000 with the help of their family members assisting in the
embezzlement. In the past, the DA’s office reports that for several years they have
received at least 40 cases from the HS-PID. However, now they receive about 12
cases.
6. Based on information we received from both the District Attorney’s Office and the
Welfare Fraud Investigators, investigations relative to EBT card fraud are specifically
investigated by the Human Services Program Integrity Division.
29
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7. In addition, we learned from the District Attorney’s Office, they are not able to
prosecute cases, as they have been in the past, because they do not get cooperation
from the Human Services Department who can provide the evidence needed in these
matters. Also, in court cases information needed is not released and investigators are
not allowed to assist in witness needs. The District Attorney’s Office extended an
invitation to the HS-PID to participate in sweeps in conjunction with some 850 cases
involving arrests and warrants. However, the operation was halted because the
department was unwilling to get involved. The HS-PID, however, does admit they are
aware of EBT card fraud and it is a “big thing.” They have witnessed cards being sold
on Craig’s List and EBT cards being advertised in an effort to solicit a buyer and they
do watch these activities.
RECOMMENDATIONS
12-20

Create a cooperative environment between law enforcement agencies and the
Welfare Fraud Unit so that complaints concerning fraud can be processed, saving
taxpayer dollars. (Finding 7)

12-21

Assign an investigator in the Welfare Fraud Unit to specifically handle EBT card
fraud matters of any kind. (Finding 4)

12-22

Impose more stringent penalties upon recipients who abuse EBT card privileges
rather than eliminating them from the welfare program after a third offense.
(Finding 3)

12-23

Ensure that EBT cards include a photograph of the recipient and require
fingerprinting at any age. (Finding 2)

Responding Agency
Board of Supervisors

Recommendations
12-20 through 12-23

Due Date
September 29, 2012
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LAW AND JUSTICE COMMITTEE
Introduction
The Law and Justice Committee contemplate all matters relating to public safety, and the
criminal justice system. Per the Penal Code 919(b), the Grand Jury has the prerequisite to assess
the operations of the “public prisons within the County.” The County of San Bernardino
designates the penal institutions under its jurisdiction as detention centers.
The following public officials and departments are within the purview of the Law and Justice
Committee:










Detention Centers
Municipal Fire Departments
Municipal Law Enforcement Agencies
San Bernardino County Fire Department - Office of Emergency Services
San Bernardino County Probation Department
San Bernardino County Sheriff-Coroner Department (SBCSD)
San Bernardino County Office of County Counsel
San Bernardino County Office of District Attorney
San Bernardino County Office of Public Defender

The Law and Justice Committee inspected and is reporting on the following detention centers:




Adelanto Detention Center
Central Detention Center
Glen Helen Rehabilitation Center

Investigations were completed and included in this report on the following entities/issues:




Disaster Preparedness: An Evaluation of San Bernardino County’s Status
Municipal Law Enforcement Agencies (non-contracted to SBCSD for police
enforcement operations)
San Bernardino County Sheriff-Coroner: Scientific Investigations Division
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DETENTION CENTERS
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY SHERIFF/
CORONER DEPARTMENT
BACKGROUND
There are four adult detention centers within the County of San Bernardino. They are as follows:





Adelanto Detention Center
Central Detention Center
Glen Helen Rehabilitation Center
West Valley Detention Center

The Grand Jury, per Penal Code 919(b), is “required to inspect public prisons within the County”
during each term. Each of the County adult facilities has been designated by the California Code
of Regulations (CCR) Title 15 as a Type II facility, which means “a local detention facility used
for the detention of persons pending arraignment, during trial, and upon a sentence of
commitment.”
The State of California, Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, Corrections Standards
Authority conducts biennial inspections of the adult detention facilities for compliance with the
minimum standards as outlined in CCR Titles 15 and 24. The state inspection is in conjunction
with the annual inspections and reports of the San Bernardino County Health Officer and State
Fire Marshal. The most recent state inspection, per Penal Code Section 6031 was dated July 14,
2011, and covered inspections conducted April 5 - 13, 2011. The results of the inspections
indicated no issues of non-compliance for the Adelanto and West Valley Detention Centers.
However, the inspection report noted that the Glen Helen Rehabilitation Center had “an excess
number of occupied beds in several areas of the facility” that led to a finding of non-compliance
with CCR Title 24, Section 2.8 Dormitories. The Central Detention Center was also found to
have exceeded the rated capacity on the day of inspection, which indicated a non-compliance
with CCR Title 24, Section 8227 and 2.8 (Multiple Occupancy Cell and Dormitories). The
deficiencies were corrected and reported to the State by September 2011.
The Grand Jury developed an extensive inspection survey report to be used for conducting the
on-site inspections of the detention centers. The inspection reports of Adelanto and Central
Detention Centers and Glen Helen Rehabilitation Center are incorporated herein.
CONCLUSION
The Grand Jury was impressed with the over-all cleanliness of each of the facilities and the
professionalism demonstrated by all personnel during each site visit and/or follow-up. At the
Glen Helen Rehabilitation Center it was noted that the use of female inmates to handle the call32
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center for inmate visitation requests at all facilities is both cost efficient and a valuable source for
skill development. Also, the use of the Glen Helen kitchen and bakery facilities to prepare all
meals and baked goods at one location for all the adult detention centers is a superb training
opportunity for inmates, as well as a cost benefit to the detention centers.

33
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***

INSPECTION FORM * * *

Please fill out those sections that apply to the facility you are inspecting

FACILITY NAME:
Adelanto Detention Center

INSPECTION DATE:
October 7, 2011

FACILITY CAPACITY:
740 Beds; 706 Rated

LAST CSA INSPECTION DATE:

ADDRESS:
9438 Commerce Way
Adelanto, CA 92301

TELEPHONE NUMBER: 760‐530‐9351
FAX NUMBER: 760‐530‐9306

TYPE OF FACILITY: Type II
DETENTION CENTER:

X

REHABILITATION CENTER:
OTHER:

Any Additional Information/Notes:
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GENERAL INFORMATION


What is the capacity of the facility? 740 Beds; 706 Rated; 607 Actual



What is the number of pre‐trial inmates? 542



Has the facility exceeded capacity since the last state CSA inspection? No – due to construction,
there is a draw‐down of inmates; not accepting over flow to WVDC. (Note: Some cells are not
acceptable for state and local excess capacity used for Federal inmates to generate local
revenue)



What is the average length of detention? +/‐ 30 days



What is the inmate classification system? Describe Bureau has established standard of risk
factors (see attached)



Number of weekend offenders? None



Are inmates oriented to rules and procedures? Yes



Are rules and grievance procedures posted? No – handed out individually



Are rules and grievance procedures understood by inmates? Yes, reviewed by classification
officer



Are there procedures for handling citizen complaints? Yes, standard form collected; forwarded
to Internal Affairs for review and action included in grievance policy



Number of inmate suicides in the past year? None



Number of attempted suicides? None – most are “eager for help;” inmate manipulation of
system



Number of deaths from other causes? None



Numbers of escapes None ( there was one, three years ago)



Date of last fire/emergency drill? Systems tested annually; emergency operations procedures
current; deputies trained to use fire hoses; no evacuation of inmates

STAFFING
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Is there enough staff to monitor inmates? Yes – 61 deputies (7 Sgt./4 Cpl./1 Lt.) 42 custody
specialists



Does staff communicate in languages that an inmate can understand? Yes
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Diversity of staff? Yes, as representative of the community



Impression of staff/inmate interactions? Adequate

PROGRAMS




Exercise:
o

Is it inside or out? Outside in courtyard

o

How frequently is it offered? Typically 5 days, mandatory 3 days

o

Do men get more exercise time than the women? All male facility

Are there clergy available to inmates upon request?
o

Yes

Are there religious services? Yes



Are anger management and other applicable programs available?



Are medical services available?





Yes

Yes

o

How frequently is medical staff on‐site? RN & LVN are 24/7

o

How long do inmates wait to be seen? Within 24 hours

o

Is a physician available by phone or comes to the facility? Yes, once per week;
Physician’s Assistant once per week; dentist as needed

Are mental health services available? Yes
o

How frequently is mental health staff on‐site? Clinician – three days per week

o

How long do inmates wait to be seen? Within 24 hours

Are vocational classes available? No

36
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TELEPHONE


Do inmates have access to telephones? Yes

CORRESPONDENCE


Is there a limited free postage for inmates without money? Yes



Incoming/outgoing – are inmates aware that mail can be read? Yes



Confidential correspondence – letter to attorneys, legislators, CSA, etc., ‐ how is it handled?
Screened for contraband, sealed by inmate in deputy’s presence

VISITING


Is there adequate space, convenient times or accommodations to family’s work schedule, etc.?
Yes, call visiting center to schedule time – five days a week (Mon/Tues are dark) until 8:00 p.m.



Are there provisions for special visits with attorneys/clergy? Yes; confidential location



Does staff supervise visits? Yes



Do all inmates have access to visiting? Yes, if not on discipline
o If not, give reason: Depends on offense

MEALS/NUTRITION
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The kitchen area – Is it clean? Yes Are knives and chemicals locked? Yes, inventoried at
beginning of shift; Chemicals are secured separately



Have the inmates working in the kitchen been trained? Yes; 22‐25 inmate workers



Have the inmates had a medical clearance/review before assignment? Yes



Are meals served in the cell, day room or at a central cafeteria? Day room – up to 70



Are inmates permitted to converse during meals? Yes, quiet while being served



Length of time allowed for eating? 15 minutes; trays put down, deputy checked, collected by
chow servers
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HEALTH


What type of on‐site health facility is available to inmates? Each housing unit (2) has treatment
space per the Title 24 requirements



What type of on‐site dental facility is available to inmates? None – transport to West Valley
Detention Center



What off‐site hospital is used for serious health issues? West Valley, ARMC or 3 area hospitals



How are inmates transported to off‐site facilities? Waist chained together in threes; no leg
irons due to lack of high security; 2 vans (13 inmates) and 1 deputy; 2 patrol car and 1 deputy



How is security handled? See above

38
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DOCUMENT REVIEW
INMATE GRIEVANCES/COMPLAINTS:
Types: Food
1
Facility Issues
3
Visitations
Health Care
5
Facility Staff
3
Other Inmates
1
Sentence time
1
Resolutions:
Reviewed 14 out of 22 inmate grievances.
Resolved satisfactorily.

Total Number of Grievances reviewed:

(24‐hour waiver)

14

CITIZEN COMPLAINTS
Complaint made by:
Spouse of Inmate:
______________
Parent of Inmate:
______________
Sibling of Inmate:
______________
Child(ren) of Inmate: ______________
Other:
______________
Types (numbers):
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Resolutions:

NOTE: All citizen complaints are collected at Adelanto Detention Center and forwarded to the
Internal Affairs Division of the Sheriff’s Bureau of Administration for review and action.

Total Complaints reviewed:_____________
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MAJOR INCIDENTS:
Inmate Injuries:







By other inmates (battery)
By controlled substance (meth)
By assaulting a peace officer
By vandalism
By crisis intervention
By attempted escape

13
3
1
1
1
1

Total incidents reviewed
Total incidents for District Attorney Review
Total number of incidents provided

20
12
92

Staff injuries:



Assault to staff in last five years
1
Other:
o Only minor accidents including sprains, etc.
o Van accident with some minor injuries to staff
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POLICIES AND OPERATIONS MANUALS
Review the following sections, making notes of each:
Inmate Grievances:
 Policy for handling inmate grievances is included in 12/200 of Facility Policies
Manual

Citizen Complaints:
 Policy for handling citizen complaints is included in the Adelanto Detention Center
Facility Policies Manual

Major Incidents:
 Policy for handling major incidents is included in the Adelanto Detention Center
Facility Policies Manual

OBTAIN A COPY OF THE TABLE OF CONTENTS OF THE MANUAL(S)
The following documents were provided and reviewed by the Grand Jury:
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Copy of Adelanto Detention Center Facility Policies Manual Table of Contents



Copy of Emergency Operations Manual (ADC) Table of Contents
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SITE TOUR
AREA INSPECTED/REVIEWED
(Please Check)
PROGRAMS

QUALITY OF LIFE
X

Physical Plan

X

Educational (GED)

X

Meals/Nutrition

X

Vocational (Food

PERSONS INTERVIEWED
Inmates
X

Facility Manager

Handlers)
X

Mental Health

Community Services

X

Medical

X

Physical/Dental Health

Domestic Violence

N/A

School Staff

X

Religious Services

Victim/Gang Awareness

X

Mental Health Staff

X

Visiting

X

Substance Abuse

X

Line Staff

X

Volunteer Involvement

X

X

Food Services Staff

X

Other – Property Room

Other – Parent Child
connection and Anger
Management

X

Other – Support staff
and Day Commander

Any additional information/notes:
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Note the following items as you tour the facility:

43



Condition of the exterior and interior of the building noting graffiti, peeling paint, unpleasant
odors, or other signs of deterioration
o No graffiti, no peeling paint
o There were odors, however, not exceeding expectation
o Dirt in stairwells of housing units and on ledges



Condition of the grounds, exercise areas, playing fields, and exercise equipment
o Exercise areas were paved
o Courtyard area
o No exercise equipment
o Conditions are adequate
o Handball available



General cleanliness of the facility including windows, lighting, lockers, desks, conditions of the
mattresses, bedding and pillows
o Adequate



Condition of sleeping room door panels
o Not applicable



Temperature of living units and classrooms
o 65 – 78 degrees, per Title 24 requirements



Safety and security issues including fencing, outdoor lighting, location of the weapons locker
o Adequate – weapons locked in a safe in deputy office



If a court holding area is present in the facility, ensure access to toilet and drinking water
o Yes
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INTERIOR OF BUILDINGS (walls, paint, floors, drains, plumbing fixtures working, air vents,
windows)


Are cleaning fluids and chemicals labeled and safely stored?
o



Weapons locker present
o



Bunk beds

Adequate lighting
o



Dormitories

Beds – Type of bed and is it off the floor?
o



Yes

Are there individual cells/rooms, or dormitories?
o



Doors locked

Holding areas (cells/rooms) – (if present), is there access to drinking water and toilet?
o



None

Are the hallways clear, are doors propped open or closed?
o



Yes, locked

Recreation/sports equipment
o



Not secured, in the open, on bookshelf in deputy office (staff room)

Yes

Temperature
o

65 – 78 degrees, per Title 24 requirements

INDIVIDUAL CELLS/ROOM


Condition of walls
o



Personal possessions allowed in cell/room (Art, Books, etc.)
o



Books, food, candy, paper

Graffiti present
o



Adequate

No

Ample bedding
o

Adequate
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PERSONAL APPEARANCE OF INMATES


What is the appearance of inmates (dirty, unkempt, well groomed, etc.)?
o





Showers – frequency, privacy, maintained, supervised by staff?
o

Title 24 – mandatory every two days

o

Allow as many as desired

Are there any reported assaults by inmates on inmates?
o



Adequate

Yes, major incidents

Condition of clothing (does the clothing fit; is it appropriate for the weather, etc.)?
o

Adequate

COMMENTS/CONCERNS OBSERVED DURING TOUR:
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***

INSPECTION FORM * * *

Please fill out those sections that apply to the facility you are inspecting

FACILITY NAME:
Glen Helen Rehabilitation Center

INSPECTION DATE:
November 18, 2011

FACILITY CAPACITY:
1,446

LAST CSA INSPECTION DATE:
April 6, 2011

ADDRESS:
18000 W. Institution Road
Devore, CA 92407

TELEPHONE NUMBER: 909‐473‐2506
FAX NUMBER:

909‐473‐3633

TYPE OF FACILITY:
DETENTION CENTER:

REHABILITATION CENTER: X
OTHER:

Any Additional Information/Notes:
Facility has housing cells known as “blocks” with single and dual bunks for maximum security; dormitory
units which house 360 inmates each known as M‐1 and M‐2 minimum security. There is a women’s
dormitory, which houses a maximum of 218 inmates in a two‐story facility including minimum and
maximum security. This facility has an education program known as INROADS (Inmate Rehabilitation
through Occupational and Academic Development Systems) which provides academic, vocational and
intervention classes.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
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What is the capacity of the facility? 1,446, included north facility of 96 beds with no one there
now. Currently housing 1,350.



What is the number of pre‐trial inmates? As of November 7, 2011, there were 331 inmates.



Has the facility exceeded capacity since the last state CSA inspection? No.



What is the average length of detention? Currently 4‐5 months and 9‐12 months; After AB101,
up to 8 years, with an average of 1 year.



What is the inmate classification system? The first two things reviewed are tattoos and
attitudes, then history of violations.



Number of weekend offenders? 3,700; electronic monitoring or work release; no weekend
offenders stay overnight.



Are inmates oriented to rules and procedures? They are provided a policy guide/rules pamphlet
at orientation and repeated on closed videos in each dorm.



Are rules and grievance procedures posted? Yes, at the end of each housing unit in English and
Spanish and is available in other languages, if requested.



Are rules and grievance procedures understood by inmates? English and Spanish; if needed an
interpreter is on‐call.



Are there procedures for handling citizen complaints? Department‐wide procedures, facility
logs and sends form to Internal Affairs: watch commander determines validity; checks with
inmate then talks with family. Most common complaint: denied visit due to late arrival.



Number of inmate suicides in the past year. ‐0‐



Number of attempted suicides. No serious attempts; removes inmates that seem suicidal to
West Valley Detention Center.



Number of deaths from other causes. ‐0‐ Summer of 2010, one death due to drug overdose.



Numbers of escapes. ‐0‐ There was one in 2009.



Date of last fire/emergency drill. Drills are impractical, but in an emergency, evacuations can be
done in stages; there is a process in place that is followed.
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STAFFING


Is there enough staff to monitor inmates? Thirteen deputies to 1,040 inmates or three deputies
to 360 inmates; one deputy to 120‐150.



Does staff communicate in languages that an inmate can understand? Yes, if interpreter is
needed, there is a contract in place to accommodate all languages. Languages available are
Spanish, Polish, Vietnamese by those on staff.



Diversity of staff



AREA OF STAFF

CAUCASIAN

Custody
Work Release Program
Inmate Staff

6
8
43

AFRICAN
AMERICAN
3
1
3

HISPANIC

OTHER

7
8
20

0
1
2

Impression of staff/inmate interactions: Inmates generally believe they are treated fairly. Try to
keep same deputy day‐in‐day‐out. Inmates know they had what was coming when disciplined.
Commander stated that the staff was more mature and liked to be mentors.

PROGRAMS


Exercise:
o
o
o



Is it inside or out? Outside; at least 3 hours per week although can be once a day.
How much time is each inmate offered? Usually offered more time unless in discipline.
Do men get more exercise time than the women? Equal time; either outside or in day
room.

Are there clergy available to inmates upon request?
the request of the full‐time chaplain
o

Yes; volunteer chaplains; any religion at

Are there religious services? Yes



Are anger management and other applicable programs available? Yes, provided with the
INROADS Program; parenting, substance abuse, marriage & family.



Are medical services available? Yes, dental and x‐rays are handled at West Valley Detention
Center (WVDC).
o
o
o

How frequently is medical staff on‐site? Supervising RN, RN, and LVN – 24/7; Medical
doctor ‐ 8 hours on Friday; Nurse Practitioner ‐ 3 days per week.
How long do inmates wait to be seen? Routine – within 24 hours; urgent – within same
day.
Is a physician available by phone or comes to the facility? Yes, by phone and at facility
once a week.
48
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Are mental health services available? Yes
o
o



How frequently is mental health staff on‐site? Clinician – 3 days a week; Psychiatrist –
Wednesday every other week.
How long do inmates wait to be seen? Same day by an RN then referrals are made if
needed.

Are vocational classes available? Yes, through the INROADS Program sponsored by Regional
Occupational Program (ROP) of Chaffey Joint Unified High School District
o If so, what types: Culinary arts, bakery operations, custodial occupations, landscape
maintenance and design, printing/graphic arts occupations, office operations, desktop
publishing, and introduction to HVAC. Also, will offer forklift operations at an empty
warehouse at WVDC.

TELEPHONE


Do inmates have access to telephones? Yes; each housing unit has several pay phones.

CORRESPONDENCE




Is there a limited free postage for inmates without money? Welfare kit that includes stamps
and paper provided each week; if requested, can have unlimited supplies.
Incoming/outgoing – are inmates aware that mail can be read? Yes, read and scanned.
Confidential correspondence – letter to attorneys, legislators, CSA, etc., ‐ how is it handled?
Mail is separated, logged and opened in front of inmates after assurance that there is no
contraband in envelope.

VISITING
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Is there adequate space, convenient times or accommodations to family’s work schedule, etc.?
Yes, 5 days a week, except Monday and Tuesday, the last is 7:20 p.m.
Are there provisions for special visits with attorneys/clergy? Yes, if on list and cleared through
inmate services, can be allowed at separate times.
Does staff supervise visits? Yes
Do all inmates have access to visiting? Yes
o If not, give reason: Exception is on discipline, which can be up to 30 days (rare); the
average discipline is 2 to 3 days.
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MEALS/NUTRITION







The kitchen area – Is it clean? Yes
Are knives and chemicals locked? Yes and secured by
staff; inventoried by staff at beginning, middle and end of each shift.
Have the inmates working in the kitchen been trained? Yes. Some arrive trained, others are
trained by staff; each attend 8‐hour food handler’s class and receive certification.
Have the inmates had a medical clearance/review before assignment? Yes
Are meals served in the cell, day room or at a central cafeteria? All noted locations
Are inmates permitted to converse during meals? No
Length of time allowed for eating? Minimum of 15 minutes

HEALTH






What type of on‐site health facility is available to inmates? Routine health maintenance with a
Supervising RN.
What type of on‐site dental facility is available to inmates? None on‐site; services provided at
WVDC or Central Detention Center (CDC).
What off‐site hospital is used for serious health issues? Arrowhead Regional Medical Center
(ARMC) and then if needed, San Bernardino Community Hospital.
How are inmates transported to off‐site facilities? By deputy or by ambulance, if needed.
How is security handled? Inmates are shackled if more than one, otherwise transported in
deputy vehicle.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM








College level/high school level/other: General Education Development (GED); vocational classes
and workshops on substance abuse, parenting, anger management, living skills and cognitive
skills.
Name of school district providing educational services: San Bernardino County Superintendent
of Schools; Chaffey Joint Union High School District.
Teachers – number of full‐time, number of substitutes: Eight ROP instructors, 11 Chaffey Adult
Education Instructors, no substitute teachers.
Number of inmates in educational program: 250‐300 inmates at any one time; 5,000 have been
in the program over the last 12 months.
Activities and coursework assigned by teachers? Homework is given and required each day;
individual and group assignments.
Relationship between educational program staff and facility staff: Excellent, most of the staff is
mature and proud being mentors.
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DOCUMENT REVIEW
INMATE GRIEVANCES/COMPLAINTS:
RESOLUTIONS

TYPES
1. Denied white roll exchanged

None; met Title 15

2. Missing phone time

The time left on phone card was accurate

3. Waited 12 hours for medical
4. Constraints were too tight & not loosened
5. Seen by Mental Health denied services
6. Felt property was taken without cause
7. Inmate roof of mouth burned by hot food
8. Inmate felt intake evaluation points did
not require maximum security; not enough
religious contact & materials available
9. Grieved improper discipline
10. Inmate grieved not receiving pain
medications as prescribed
11. Contesting discipline for not working

12. Inmate grieved that sentence was for
GHRC, wanted CDC closer to home; no $ to
get home once released; wanted to be
transported to CDC upon release
13. Grieved improper medical care by LVN for
headache
14. Wanted to move back to Dorm 1 from
Dorm 2, due to fear and intimidation
15. Inmate’s friend was questioned about
amount of deposit – why?

Total Complaints reviewed: 15
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Reminded nurse to check waiting area often when
busy
The constraints were within policy; inmate was a
security risk
Determined to not need meds; was evaluated by
Mental Health on 2 occasions, 10 days apart
Unsubstantiated; inmate did not clean up;
property put in proper bin
Inmate instructed to blow on food to cool; offered
medical services; declined
Another volunteer clergy was scheduled to C
block inmates; inmate status remained the same
After investigation, discipline upheld
Was scheduled for medication review within 24
hours
Found that it was for “poor work” not no work and
adjusted discipline from 40‐10 days loss of good
work days
CDC is primarily a pre‐sentence facility

Was seen by RN within 24 hours; LVN cannot
provide independent medical care
The housing was determined to be within the
policies
Deputy discussed with inmate that sometimes
inmates are forced by others to have $ deposited
for extortion

Total Complaints during past five months:
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MAJOR INCIDENTS:
TYPES

RESOLUTIONS

Battery, serious bodily injury

No changes – victim denied – DA filed

Possession of controlled substance in a jail

To DA for review and filing

Battery – hands and feet

Case cleared by exceptional means; no
prosecution

Assault likely to produce great injury
Battery on peace officer

To DA for review and filing

Vandalism

Forward to DA

Burglary

Case cleared by exceptional means ‐ DA

Battery

Arrest – to DA for filing

Telephone theft regarding pin numbers

Cleared by investigation; no prosecution

Incident – theft of access card or information

Station file only

Drug paraphernalia

DA for filing

Battery

Victim does not desire prosecution

Possession of heroin

Ongoing – forward to SBSD Narcotics

Battery

Cleared by exceptional means

Battery

Forward to DA for review and filing

Battery with serious bodily injury

Case pending further leads

Battery

Station file only

Misc. incident – work crew

Station file only

Riot – racial 50‐60 involved

Station file only

Possession of controlled substance in jail

Unable to prove – cleared by exceptional means

Total Complaints reviewed:

20

Total Complaints during past five quarters:

65
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POLICIES AND OPERATIONS MANUALS
Review the following sections, making notes of each:
Inmate Grievances:
Policies for Inmate Programs and Services, Article 6. 1061 – 1073 included Inmate
grievance procedures. This was found minimum standards for local detention centers.
Citizen Complaints:
All citizen complaints are accepted and logged at GHRC then forwarded to Internal
Affairs for investigation and action, if necessary.
Major Incidents:
Policies for incidents reports included in minimum standards for local detention
facilities.

OBTAIN A COPY OF THE TABLE OF CONTENTS OF THE MANUAL(S)
Copies of Table of Contents for policy manuals were provided to the Grand Jury and reviewed.
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SITE TOUR
AREA INSPECTED/REVIEWED
(Please Check)
PROGRAMS

QUALITY OF LIFE
X

Physical Plan

X

Educational

X

Meals/Nutrition

X

Vocational

X

Mental Health

X

X

X

Physical/Dental Health
No dental
Religious Services

X

Visiting

X

X

Volunteer Involvement
None
Other

PERSONS INTERVIEWED
Inmates ‐ None
X

Facility Manager‐Captain

Community Services

Medical

Domestic Violence

School Staff

Victim/Gang Awareness

Mental Health Staff

Substance Abuse

Line Staff

Other

Food Services Staff
Other

Any additional information/notes:
This facility operates the Work Release Program for the Sheriff’s Department. This includes the Court
ordered sentence for one to five days a week of manual labor under local government supervision,
where crews clean up parks and highways/freeways shoulders.
Also, under the Work Release Program is the Electronic (“E”) Monitoring Program, which requires
inmates, in lieu of custody time to be under house arrest from 6:00 pm to 5:00 am. The “E” monitoring
program is self‐sufficient in that the participant pays up to $15.00 per day for the equipment and
services, as approved by the Board of Supervisors. This allows the participant to live at home and
maintain employment. The Sheriff’s Office checks one time to verity the home address. The equipment
is owned by the company who conducts 24‐hour monitoring. Over the last year and a half there have
been 25 alert alarms that were over four hours and only one alert that resulted in an escape.
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Note the following items as you tour the facility:
 Condition of the exterior and interior of the building noting graffiti, peeling paint, unpleasant
odors, or other signs of deterioration
o



Condition of the grounds, exercise areas, playing fields, and exercise equipment
o



Quiet and studious, orderly.

Are there adequate supplies (books, paper, computers, etc.)?
o
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Yes.

Atmosphere of classroom:
o



Security strategically located to control situations, weapons locker within each area
includes rubber bullets, bean bags, and mace. No weapons; Tasers only.

If a court holding area is present in the facility, ensure access to toilet and drinking water
o



Maintained by central thermostat unit.

Safety and security issues including fencing, outdoor lighting, location of the weapons locker
o



This was the location of viewed graffiti in block unit, otherwise good condition.

Temperature of living units
o



Clean and in good order.

Condition of sleeping room door panels
o



Well maintained; basketball hoops, weights, pull‐up bars, and hand ball courts.

General cleanliness of the facility including windows, lighting, lockers, desks, conditions of the
mattresses, bedding and pillows
o



Facility in good condition, landscaping in park‐like condition, no peeling paint. Graffiti
was nominal, but viewed in one of the blocks; scratched into the wall

Yes.
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INTERIOR OF BUILDINGS (walls, paint, floors, drains, plumbing fixtures working, air vents,
windows)


Are cleaning fluids and chemicals labeled and safely stored? Yes, and checked in and out three
times a day.



Weapons locker present. Yes, personal weapons are in deputies’ private lockers and in armory
at the Bridge in dorms, and at front gates. Weapons in inmate Units are pepper spray, Tasers;
weapons with live ammunition are in locked units.



Recreation/sports equipment.



Are the hallways clear, are doors propped open or closed? Hallways are clear and doors are
locked and closed at each end.



Holding areas (cells/rooms) – (if present), is there access to drinking water and toilet? Yes



Are there individual cells/rooms, or dormitories? GHRC is primarily a dormitory facility, but
includes individual cells in the blocks for maximum security inmate. There are separate
dormitories for males and females.



Beds – Type of bed and is it off the floor? Yes, single and double bunk beds.



Adequate lighting. Yes.



Temperature. Controlled by thermostats and at level required by Title 15.

INDIVIDUAL CELLS/ROOM



Condition of walls. No peeling paint; made of cement.
Personal possessions allowed in cell/room (Art, Books, etc.) Yes, in tubs in view of deputies.



Graffiti present. Yes, in Block Units 1 and 2.



Ample bedding. Yes.
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PERSONAL APPEARANCE OF INMATES


What is the appearance of inmates (dirty, unkempt, well groomed, etc.)? Clean.



Showers – frequency, privacy, maintained, supervised by staff? Allowed as many as they want.



Are there any reported assaults by inmates on inmates? Yes, see incident reports.



Condition of clothing (does the clothing fit; is it appropriate for the weather, etc.)? Appropriate
for weather and are given whites twice a week and orange/blue once a week.

COMMENTS:
A) The Kitchen: Cooks all meals for all detention centers. In the bakery there are 6,000 bagels and
dinner rolls, 1,500 loaves of bread, and 20,000 cookies baked each week.
B) The female inmates at Glen Helen provide the labor for a call center which schedules inmate
visitation sessions for all the County detention centers. A staff of 12 inmates handles 1,100‐
1,500 calls per day.
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***

INSPECTION FORM * * *

Please fill out those sections that apply to the facility you are inspecting

FACILITY NAME:
Central Detention Center (CDC)

INSPECTION DATE:
December 12, 2011

FACILITY CAPACITY:
1,103

LAST CSA INSPECTION DATE:
April 5, 2011

ADDRESS:
630 E. Rialto Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92415

TELEPHONE NUMBER: 909‐386‐0945
FAX NUMBER: 909‐386‐0924

TYPE OF FACILITY: Type II
DETENTION CENTER:

X

REHABILITATION CENTER:
OTHER:

Any Additional Information/Notes:
The Facility closed in 1991 due to West Valley Detention Center (WVDC) opening; it reopened in 1994
primarily to house Federal inmates, on a cost‐reimbursement basis through a Federal contract.
U.S. Marshal housing provides for 330‐370 inmates. These are Federal inmates being held for transition
to a Federal facility; they are airlifted out once a week.
Since October 1, 2011 (AB109), 570 inmates have been sentenced or in pre‐sentencing.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
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What is the capacity of the facility? 1,103. On 12/12/11, 918 total inmates ‐ 160 women will be
transferred to WVDC in anticipation of making room for ‘protective custody’ male inmates from
Glen Helen Rehabilitation Center. This will consolidate all female inmates at WVDC.



What is the number of pre‐trial inmates? 537



Has the facility exceeded capacity since the last state CSA inspection? No



What is the average length of detention? Six months



What is the inmate classification system? Describe: Detention & Corrections Bureau, Policy &
Procedures. Per Policy 9.800–Inmate Classification Procedures & Policy 9.900–Inmate
Classification Types



Number of weekend offenders? None



Are inmates oriented to rules and procedures? Yes, inmate receives booklet (English & Spanish)
and watches video



Are rules and grievance procedures posted? In booklet and video



Are rules and grievance procedures understood by inmates? Yes, translator available, if needed



Are there procedures for handling citizen complaints? Yes



Number of inmate suicides in the past year? None



Number of attempted suicides? Two



Number of deaths from other causes? None



Number of escapes? None



Date of last fire/emergency drill? June 23, 2011
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STAFFING


Is there enough staff to monitor inmates? Yes: One Captain, One Lieutenant, Six Sergeants, 60
Deputies, 82 Support Staff; Medical Staff: one doctor, one Physician’s Assistant, five Registered
Nurses, and four License Vocational Nurses.



Does staff communicate in languages that an inmate can understand? Yes



Diversity of staff. Males: eight African American, 45 Caucasian, 33 Hispanic, six others; Females:
eight African American, 30 Caucasian, 21 Hispanic, and four others.



Impression of staff/inmate interactions. Very good

PROGRAMS




Exercise:
o

Is it inside or out? Both; recreation yard has basketball hoops, dip bar, pull‐up bar

o

How frequently? Inside ‐ one hour daily; Outside ‐ three hours weekly

o

Do men get more exercise time than women? N/A

Are there clergy available to inmates upon request?
o

Yes, full‐time Chaplain

Are there religious services? Yes, Tuesday through Sunday



Are anger management and other applicable programs available? None



Are medical services available? Yes, both doctor and dentist



o

How frequently is medical staff on‐site? Both Registered and Licensed Vocational
Nurses at all times; Doctors on Monday‐Wednesday‐Friday; Physician’s Assistant –
Friday; Dental and Mental Health Monday‐Wednesday‐Friday

o

How long do inmates wait to be seen? As needed

o

Is a physician available by phone or comes to the facility? Both

Are mental health services available? Yes
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o

How frequently is mental health staff on‐site? Psychiatric Clinician, weekly

o

How long do inmates wait to be seen? As needed

Are vocational classes available? No
o

If so, what types: N/A

TELEPHONE


Do inmates have access to telephones? Yes

CORRESPONDENCE



Is there a limited free postage for inmates without money? Legal mail packages only
Incoming/outgoing – are inmates aware that mail can be read? Yes, advised that all mail is
scanned



Confidential correspondence – letter to attorneys, legislators, CSA, etc., ‐ how is it handled? Per
policy, available to inmates; each is opened in presence of inmate and deputy

VISITING


Is there adequate space, convenient times or accommodations to family’s work schedule, etc.?
Yes, rotate times during mornings and evenings



Are there provisions for special visits with attorneys/clergy? Yes, in official areas



Does staff supervise visits? Yes



Do all inmates have access to visiting? Yes
o
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If not, give reason: Except for disciplinary actions, for a maximum of 30 days; the
average is 3 – 4 days
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MEALS/NUTRITION







The kitchen area – Is it clean? Yes
Are knives and chemicals locked? Yes
Have the inmates working in the kitchen been trained? Yes, all have food handlers’ licenses
Have the inmates had a medical clearance/review before assignment? Yes
Are meals served in the cell, day room or at a central cafeteria? All. The big dining room has the
capacity for 200 inmates; there are two rooms on different levels, with only one used at a time
Are inmates permitted to converse during meals? No
Length of time allowed for eating? 15 minutes

HEALTH






What type of on‐site health facility is available to inmates? Two clinics, east/west side of facility
What type of on‐site dental facility is available to inmates? Dentist on‐site Monday ‐ Friday
What off‐site hospital is used for serious health issues? Arrowhead Regional Medical Center
How are inmates transported to off‐site facilities? By custody transport or ambulance
How is security handled? Inmate is shackled and custody transport is followed by an additional
deputy
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DOCUMENT REVIEW
INMATE GRIEVANCES/COMPLAINTS:
TYPES

RESOLUTIONS

Inmates shoes confiscated in shake down because
“name” not on them

Inmate account credited amount of shoes and
inmate told to mark shoes in future
Staff directed to offer showers between 0430‐
2300 and told to treat inmates on a “strictly
mature and professional level”
Staff took drawings (naked women) and later
returned them and the stamps, per staff, were
used stamps. Considered contraband
Inmate rescheduled for doctor appointment in two
days
Investigation showed wife was “no show” one day,
she was scheduled for another day but was denied
visit; possibly due to language; other visit date
inmate was off facility, in court
Shoes were confirmed as “medically approved”
and returned to inmate
Strip search was on all transported inmates,
looking for possible handcuff key; note paper,
considered contraband was kept, but court papers
were returned
Inmate was given written discipline for not
following rules of grievances, not to issue/write
grievance for a class of inmates – only for
individual grievances
A doctor changed his diet and ordered Motrin;
resulting to no more food issues; action taken in
late August

Inmate stated he was only offered a shower
between 0100‐0400, and he was being mocked
about being a Mexican
Inmate stated his stamps and drawing were
destroyed
Inmate stated neither doctor nor nurse would
provide joint pain medication
Inmate stated wife was told he was “not available”
for visits (twice), noting she only spoke Spanish

Inmate stated his “medically approved” shoes
were taken by a deputy
Inmate stated he was strip searched and his legal
documents were taken

Inmate complained of racial mistreatment for
“black” inmates; six grievance for same action

Inmate stated he had reported (five times) his pain
and vomiting blood after gallstones removed; he
stated he reported it in May, June and now in
August
Inmate appealed decision on the allegation he was
“beaten” by two officers and asked that the video
be reviewed, wants to press charges

Total Complaints reviewed:
63
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Actions taken were found “to be within
department and industry standards” and
allegations of threats were found to be
unsubstantiated. Review of original complaint and
the video review showed all actions were within
department standards

Total Complaints during past five quarters:

10
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MAJOR INCIDENTS:
TYPES

RESOLUTIONS

Minor injuries; inmate punched deputy in face
with closed fist
Assault; inmate to inmate, deputy
Battery, inmate to inmate
Battery; two females pushing and grabbing
Battery; lunch
Battery; genitalia assault
Battery; inmate to inmate
Battery; mutual combat
Battery, inmate to inmate
Battery; inmate pushed down stairs
Battery; inmate to inmate, eye injury
Battery; inmate to inmate in property room
Battery; seven inmates/assault; injuries
Battery; females fighting in food line
Battery; returning from court/inmates
Battery; punched in head
Battery; inmate to inmate, 11 in fight
Battery; inmate to inmate, female
Battery; inmate to inmate, female
Battery; 32 inmates/ five deputies in cell block
fight

Medical care; forwarded the file to the District
Attorney (DA) for review; arrested
Forwarded to DA for review for criminal charges
Declined to press charges
Station filed – Pending
To Sheriff’s records
Declined to press charges
Forwarded to DA for review
Station filed
Station filed
ARMC for stitches; declined to pursue
Declined to prosecute
Neither will prosecute
Station filed only
Station filed
No prosecution
Uncooperative/refused to identify assailant
ARMC for treatment
Station filed
Sent to DA for filing; victim wishes to press charges
Three inmates with injuries; some arrested, station
filed

Total Complaints reviewed:

81

Total Complaints during past five quarters:

20
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POLICIES AND OPERATIONS MANUALS
Review the following sections, making notes of each:
Inmate Grievances:
A copy of the Policy was produced to the Grand Jury and was reviewed.
Citizen Complaints:
Four Internal Affairs reviews every six months, per audit/log.
A copy of the procedures for handling Citizen’s Complaints was reviewed by the Grand
Jury.
Major Incidents:
A copy of the Policy was provided to the Grand Jury and was reviewed.
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SITE TOUR
AREA INSPECTED/REVIEWED
(Please Check)
PROGRAMS

QUALITY OF LIFE

PERSONS INTERVIEWED

X

Physical Plan

No

Educational

No

Inmates

X

Meals/Nutrition

No

Vocational

X

Facility Manager

X

Mental Health

No

Community Services

X

Medical

X

Physical/Dental Health

No

Domestic Violence

N/A

School Staff

X

Religious Services

No

Victim/Gang Awareness

N/A

Mental Health Staff

X

Visiting

No

Substance Abuse

N/A

Line Staff

X

Volunteer Involvement

Other

N/A

Food Services Staff

Other

Other

Any additional information/notes:
Potential Impacts of AB109:


It is projected that there will be more split sentencing by Court, i.e. if sentenced to 5 years, 2.5
as an inmate and 2.5 remainder of sentence on probation/parole.



County facilities are not designed for long‐term sentencing and/or programs; possible potential
law suits to conform with state requirements



The average level of criminality of inmates is drastically rising from prior inmates detained for
Driving Under the Influence (DUI) to now First Degree burglaries and assaults. This situation
exposes staff to more danger and will result in a need to increase staffing levels in all facilities,
which in turn will increase costs
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Note the following items as you tour the facility:


Condition of the exterior and interior of the building noting graffiti, peeling paint, unpleasant
odors, or other signs of deterioration
o



Condition of the grounds, exercise areas, playing fields, and exercise equipment
o



N/A

Are there adequate supplies (books, paper, computers, etc.)?

o
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Yes

Atmosphere of classroom:
o



Good

If a court holding area is present in the facility, ensure access to toilet and drinking water
o



Good

Safety and security issues including fencing, outdoor lighting, location of the weapons locker
o



Adequate

Temperature of living units
o



Generally clean

Condition of sleeping room door panels
o



Appeared in good condition

General cleanliness of the facility including windows, lighting, lockers, desks, conditions of the
mattresses, bedding and pillows
o



Adequate, good, no odors; floors had wax build‐up

N/A
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INTERIOR OF BUILDINGS (walls, paint, floors, drains, plumbing fixtures working, air vents,
windows)


Are cleaning fluids and chemicals labeled and safely stored? Yes, locked; no chemicals



Weapons locker present?



Recreation/sports equipment? Yes



Are the hallways clear, are doors propped open or closed?



Holding areas (cells/rooms) – (if present), is there access to drinking water and toilet? Yes



Are there individual cells/rooms, or dormitories?



Beds – Type of bed and is it off the floor?



Adequate lighting?

Yes



Temperature?

Adequate

Yes

Locked/closed electronically

The facility has all three types

Bunks, single and double; off floor

INDIVIDUAL CELLS/ROOM


Condition of walls?



Personal possessions allowed in cell/room (art, books, etc.)?
can order from commissary; books from library once a week



Graffiti present?

None



Ample bedding?

Yes, two blankets

Clean, freshly painted

Yes, kept in clear plastic tubs;
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PERSONAL APPEARANCE OF INMATES


What is the appearance of inmates (dirty, unkempt, well groomed, etc.)? Adequate



Showers – frequency, privacy, maintained, supervised by staff? Daily during tier time (30
minutes)



Are there any reported assaults by inmates on inmates? See reviews on page seven



Condition of clothing (does the clothing fit; is it appropriate for the weather, etc.)? Good for
weather; clothing change issued twice per week; “whites” issued once per week; jumpsuit
issued daily for workers
COMMENTS/CONCERNS OBSERVED DURING TOUR:
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DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
AN EVALUATION OF SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY’S STATUS
BACKGROUND
The State of California is familiar with disasters. Whether fire, floods, or earthquakes, our State
has experienced them all, and on a grand scale. In the County of San Bernardino, public concern
over the readiness to respond to disasters is magnified by the geological partitions, such as vast
deserts and urban areas separated by mountain ranges. The primary connection between the high
desert and the City of San Bernardino is Interstate 15, which follows the winding Cajon Pass
between two mountain ranges, situated directly over the San Andreas Fault, a major earthquake
fault zone.
While the concern over earthquakes is high with most of the populace, the truth is that the Cajon
Pass is most likely to be affected or even closed by other disasters such as, railroad incidents,
wildfires, snow and flood damage. In the mountain areas, the major concerns predictably
encompass all four. However, all disasters, including earthquakes, are worthy of concern when it
comes to public safety and well-being. Due to the general concern of the public, the Grand Jury
chose to evaluate the status of County disaster preparedness.
There are four primary San Bernardino County departments involved in disaster preparedness
and response: the Office of Emergency Services (OES), Department of Public Health, San
Bernardino Sheriff Department and County Administrative Office. The Grand Jury visited all of
the departments and learned that each is proactive in the preparation for disaster response. Each
has its own designated Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to coordinate its efforts for
response, rescue and recovery. In addition, some cities/towns, and respective police and fire
departments, have set aside space for their own EOC. The purpose of this report is to focus on
the readiness of San Bernardino County. This report will also include recommendations for the
public to develop its own readiness and response preparation.
The primary departments operate in like-manner for disaster readiness. The stages of operation
are pre-event preparation, response to the event, rescue and recovery. This report will summarize
the stages each department performs, with the exception of recovery.
PRE-EVENT PREPARATION
Office of Emergency Services (OES)
This office works under the authority of the San Bernardino County Fire Department. At the
center of County actions for disaster preparedness, is the San Bernardino County Office of
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Emergency Services, designated as an EOC. The term EOC is not actually applied until the onset
of an emergency (disaster). However, for this report, it will be designated an EOC and
understood to mean an activated facility. The EOC at OES is a room with
technology/communication equipment and workspace for over 100 persons. EOC personnel are
organized in color-coded sections denoting their areas of responsibilities. OES keeps a Duty
Officer on-site on a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week basis (24/7). In the event of a large scale
emergency, such as a major earthquake, up to 100 persons respond immediately to the County
EOC. To preclude delay, this action is taken without any notification. Each responder is required
to have sufficient authority to make decisions and issue orders relative to disaster response and
rescue. The EOC maintains at least 200 trained first responders who rotate on-call shifts 24/7.
First responder personnel include, but are not limited to:












Local Law Enforcement Agencies,
Fire and Paramedic Departments,
Department of Public Health,
Animal Control Division of Department of Public Health,
San Bernardino County Public Information Officer,
Department of Public Works,
California Highway Patrol,
California Department of Transportation,
American Red Cross,
Federal, State and local agencies, and,
other County departments relative to the nature of the emergency.

Relationship responsibilities, for interacting between all agencies are delineated and wellunderstood by all participants. Their collaboration is reinforced through training, role-playing
exercises and coordination with varied sources of communication.
In the event of the main EOC being unable to function, due to the disaster, back-up EOC space
has been designated to take over operations, located in the Desert Government Building in
Hesperia. The target date for this EOC to be in full operation is March, 2013.
In preparation for disasters, the County EOC is active in various areas such as, perpetual
recruitment and training of volunteers, locating suitable areas of placement of equipment and
coordination and verification of communication sources. On multiple occasions, County Disaster
Response personnel and volunteers are trained to respond to emergencies through role-playing
exercises. Concerted education efforts by the County EOC to prepare the public for home and
family preparation in the event of a disaster are conducted. Communications are established
through all available means. Real-Time Video Teleconferencing sites are established with Public
Health, Sheriff and in both County Government Buildings. Additionally, there is the use of
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satellite phones, ham radio operators, the Emergency Alert Systems (EAS) and video monitoring
of disaster sites. Social media and news network sources are also used; they have aircraft
surveillance capability and with their ground crew units can operate with high quality video.
OES strategically places Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) trailers in participating
cities/towns/special districts for emergency training and with the capability of providing initial
medical treatment and triage for medical transportation, if needed. This program is operated
through locally recruited and trained volunteer participants. The trailers contain 200 cots with
disposable blankets and sheets, First-Aid equipment, and portable medical shelters, which
include items needed for mass care. The trailers can also function as Incident Command Centers
(ICC). The U.S. Department of Homeland Security sponsors these trailers through direct grants.
Eleven of the 25 incorporated cities/towns are participating in the CERT program. OES
continues to encourage maximum participation by all cities/towns. Federal funds are available
($15,000 to each city) but many cities, towns, and special districts decline the money, reportedly
due to the cumbersome federal requirements for accounting and reporting of expenditures. The
County is not required to be the responsible entity for distribution of the grant funds; however,
they have agreed to do so since the funds became available. The County recommends and
encourages cities to also regionalize their efforts to increase cooperative responses in mutual
areas emergency management. This is already the case with many cities, particularly in that their
police and fire departments are the primary first responders in emergency situations.
The County holds frequent role-playing exercises for public participation, including The Great
Shake Out. This exercise is held annually and designed to familiarize citizens with proper
building evacuation and outside assembly points for those in the workplace. It also sponsors
annual “table-top” disaster exercises for first responders, which is a County interdepartmental
disaster preparation meeting, The Golden Guardian Plan. This is not a comprehensive list, but,
for this report, it will serve as representative of the types of organized training exercises.
Department of Public Health (Public Health)
Public Health develops their emergency response through a well-defined plan known as the
Preparedness and Response Program (PRP). The objective is to prepare for emergencies caused
by bioterrorism, infectious diseases, natural disasters and other public health threats. The PRP
coordinates with the 24 cities/towns, special districts and unincorporated areas. Public Health
also utilizes volunteers, although to a somewhat lesser extent than other departments due to
specialty skill requirements.
Regular emergency readiness preparation involves providing staff training in emergency
management, to include, planning and conducting public health emergency drills to improve
response levels. Vaccinations are provided to schools and the public to counter infectious
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outbreaks, such as dangerous strains of flu. Countywide education and outreach is provided to
the public in preparation to avoid disasters. Public Health works jointly with the County
departments before and during emergency situations. They have the responsibility for assigning
Points of Dispensing (POD) units and assembly and delivery of the POD to strategic areas as
needed or to communities that have chosen to operate the POD within their jurisdiction.
The POD is a portable medical unit of 25-bed capacity, with supplies for four days of operation.
If needed, these units can be co-used as a POD and an Incident Command Center when required.
Public Health also performs San Onofre Nuclear Generation Station (SONGS) exercises on a biannual basis, as required by Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Every six years
they participate in a graded Ingestion Pathway Exercise. This takes into consideration the
potentially affected areas of nuclear contamination within 50-mile radius of SONGS, as to the
effect on water supplies, food growers, ranchers, dairies and the population at large.
These are the main scenarios for which Public Health prepares and practices, in order to
effectively respond to an actual disaster/emergency.
San Bernardino County Sheriff-Coroner Department
The San Bernardino County Sheriff-Coroner Department, along with County Fire and
Paramedics, has the most primary role in any disaster or emergency. Their responsibilities, as
first responders include direct contact with victims and traffic situations. The Sheriff
Headquarters Office has a fully-equipped EOC, with capability to communicate with other EOC,
including the Office of Emergency Services, and all field operations to coordinate a maximum
effort response. They are equipped with their own aircraft that can readily be used for medical
support/evacuation or a number of other needs.
Officers and department personnel participate in County practice and training exercises on a
regular basis. With their direct role in response and rescue, the Sheriff relies heavily on volunteer
forces. In fact, of all departments involved in emergency operations, the Sheriff has the greatest
number and varied uses of volunteers. Due to the nature of law enforcement work, which is
directly involved with rescues of all types and descriptions, response and rescue is complicated
by the County’s diverse landscape and vast rural areas. Specialty skills are mandatory for the
greater success in rescue. The Sheriff uses approximately 2,000 volunteers who have logged over
500,000 hours of service. There are 117 separate volunteer units within San Bernardino County.
Volunteers are the backbone of disaster preparedness response and recovery.
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The different specialties train in their own individual academies where they maintain their
readiness skills for any call they might receive. The types of volunteers used by the Sheriff are
described as follows:












Citizens on Patrol (C.O.P.) - these volunteers work traffic control, patrol streets
and neighborhoods for observation and reporting purposes.
Search and Rescue - includes mounted units. They respond to calls for citizens
missing or at-risk or trapped animals. This can include working in all types of
terrain and geographical locations. There are approximately 250 Search and
Rescue operations per year involving County volunteers.
Chaplain Corps - primarily provide spiritual considerations and grief counseling.
Medical Reserves – doctors and nurses trained to handle medical emergencies in
disaster situations.
Explorers – persons 14 to 20 years old who are interested in the field of law
enforcement that are trained to assist in various emergencies.
Aviation Paramedics, including Citizens Air Patrol (CAP) – a national
organization with a history of providing air assistance. The local CAP often
assists in Search & Rescue, as well as, air transportation.
Coroner Volunteer – forensics scientists that assist in recoveries.
Dive Team – volunteer divers that are activated to locate missing persons and
property under water.
Cave Rescue Team - a highly specialized group that operates in caves and like
conditions. California has two cave rescue teams and the San Bernardino County
team is highly rated.

Many of these volunteers stand ready to work locally or nationally. The San Bernardino County
Sheriff has established a memorial for volunteers who have lost their lives in the performance of
their duties. There are currently four names on that memorial.
County Government Policy/Situation Room (Policy/Situation Room)
The Policy/Situation Room serves multiple purposes. Not only is it used during emergencies as
an EOC, but also for other County and administrative meetings. During a disaster situation, such
as an earthquake or large scale wild/forest fire, it will serve to coordinate the acquisition of
supplies and/or facilities.
EVENT RESPONSE
In the event of a major emergency or disaster, such as a catastrophic earthquake, all departments
in this report will respond as follows:
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Office of Emergency Services
During a large-scale disaster, as many as 100 persons representing countywide services
congregate at the Emergency Operations Center (EOC); each representative is required to have
sufficient authority to make decisions for any and all actions required. The OES/EOC will triage
communications and necessary responses to the affected areas, directing material and emergency
personnel to the most critical locations. Communications are established by all available means,
such as, satellite phones, ham-radio operators and Walkie-Talkies.
Public Health:
The Public Health will set into motion disease assessment. In addition, they will provide public
health information including the establishment of public web links for most current information.
POD sites will be opened for treatment of casualties and arrangement of other treatment sites, as
needed.
San Bernardino County Sheriff-Coroner Department (Sheriff):
The Sheriff will activate their volunteer partners, coordinating the specialties with the situation.
They will work with local ham-radio operators to communicate and assess the dangers to the
public in the affected areas. Incident response is set into motion “from the bottom up,” with the
first officer on the scene being designated as the Incident Commander (IC) and the location
becomes the Incident Command Post (ICP).
Where practical, deputies, with volunteers, will begin door to door contact with household
inhabitants. This will ascertain any emergency medical needs, or evacuation steps that need to be
planned. Communications are established “inter-operable;” with all participating agencies.
Multiple ICP may be required dependent entirely on the extent of the disaster or incident.
Communications will be according to the availability of equipment resources. Radio
communications may be interrupted by damage to radio relay towers, which would dictate other
means. Satellite phones and Walkie-Talkies may be used and are available in the field, unless
affected by tower outages. Ham radio operators trained for disaster communications will be used
extensively.
As soon as a big earthquake or other major disaster happens, supplies from outside the affected
area will be air-shipped in without a formal request. This is an automatic response from the
California Emergency Management Agency (Cal EMA) to avoid delays in getting resources to
the affected areas. The shipments will be received at large facilities which are able to
accommodate disaster refugees and supplies. The task of securing these locations is the
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responsibility of the Policy/Situation Room and within the authority of the Board of Supervisors.
During a major disaster or emergency, there will be housing and care for displaced persons and
animals. Appropriate locations will be secured and utilized.
CITIZENS PRE-EVENT PREPARATIONS
There are educational materials for County citizens’ private uses and are available for learning
how to personally prepare for disasters. The materials are described herein.
Family Disaster Plan
While the major departments investigated in this report have been proactive in training and
equipping themselves for response and rescue, it is a fact that in an emergency or even
catastrophic disaster, the probability is real that some areas will experience delays in response
from rescue crews arriving on scene. This could be as long as several days, depending on the
magnitude of the disaster and the area affected. In such an event, citizens will be on their own to
fend for themselves. Unfortunately, that may be true if rescue personnel are overwhelmed or
unable to immediately access certain areas. The first responders for assistance to a
neighborhood will be neighbors. In such a case, the public can be well served to emulate the
emergency response departments’ preparations. The San Bernardino County Fire Department
Office of Emergency Services has prepared a three step program for citizens to prepare for
disasters or emergencies. It is recommended that the citizens of San Bernardino County obtain a
copy from a County office or go online to the San Bernardino County website at:
http://www.sbcounty.gov/ .
FINDINGS
1. Federal funds are available ($15,000 to each city) but many cities and towns decline
the money reportedly due to the cumbersome federal requirements for accounting and
reporting of expenditures.
2. Currently, there is not a full-time dedicated Emergency Manager on County staff at
the OES. Much of the operations of the OES are funded through federal grants, the
responsibility of the Emergency Manager, who seeks and obtain additional grant
funding. The intricacies of the OES are extensive and critical. Other staff members
now combine work with the duties of the vacant position of Emergency Manager.
3. An average citizen may be challenged by the number of steps required to navigate the
County website and not be able to locate and download documents relative to
emergency planning.
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COMMENDATION
Each of the entities examined, including the volunteer forces, is to be commended for their
dedication and professionalism in serving the public. The citizens of San Bernardino County can
take pride in the preparation and skill that the County has achieved to respond to disasters. More
importantly, they can take comfort in the capacity of the County to respond and rescue. They are
equipped and ready to assist.
RECOMMENDATIONS
12-24

All cities and towns, not currently utilizing the available federal resources are
encouraged to evaluate the use of CERT trailers and the benefits to their citizens
to enhance their response in a disaster management. (Finding 1)

12-25

The County use all due diligence to hire a qualified full-time Emergency Manager
to handle the duties of emergency management to ensure that San Bernardino
County remains ready in the critical arena of Disaster Preparedness. (Finding 2)

12-26

The County consider a revision to their homepage to become more user-friendly
to the average citizen seeking to obtain Emergency Planning Documents,
including the Family Disaster Plan and other valuable guides and critical
information. (Finding 3)

Responding Agency
Board of Supervisors

Recommendations
12-24 through 12-26

Due Date
September 29, 2012
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MUNICIPAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
IN SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
OVERVIEW
BACKGROUND
Ten of the 24 incorporated cities within the County of San Bernardino employ their own police
departments. The remaining cities contract with the San Bernardino County Sheriff-Coroner
Department (SBCSD) for law enforcement services. The Grand Jury determined that it would be
prudent to conduct an overview of these ten agencies to survey the level of public safety
provided within their jurisdictions. It is universally understood that due to the economic climate,
budget constraints and pension costs, law enforcement agencies are adversely affected. The
major budget component to these agencies is in labor costs, and when funds are cut, officers are
laid-off. Fewer officers on the street affect both the safety of patrol officers and citizens.
Therefore, the Grand Jury commenced this overview and each of the respective police chiefs was
interviewed. The following matrix shows routine data about each of the police departments
provided by the Chiefs that were interviewed.

CITY

NUMBER OF
RATIO OF PATROL
OTHER THAN PUBLIC
POPULATION* SWORN OFFICERS OFFICERS TO SUPERVISORS
SAFETY DUTIES

BARSTOW
CHINO

22,639
77,983

37
103

5:1
6:2

None
None

COLTON

52,154

46

7:1

FONTANA
MONTCLAIR
ONTARIO
REDLANDS
RIALTO

196,069
36,664
163,924
68,747
99,171

185
52
220
79
99

6:1
4:1
10:1
6:1
8:1

SAN BERNARDINO
UPLAND
*2010 Census

209,924
73,732

291
76

6:1
6:1

Animal control/code
enforcement/rental
housing inspections and
business license issuances
Animal Control
None
None
Animal Control
Animal Control/ Parking
Enforcement
Animal Control
None

CITIZEN COMPLAINTS
in 2011
15 complaints; 0 substantiated
13 complaints; 1 substantiated;
1 under investigation
2 complaints; 1 substantiated

11 complaints; 1 substantiated
13 complaints; 3 substantiated
33 complaints; 2 substantiated
20 complaints; 3 substantiated
13 complaints; 2 substantiated
70 commplaints; 12 substantiated
17 complaints; 3 substantiated

The police chiefs conduct monthly meetings to develop inter-departmental relationships and
policing methods to assist one another. These cooperative relationships are primarily in the areas
of suspect apprehension and enforcement of drug and gang activities that may overlap
jurisdictions. A shared data-based program, called CopLink, connects police agencies throughout
the County with suspect information.
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The Cities of Ontario and Rialto have their own air support helicopters, while the City of
Fontana contracts for helicopter services. The helicopters are used to provide support to ground
patrols for effective and efficient suspect apprehension. The City of Redlands has a fixed–wing
aircraft that is operated by a contract pilot who flies a police officer during peak hours or
emergencies for surveillance. In emergencies, a police department that does not have access to a
helicopter can contact the closest law enforcement agency, including the SBCSD, for air support
to be dispatched.
The Fontana Police Department has co-sponsored a program with the Fontana Unified School
District known as the Fontana Leadership Intervention Program (FLIP). This program focuses on
at-risk teens and their parents, providing classes and activities to develop self-esteem and skills
that are aimed at re-integrating the teens as productive members in school and within the societal
environment.
The Redlands Police Department has equipped a majority of the downtown areas of the city with
cameras, including with the permission of local vendors, to have camera surveillance access to
wide areas of the City. Dispatchers monitor these closed-circuit cameras from a central location
and direct patrol officers to various types of crime scenes. When some crimes are in process or
some crimes having just occurred, the dispatcher informs officers. The use of this new
technology has reduced the need for patrol officers and has increased the rates of convictions.
CONCLUSION
The police chiefs interviewed demonstrated dedication and professionalism in their approach to
managing the police force within their cities. Each is actively seeking new technologies and
regional alliances to enhance their efforts to become more efficient and cost effective. Their
combined stated priority is to ensure public safety is at the highest level of achievement for their
populace. The reviews were successful in that the 10 municipal law enforcement agencies are
effectively managing their departments, in some cases administering more responsibilities than
law enforcement activities, and continue to provide comprehensive public safety.

Responding Agency
No Response Required

Recommendations

Due Date
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SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY SHERIFF-CORONER
SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
BACKGROUND
The Scientific Investigations Division (SID) is a division of the San Bernardino County SheriffCoroner Department. The SID has law enforcement, scientific, technical and support personnel
which provides forensic support (the use of science or technology in the investigation and
establishment of facts of evidence for use in a court of law) for the San Bernardino County
Sheriff’s Department (SBCSD) and outside law enforcement agencies. Some of the forensic
support provided includes processing Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) samples, ballistics testing,
analyzing chemical and alcohol evidence and fingerprint processing, including the Central
Property-Evidence Unit.
The Grand Jury reviewed past Grand Jury reports from 2004-2005 through 2009-2010
specifically in the area of facility and workspace conditions that might compromise the results of
forensic evidence. In 2004-2005, the Grand Jury recommended “05-148 Expand the operation of
the crime lab to include acquisition of more workspace….” The 2005-2006 Grand Jury
recommended in “06-45 Provide adequate workspace for the Sheriff’s Scientific Investigations
Division, to include plans for future growth of the County….” The Findings of the 2006-07
Grand Jury stated “The workspace area is not adequate for the amount of investigative services
that the division provides.” Additionally, the grand juries of 2007-2008 and 2009-2010
recommended that the Sheriff-Coroner Department provide additional workspace for the SID
with the consideration for population growth throughout the County.
The Grand Jury determined that a more focused investigation on the present facility was
warranted. This report includes a pictorial review of the deteriorating conditions that are
currently evident.
The Grand Jury made three visits to the SID facility to collect information and to take
photographs. It was noticed that the hallways and public areas appeared to be clean. The DNA
laboratory required protective clothing for access. The Grand Jury was able to look through an
open door and observe that this area was pristine. In the Driving Under the Influence (DUI)
analysis laboratory, the ceiling tiles were discolored from prolonged leaks, the floors were
stained and dirty. The furniture and chairs were acquired from surplus without consideration for
the use of Specialists while conducting lab analyses. For example, two Crime Scene Specialists
(Specialists) were required to work at a desk that necessitated one specialist straddling a desk
corner while peering into a microscope. The Grand Jury was advised that air monitoring devices
measure the levels of narcotic vapors in the room atmosphere. Filters are changed annually and
face shields and gloves are routinely used. The Grand Jury did not see any face shields in use.
However, a vent, utilizing appliance ducting has been rigged to blow air from the wall vent out
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into the center of the room to dissipate the contaminated fumes. Throughout the main facility,
many missing, broken and stained ceiling tiles were observed. In several laboratory areas there
are work areas with electrical cords jumbled in piles on the floor and wiring hanging from the
ceiling throughout the room.
Upon inspection of the firearms portable office, which is located in the parking lot adjacent to
the main building, it was observed that there is a room used for storing live ammunition. These
are bullet samples from each local enforcement agency throughout the County are used in
forensic exclusionary testing. Although, the outer door to the firearms office was locked, the
ammunition storage room door was open. Further, at the time of our walk-through there were no
personnel in that facility.
In the room designated for breathalyzers, there were 35 yellow portable new breathalyzers yet to
be distributed. Invoices provided indicated receipt of breathalyzers in May 2011. The portable
units had not been distributed because they had not been calibrated and the vendor was in the
process of preparing the appropriate software. Thus, the equipment costing approximately
$400,000 has been stored in a room for over eight months. Also, there are 42 fixed breathalyzers
which are primarily used at local enforcement agencies (LEA) stations. These have not been
calibrated or distributed. The new fixed equipment will be able to conduct automatic calibration
checks once per week through pre-programmed software that tests itself. The breathalyzers are
manufactured to shut off automatically if not recalibrated. Five of the portable breathalyzers are
scheduled to be distributed to the Needles office for use at the Colorado River during highseason (May through September) for DUI testing. The reason the breathalyzers are not in use is
due to a shortage of staff to complete the necessary protocols and validations required prior to
distribution. It should be noted that there is not a shelf-life limitation for this equipment.
However, it is expedient and less expensive to use a breathalyzer rather than to draw blood for
testing. A breathalyzer test costs 50 cents each and to test blood costs $53.
During the tour of the facility, the Grand Jury viewed a number of files and file cabinets that
were characterized as ‘historic files,’ which are actually case files. These files are located in the
back of a room in a walled off area approximately four feet wide by fifteen feet long with a loft.
Further, the opposite outside wall is a corrugated aluminum wall.
The sheds, where vehicles are stored for inspection by Specialists, were filthy. Dirt, broken glass
and other detritus were on the bare ground in and about where vehicles are processed. One car
was awaiting the outcome of proceedings. The coverings over the shed were ‘easy-ups’
surrounded by chain-link fencing with aluminum slats. On occasion, cars can be pulled partially
into a bay at the main facility for search and evidence retrieval. SID does not currently have
sufficient space to conduct vehicle searches within an indoor space. The previously processed
vehicles are stored out in an open lot. Some vehicles are rusted-out hulks. There is a newer
yellow Hummer and a white sedan among the vehicles. Also a motorcycle is on the ground, in
pieces, that has been there for at least 10 years as reported.
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Through observation in August and again in December 2011, large pieces of tabletop equipment
had signs posted on them stating “Out-of-Service.” The stated reason was “Validation Pending 91-10.”
There are 110 employee positions assigned to SID: 70 at the Lena Street facility and 40 positions
at the California Identification Unit (CAL-ID) facility. There are no plans to increase the staffing
as recommended by the 2009-2010 Grand Jury and as agreed to by the Sheriff. Due to funding
availability, SID has recently been given authority to fill budgeted vacant positions.
The Grand Jury visited the CAL-ID, which is located in a separate facility, comprised of two
buildings and is a division of SID. The office workspaces were clean and well-maintained with
furniture that appeared to be ergonomically correct. There are 38 Fingerprint Examiners that
process fingerprints, in two ten-hour shifts, daily.
The County Risk Management Department (Risk Management) indicated to the Grand Jury that
there have been 14 Workers’ Compensation claims filed over the last three fiscal years. Several
attempts were made to collect copies of the Cal/OSHA 300 Logs (Log of Work-Related Injuries
and Illnesses) from SID, but the forms were never provided. Risk Management stated that the
department has not conducted a formal assessment for hazards over the past three years and upon
checking the files, confirmed there has not been a Risk Assessment performed at the SID facility.
In fiscal year 2006-2007, $25 million had been allocated by the Board of Supervisors for the
acquisition of a new SID facility. However, due to budget constraints, this had been put on
indefinite hold. Presently, the availability of funds is being analyzed by the Sheriff’s Department
to determine the best use for proceeding with a facility replacement project.
FINDINGS
1. The facility is poorly maintained and not clean, particularly in the Specialists’ work
areas. There are discolored floor tiles, water-stained and broken ceiling tiles, exposed
wiring and uncovered electrical cords, which are tripping hazards throughout the
facility. (Attachment #1 – Photos 1-7, 14, 24)
2. The furniture throughout the laboratory and analyses areas was obtained from County
Surplus and is mismatched, not appropriate for persons conducting detailed work
under long duration. (Attachment #1 – Photos 8-10)
3. New portable breathalyzer equipment has been purchased but not distributed to
countywide LEA due to lack of software and development of protocols. (Attachment
#1 – Photos 11-12)
4. Several pieces of used equipment have been out-of-service for nearly two years.
(Attachment #1 – Photo 13)
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5. Storage of ammunition in an unsecured room, inside the firearms portable office,
exhibits a lack of security and exposes SID to potential theft. (Attachment #1 – Photo
15)
6. The historical (case) files are being stored in an unprotected area. It appears that there
is not a formal process for purging and archiving files. (Attachment #1 – Photos 1618)
7. The crime scene processing of vehicles is being conducted in an outdoor area exposed
to the elements. (Attachment #1 – Photos 19-21)
8. Prior processed vehicles, stored in the back open-air lot, are left to disintegrate. It
appears that there is not a formal procedure for disposing of these vehicles.
(Attachment #1 – Photos 22-23)
9. Risk Management has not conducted an ergonomic evaluation of the workspaces used
by the Specialists.
10. Risk Management has not conducted a Risk Assessment of the facility.
11. Maintenance of the CalOSHA 300 Logs is not being performed at SID. However, the
300 Logs provided to the Grand Jury by Risk Management for SID were not complete
with the detail including locations of where injuries occurred.
RECOMMENDATIONS
12-27

Renovate, repair and clean the facility. This is to include replacement of floor tiles
and stained/broken ceiling tiles; fix exposed wiring and uncovered electrical
cords. (Finding 1)

12-28

Replace workstations and chairs for those that have been ergonomically designed
for duration and detailed work. (Finding 2)

12-29

Complete the protocols and distribute the breathalyzers for immediate distribution
and use. (Finding 3)

12-30

Fix, replace or dispose of out-of-service equipment. (Finding 4)

12-31

Secure the door of the room containing live ammunition when not in use. (Finding
6)

12-32

Locate or store historical (case) files in a protected area or in secure containers.
(Finding 6)
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12-33

Develop and implement procedures for purging and archiving case files. (Finding
6)

12-34

Process crime scene vehicles in an adequately spaced enclosed area to remove
workplace hazards and control possible cross-contamination. (Finding 7)

12-35

With the assistance of the Office of District Attorney, develop and implement
procedures for disposal of processed vehicles to ensure disposal on a periodic
basis. (Finding 8)

12-36

The Sheriff request that Risk Management conduct an ergonomic evaluation of
the workspaces and furniture for Specialists. (Finding 9)

12-37

The Sheriff to request that Risk Management conduct an immediate Risk/Hazard
Assessment evaluation of the SID facility. (Finding 10)

12-38

The SID CalOSHA 300 Logs must be completed and maintained in compliance
with State regulations. (Finding 11)

Responding Agency
Sheriff-Coroner

Recommendations
12-27 through 12-38

Due Date
September 29, 2012
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Attachment #1

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3
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Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6
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Photo 7

Photo 8

Photo 9
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Photo 10

Photo 11

Photo 12
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Photo 13

Photo 14

Photo 15
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Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18
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Photo 19

Photo 20

Photo 21
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Photo 22

Photo 23

Photo 24
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RESPONSE ACCOUNTABILITY
Introduction
Each year the Grand Jury is required by law (California Penal Code, Section 933(c)) to submit a
Final Report to the presiding judge of the Superior Court with appropriate recommendations and
results from investigations conducted by the Grand Jury.
The Grand Jury decided to review and follow up on some past Grand Jury reports. Prior reports
were reviewed, selecting three particular issues to revisit. Interviews were conducted in order to
determine if the recommendations made and agreed to, were actually completed.
This section of the Final Report contains updates on those three past issues:




Public Health Department
San Manuel Amphitheater
Sheriff-Coroner: Public Administrator and Department of Aging and Adult Services:
Public Guardian Warehouse
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
BACKGROUND
The 2008-2009 Grand Jury investigated a complaint letter forwarded to them from the Board of
Supervisors, which they had received from the former Department of Public Health (DPH)
officer. The letter had criticized many aspects of the DPH and one complaint was significant
because it could have been a threat to public health. An extensive investigation was done by the
2008-2009 Grand Jury regarding this specific complaint of the letter. Due to this complaint, the
2011-2012 Grand Jury began a follow-up review of the 2008-2009 Grand Jury’s findings of this
allegation.
The specific complaint that the Grand Jury investigated was an incident that occurred in Needles,
California on August 30, 2008; this was Labor Day weekend. The incident required the
coordination efforts between the DPH and the Sheriff’s Department. In summary, the complaint
had stated; despite prior repeated warnings by the DPH, to a patient with active Tuberculosis
(TB), the warning was disregarded. In addition to a DPH order regarding the treatment regimen
of quarantine and medication, the health officer decided to enforce an order to have the patient
transported to Arrowhead Regional Medical Center for treatment and evaluation. According to
the complaint, efforts by the DPH to obtain assistance from the Sheriff’s Department were
delayed due to poor communication and coordination. The patient was eventually transported to
Arrowhead Regional Medical Center and was placed in isolation.
The 2008-2009 Grand Jury noted that the San Bernardino County DPH had no written policies or
procedures in place for the enforcement of civil orders to detain, isolate or quarantine individuals
with active TB that is resistant to the required treatment protocol.
FINDING
RECOMMENDATION 09-02: The 2008-2009 Grand Jury’s recommendation was to develop
written policies and procedures to prevent future delays and communicate to detain active
resistant TB patients.
UPDATE: The 2011-2012 Grand Jury found that the County DPH Tuberculosis Control Program
created a written treatment policy that outlines procedure duties and responsibilities of the
various departments for the Civil Enforcement of Detention and Quarantine of Persons with
Infectious TB. The policy was written on March 12, 2011; the written policy is thorough and
outlines duties of all departments involved.
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Responding Agency
No Response Required

Recommendations

Due Date
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SAN MANUEL AMPHITHEATER
BACKGROUND
In researching past reports, the Grand Jury became interested in the 1999-2000 Grand Jury Final
Report regarding the Amphitheater located at Glen Helen Regional Park, currently known as the
San Manuel Amphitheater (Amphitheater). Recommendations were made at the time, with
positive responses from the County of San Bernardino.
Interviews were conducted to follow-up on the responses and this Grand Jury found the
following information to be true and is satisfied with the outcome.
FINDINGS
Recommendation Number: 00-142
Stated: “Evaluate periodically whether the three Certificates of Participation can be refinanced
at terms more favorable to reduce the interest rate and annual cash outlay.”
Response: The Department/County agreed to the recommendations, stating “this is done on an
ongoing basis, within the constraints of the law relating to government debt issues. On
September 20, 2000, the Board of Supervisors approved the hiring of a financial advisor to assist
in evaluating all outstanding bond issuances of the County and whether or not refinancing any of
those issuances is appropriate to help reduce the County’s financing cost.”
Update: The County has refinanced the three Certificates of Participation and could refinance
the remaining balance but with six years left on the lease it would be financially irresponsible to
refinance now because in six years at the end of the lease the Amphitheater will be paid for and
the County will own the building outright.
Recommendation Number: 00-143
Stated: “Notify the lessee that past performance has not met the reasonable expectations of the
County and the lessee shall take reasonable action to remedy such shortfalls and to increase the
use of the facility.”
Response: The Department/County agreed to the recommendation, stating that “the County has
met with and continues to meet with authorized representatives of SFX Entertainment (SFX), the
lessee, with the purpose of increasing both the number and quality of entertainment acts
appearing at the facility. The dialogue with SFX has dramatically increased the number and
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quality of acts in the 1999 and 2000 season, with a related increase in paid attendance at the
Pavilion.”
Update: SFX no longer holds the lease for the Amphitheater. The lease is now held by Live
Nation World Wide, Incorporated, which is responsible for the booking and advertising of
events. There has been no increase in events. However, with low attendance at the Amphitheater
the County is not losing money because Live Nation World Wide, Incorporated is required to
pay its lease regardless if an event is booked.
Recommendation Number: 00-145
Stated: “Remain alert to any reasonable offer to sell the facility so the County could rid itself of
involvement in a specialized entrepreneurial business.”
Response: The Department/County agreed to the recommendation, stating “the County has
reviewed this option in the past and will consider all reasonable offers for sale of the facility.”
Update: The bond for the Amphitheater is $1.2 million and the County has no immediate plans
to sell the Amphitheater although the Board of Supervisors has approval. Between lease fees of
$1.4 million with Live Nation World Wide, Incorporated and the naming rights contract with San
Manuel in the amount of $50,000 annually, the facility is paying for itself so there is no need to
sell the Amphitheater at this time.

Responding Agency
No response required

Recommendations

Due Date
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SHERIFF-CORONER
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR
AND

DEPARTMENT OF AGING AND ADULT SERVICES
PUBLIC GUARDIAN
WAREHOUSE
BACKGROUND
The San Bernardino County Grand Jury completed an interview and site visitation as part of a
review of the Public Administrator on August 23, 2011 and with the Public Guardian on January
24, 2012.
The Grand Jury was focusing specifically on the Public Administrator and Public Guardian in the
overseeing, managing and storing of personal property.
The Public Administrator is required by law to take responsibility for personal property
belonging to persons who have died without an executor. They manage the estates of the
deceased until families assume responsibility. However, if no family member claims the estate,
the property goes to public auction.
The Public Guardian/Conservator is a division of the Department of Aging and Adult Services.
The Public Guardian is appointed by the court and administers to the needs of living individuals
who are not able to care for themselves.
Estates and assets may include real estate, motor vehicles, home furnishings, bank accounts,
creditors, stocks/bonds, cash, jewelry, art/antiques, firearms/ammunition, etc. Items listed above
must be inventoried and some items photographed then stored appropriately.
When property is to be liquidated, a notice of auction is placed on the county’s website. From the
proceeds, in the case of the Public Administrator, only actual expenses incurred by the county
are reimbursed to the county; whatever is left, after all claims are paid, goes to the State of
California.
In the case of the Public Guardian, when the property is sold, the proceeds go to the cost of the
person’s on-going care.
FACTS
The following are recommendations from the 2004-2005 Grand Jury:
05-126 Provide digital cameras for use by warehouse attendants.
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05-127 Divide the warehouse to create two distinct areas: one for Public Administrator
and the other for Public Guardian
05-128 Acquire computer tracking software for warehouse inventory management.
05-129 Utilize a bar code system to ensure tracking of estate property.
05-130 Store property lots on pallets in uniform size containers. Utilize standard size
portable partitions to divide property lots.
05-131 Enforce the policy of two signatures on every inventory and log sheet.
05-132 Store printed material, photos, and paintings in archival quality boxes.
FINDINGS
1. Attendants now have digital cameras to use.
2. The Warehouse is now divided into two distinct areas: one for Public Guardian and
the other for Public Administrator.
3. The Public Administrator and Public Guardian have developed their own case
management computer system which allows better tracking of inventories and
management of property.
4. The Public Administrator and Public Guardian intend to implement a bar code system
when budgetary constraints allow.
5. Personal property is securely stored in steel containers the employees called “pods.”
Property is stored with portable partitions to separate one client’s property from
another’s. Each unit is inventoried and the “pod” is sealed with a tamper-evident seal
that has a serial number that must be recorded any time entry is made. The Public
Administrator and the Public Guardian use separate containers. Firearms and
ammunition from estates are maintained under the care and custody of the
Sheriff/Coroner until the estates are liquidated.
6. Currently the warehouse is managed by two Estate Property Specialists who work for
the Public Guardian. The warehouse is equipped with a digital camera security
system that is monitored on the Public Guardian computers and visitors are required,
upon entry, to sign a log-in sheet.
7. A few special items such as bibles, photographs, keepsakes or old historical records
that will never be destroyed are stored in archival quality boxes.
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COMMENDATION
The Grand Jury commends the Public Administrator and the Public Guardian for implementing
the recommendations of the 2004-2005 Grand Jury.
RECOMMENDATION
12-39

The Public Administrator and Public Guardian implement a bar code system to
better track estate property. (Finding 4)

Responding Agency
Board of Supervisors
Sheriff-Coroner-Public
Administrator

Recommendations
12-39
12-39

Due Date
September 29, 2012
September 29, 2012
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